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Foreword by the editor, Paul MacFarlane
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, my grandfather, Charles E.
MacFarlane, and my great grandfather, Peter C. MacFarlane 1, were loggers. Even my
father, Fred O. MacFarlane was a logger for a brief time. It was an exciting time for
that profession. New technologies continually entered the field in order to ever more
efficiently clear timber from hills and transport it to markets. In fact, these two men
(though not my father Fred) themselves invented or pioneered technologies such as
railroads to transport logs, and high slackline cables to pull timber off of hills. Their
particular slackline system was known as the MacFarlane Skyline System.
Their biographies, among other things, chronicle this ever-advancing march of
progress.
As in any profession, there’s a lot of jargon. I footnoted many unfamiliar terms
as they occurred in the text. I was fortunate to come across Woods Words, a
logging dictionary by Dean Walter McCulloch, published in 1953. It included most of
the definitions I needed. And it’s available online for free at the Internet Archive, at the
following link: https://archive.org/details/woodswordscompre00mccu
Some jargon consisted of old words used in new ways. Take, for example, the
term “donkey.” In a logging enterprise, it’s not an animal, but an engine specialized to
reel in ropes or cables. Like a fishing rod reeling in fish, it can reel in logs. It was
invented by John Dolbeer (1827-1902) in Crescent City, California, in 1881, a date
part way through our story.
Donkey engines came in a huge variety of sizes, most of them about as big as
a small railroad locomotive. They were usually mounted on a pair of logs which acted
like skis, so they could pull themselves through a forest by their cables. They were
adaptable to endless jobs, ubiquitous throughout North American forests. Even today,
one of them stands in Disneyland’s California Adventure theme park in Anaheim.
So the technologies of log transport went from animals (horses), to steampowered donkeys, and then to gasoline-powered donkeys. The drawing and the
photo on the next page, taken from Wikipedia, show early steam donkeys.
Besides the progress of technology, the stories here reflect a society and
lifestyle which is no longer common, at least not in North America. It was a society
built on physical strength. Except for a tiny minority working in the office or the
kitchen, all the loggers’ skills depended upon bodies strong enough to wield them. If
that strength were to weaken, all of those marketable skills would also weaken. So
loggers took pride in their strength and agility. They displayed it frequently in contests
of wrestling, boxing, log rolling, “stick pulling” and others.
1 The pictures on the first page are the front and back of Peter C. MacFarlane’s business
card with the Michigan Lumber Company. It measures 3¼ inches by 5¼ inches (8.25 by
13.33 cm) – appropriately large for those days. It was designed and printed by the wellknown Lewis & Dryden Company of Portland, Oregon.
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Another signature aspect of logging
society was the gypsy-like nature of the
work force. Back then, people simply cut
down the whole forest. When it was gone,
they moved on.
People weren’t looking for forest
sustainability in those days. They didn’t
moderate their harvesting, and didn’t seem
to plant new seedlings. Out in the West,
they did cut the stumps quite high, but not
to promote regrowth. The resin in the butt
(the base of the trunk) made that part hard
to cut and process. Still, some butts may have sprouted later to regenerate the
forest.
In general, though, once the timber was cut it was gone, at least for the next
couple of decades. And as the loggers kept on the move, so did the investors, as
they sought out new opportunities to buy unlogged tracts. And the MacFarlanes were
not simply loggers, but also traveling investors, financially active in Michigan, then
New York state, and later in the Pacific Northwest, on both sides of the Canadian
border. This clear-cutting custom of investment and logging contrasted strongly with
logging in Europe, as Charles would discover in World War I, though not with African
logging, as he discovered after that.
As an
animal lover, I
appreciated the
anecdotes about
horses, which not
only highlighted
their equine
talents, but also
their individual
natures and
personalities.
These
days, gasoline
engines have
mostly taken the
horse’s jobs, and
they are soulless,
no matter how
hard advertisers
might work to
convince us otherwise. Horses, though, were real living partners. And like the
loggers themselves, they entered contests to show off their strength and agility.
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Charles MacFarlane wrote his father’s biography and his own autobiography
as separate documents. But because the two men worked together for much of their
careers, these two documents often depicted the same events (with occasional
inconsistencies). This led me to consolidate them into a single narrative.
More recently, Charles’s son Fred also began an autobiography. Unfortunately,
he only wrote as far as the early 1940’s, when he was in his early twenties. Still, last
month I integrated what he had written into the story of his father, since they lived
together for most of that time.
The result is this present work that focuses on three men.
Charles MacFarlane also wrote an “afterward” to his autobiography, which
stood apart from the body of the work, and highlighted the remarkable men, horses,
and events that presumably always lingered in his mind.
I kept this afterword as a separate and independent section here, because I
think it says something about Charles’s character, that he chose to highlight the men,
horses, and events which impressed him, which might otherwise disappear in history.
In editing Charles’s (and Fred’s) originals, I mainly concerned myself with
verbal clarity, while preserving what he had written as literally as possible. Thus, I
mainly just broke up run-on sentences, modified verb tenses and gerunds, or
occasionally substituted a word, and sometimes reordered phrases to ensure that a
pronoun’s referent was clear. I basically preserved each distinct sentence from the
original documents. On rare occasions, I inserted a phrase or short sentence of my
own to clarify the whole meaning.
To better integrate my father Fred’s contribution into his father Charles’s story,
I changed Fred’s first-person pronouns to either names or third-person pronouns, to
make it seem like Charles was speaking the whole time, to make the entire document
feel more consistent.
I feel lucky and blessed to have had such ancestors, and to have inherited my
ancestor’s biographies, to “hear” their own words directly. Whether or not anybody
else ever reads them, it’s an honor to possess them. And it’s an honor for me to help
preserve them for posterity, perhaps in the Internet Archive, or perhaps with a
MacFarlane family organization.
-Paul MacFarlane February, 2022
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Peter’s Michigan Childhood
It was recess at a small country school in Michigan 2. The boys were playing
Pullaway – one form of a tag game. The boy in the middle of the field would call,
“Pom pom pullaway, come away or I will fetch you away.” Then all the other boys
would run from one side of the field to the other. Any boy who was tagged by the
Tagger would then join the tagger’s team, and after that, help tag the others.
Generally all would be tagged except Peter. He had a way to get across that
generally fooled the others. He would go to the extreme end of the field while the
taggers scattered out in the middle. Then he started running length wise, toward the
middle of the field. The taggers would all run toward him. Then suddenly, he would
reverse direction, and with a burst of speed, run around the whole bunch of taggers.
This boy, born in 1848, who seemed to outdo
all the rest, was rather large for his age. Named Peter
Carl (Pete) MacFarlane, he had a joyous disposition.
He could out-run, out-jump, out-wrestle or out-box any
of the boys his size in school, He rather liked to show
off, especially when a certain girl was watching, one
whom he described afterwards as the prettiest girl in
school.
This girl, Esther A. Courter3, was slender with
brown eyes and hair. While not very strong, she was
quick, a fast runner who could ride most any horse. In
school she generally ranked at the head of the class,
while Peter stood well down near the foot.
Peter was the youngest in a large family4. The
older boys generally worked in the logging camps. At
that time, the loggers were nearly all Scotch, so
naturally Peter would go with them to the camp. He
was big and strong, and a willing worker. He was
soon driving team5, felling timber, or performing
various other jobs. The men liked him, and took pains to show him all the tricks of
the trade, like how to use a cant hook6, or ride logs on the spring logging drive 7.
2 Peter’s father, Andrew MacFarlane had been born on July 24, 1802 in New Kilpatrick,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland. His mother, Mary Jane Bryden had been born on August 16,
1808 in Dailly, Ayr, Scotland. These two towns were about fifty miles apart, and a bit south
of the traditional MacFarlane clan lands. They immigrated to Canada. Then they moved
from Canada to Michigan in 1853, when Peter was about five years old. Andrew would
have been 51 and Jane 45 at that time.
3 1849 – 1944 born June 6, 1849
4 There were ten children. Peter was born August 27, 1848
5 Managing a team of horses. A teamster, in other words.
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The men were also great for tests of strength and skills, such as wrestling,
boxing, stick pulling8, etc. They taught young Peter all they knew. He was an apt
pupil, so he grew to be a top-notcher in all of the sports of that day.

The Civil War
During the Civil War, Peter’s brothers all went off to war. When Peter was
fifteen in 1864, he joined the Union Army under General Thomas and would serve
one year before the war ended.
He had gone to join the army with another boy, a 21-year-old who was not very
strongly built, so the army refused to take him. But when Peter went in and said he
was 18 years old, they took him right away. He said afterwards, while they were going
through the hardships of war, that he wished he had stayed home. But being young
and tough, he made out all right.
One hardship that they had to endure occurred after they had marched all day
in the rain. At dusk, the order came to fall out and prepare to camp for the night.
They were in a large muddy field with a split rail fence around it. The men did not
want to lay down in the mud, so they each went and got two fence rails, put them
down in the mud, and covered them with their rain-proof cloth and blanket. Then they
rolled up in them and tried to sleep. Well, morning finally came. They grabbed a light
breakfast and were soon on the march again.
In a battle, the rebels captured Peter’s company. All the men stacked arms.
The captain took off his sword and looped it over the stacked arms, but he kept his
revolver. Peter also kept his bayonet. It was dusk, so in the confusion, Peter and the
captain crawled into a brush pile and kept very quiet, while the men in grey marched
the captured company away.
At the break of dawn the next day, they crawled out of the brush pile and
started to hunt for the Union lines. Soon they came upon a Negro and asked him to
show them where the Union lines were located. But the Negro refused, saying that he
would be shot if he showed them the way out. At that, the captain pulled out his
revolver and said, “Well, I will shoot you right now, if you don’t show us the way.” So
very reluctantly, he led them within sight of the Union lines.
When they arrived there, they were taken to General Thomas. The captain
was assigned to another company, but General Thomas kept young Peter as an
6 A large, open hook at the end of a pole, used to turn logs, roll them over, yard-in wood
logs, and do other odd jobs. The picture is from Wikimedia.
7 They generally waited until spring to float logs to the mills. There was less ice, and more
water from the spring melt.
8 Two contestants sit on a mat, facing each other. Between them is a plank, standing on
edge, extending from left to right. They both put their feet against the plank and extend
their arms to grasp a two-foot-long, two-inch wide stick, held parallel to the plank. On a
signal, they pull on this stick, each aiming to drag their opponent towards them and over
the plank.
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orderly. His main job was to carry messages to other commands. He was given a
horse to ride (among other accomplishments, Peter was a good rider) and on many
of his trips, he found himself in no-man’s land, between the Northern and Southern
armies.

Memorable Horses
One day, he was sent between the lines with a message. He passed a lot of
the Southern officers’ horses, which they’d tied to a fence, while they themselves
were in a house, eating and having a good time. One horse was a very beautiful
thoroughbred. Pete would not stop while carrying a message, but he made up his
mind that if that horse was still there when he came back, he would try and capture it.
Sure enough, when he came back, the horse was still there. So he very
quickly slipped up, cut the tie rope, jumped on the horse, and was off. Just as he
started he was discovered. The officers fired at him and rushed out, took their horses,
and tried to catch him. But Peter had selected the fastest horse, so he got away.
When he got back to camp, all the officers admired the horse very much. One
of them even offered him $1000 for it, but Pete would not sell it – he said he needed
a fast horse to carry messages.
Not long afterwards, he was carrying a message across open ground, on the
run, of course. The enemy commenced to shoot at him. He had nearly got across the
open ground into some timber and brush when his horse got shot in the neck. But the
horse did not fall until he reached the timber.
Pete then pulled his revolver from the holster (his message was tucked in his
belt), and he started running down the road as fast as he could (and he was a fast
runner). He got around a curve in the road before the men in gray could reach the
place where the horse had been shot. They thought that he was probably hiding
there in the brush, so they commenced to search there.
In the meantime, Peter came across a mule in the road. So he got on the mule
and started riding toward the Union lines. But the mule would go no faster than a
slow canter. Peter dug his spurs into him, but the mule just turned around and went
the other way.
Well, Peter finally stopped the mule and started again for the Union lines. But
the mule would still only go at a slow canter. He could hear the Southerners coming.
When they got in sight, they commenced to shoot. Pete was pretty close to the Union
line by this time. Union sentries, hearing the shooting, commenced to return fire, and
Pete was back. But it was a pretty close shave.
He was kept at his job and given another horse, but he was always thankful
that he had had that fast horse, and sorry to lose him.
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Logging after the War
Not long after this, the war was over and Peter came marching home. One of
the first places that he went after arriving was the home of Esther Courter. And how
all the Courter family (including Esther of course) admired him in his soldier’s uniform!
However, he soon took that off and went to work in the logging camps nearby.
He liked the excitement of the logging camps.

The Traditional Logging Method
They had long hours building roads, felling trees and cutting them up into logs.
They skidded9 the logs out to the roads with horses, and piled them up on skids
(logging sleds),10 ready to be hauled from that landing11 to the river when the snow
came.
After it had snowed and the weather was cold, the men would “break out 12” the
roads by driving a logging sleigh over them. Then, at night, they would haul huge
sprinklers (huge tanks of water on sleighs), spouting out water behind, which would
freeze, turning the roads into smooth, solid ice.
Then the hauling would commence. They would pile huge loads of logs, as
many as possible, onto the sleighs. These they would haul to the river from the
landing, where they had been skidded out, to a place on the river where there was a
high bank, and roll them onto the ice, half way across to the river. There the logs
were “banked13,” piled up into a rollway14, placed evenly along the riverbank. Then
they would wait for spring.
In the spring, when the river ice broke up, a crew of men and horses would
break down the rollways into the river, which was still well mixed with ice. A four-horse
team would work from the opposite bank, pulling on a rope with a large swamp hook 15
hooked into a log in the rollway. This log would generally be a “key log,” so a whole
tier of logs would roll down into the river when it was pulled down. Generally, a horse
on the rollway side would haul the hook back. These horses got so well trained to the
work that they did not need a driver.
9 Dragged logs from the woods to a collecting point (a landing).
10 A platform made of logs. A pair of large logs, specially selected to stand the strains of
logging and moving, are positioned in parallel like skis. Big cross timbers are hewed to fit,
and bolted together to make the stout frame.
11 A collecting point for logs, and the center of operations on a logging show. A log dump.
12 To open up a road which had been closed by snow or slide.
13 piled up
14 A landing where logs are piled up waiting loading or river driving. In some places a log
dump is called a rollway.
15 A large all-purpose open hook on the end of a line or chain, used in animal skidding or on
a chunk-out operation. It has a link in the head and a very sharp point to dig in a log or
stump. It could be pulled free very easily when the job was done.
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Then the river drive was on. River drivers would take these logs, along with all
the other loggers’ logs, down the river to the saw mills. Some crews broke up jams at
the front while other crews brought up the rear, “sacking 16,” rolling the hang-ups into
the water. They waded right into the water, sometimes waist deep.
Peter worked at all the various jobs and got to be an expert, especially in using
cant hooks, loading the logs, breaking down the rollways, riding the logs and breaking
up the log jams. Soon he was a full-fledged logger.
Also, they still had sports in camp – wrestling, boxing, stick-pulling, etc. Peter
liked them so much that he had soon become tops at all the sports of that period.

Esther Courter
All of this time, Peter was keeping company with “the finest and prettiest girl in
the world,” Esther Courter, who was now teaching school. And don’t think that she
was a softie, even if she was not very strong! She was extra good with horses, both
riding and driving them, and she was a fast runner, beating all the girls in the
neighborhood in foot races.
There was considerable argument between her and Peter (who had won all
the boys’ foot races) as to which was the fastest runner. Finally, they held a race and
Esther beat Peter by a step. Peter said that if he took off his heavy shoes, he would
win, but Esther said that would not be fair, for she always wore her shoes. So that
ended the contest between them, but there never was an end to the argument.
Esther’s father had gotten killed when she was three or four years old, leaving
her mother with a family of three boys and four girls and a 160-acre farm to run. But
she was a very smart woman, and ran the farm so efficiently that she made money
with it while raising and educating her family.
Peter proposed to Esther, and asked the consent of her mother, who said that
she did not like the transient way that loggers lived. All of her own boys were farmers,
so she said that if Peter would go into farming, she could give them a farm, and she
would consent to the marriage. Peter of course agreed, for the thing he wanted most
in the world was to marry Esther. So they were married. Peter was 19 and Esther 18
years of age17.
Peter was not really much of a farmer, as he did not know much about it. He
was used to working with a crew of men where there was lots of excitement. He did
not like working alone, like he had to do on a farm, plowing, planting, cultivating, etc.
So he always had the urge to go back to logging.
He was, however, a very good horse trader. He made money at it until the time
when a horse trade also brought him three sheep and a pig to boot. His wife Esther
put her foot down and made him give back the three sheep. She told him that a horse

16 To chase down stray logs behind the drive.
17 This would have been about 1867 or 1868, two years after the war.
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trader’s life was not a good life, and really not honest. So that stopped the horse
trading.
Peter’s wife, Esther, soon realized that he was not a good farmer, so she
consented for him to take a small logging contract. She moved right into the camp
with him so she could handle the cooking for the crew! Later, when they had a larger
contract and could afford to hire a cook, she kept the books and the time for the crew
and helped with the scaling18.

Charles: I am Born
After they had been married about two years, I, their first son Charles, was
born19 in a farm house near Imlay City, Michigan20. I have been told that they were
afraid I would not live, as I was so delicate. As a baby I was very nervous, irascible
and cross – a mean little brat. And I cried a lot, unless my mother was holding me.
So to keep me quiet she carried me around as she worked, even holding me on her
hip with one hand while doing the washing with the other. So she had her hands full,
taking care of me while doing the house work!
I was not named for some time. Peter, my father, wanted to name me after one
of his brothers, James, John, or Andrew, or Peter after himself. My grandmother
wanted to name me Newton and began to call me Newty. My mother did not like any
of these names and finally announced that my name was to be Charles Edward
MacFarlane, and as you may know, she was the boss and that is my name.
My boyhood days I think were like many others. I grew stronger, thanks to my
mother’s care. When I got to be four years old, I liked to go and play with the
neighbor children, but without asking permission. And I would forget to come home
for my meals. Finally, my mother decided that this had to stop. She cut a little switch,
took me in hand, and switched my legs, which did no real damage, but it hurt. She
told me that I shouldn’t do that. But I fought back and wouldn’t promise! So she kept
at it, switching, talking and switching for half a day until I gave up. I was a pretty good
boy after that.
When I was five years old, I went with my mother to visit her sister in Canada.
I do not remember much about it except that we had to wait several hours in a depot
between trains, and there was a big coal stove in the waiting room and I got very
tired.
My father kept on logging, at times having a hard time keeping from going
broke. So when the Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad was being built21, he took along
18 To tally the number of board feet in a log. Board feet is a measure of volume. Since logs
are valuated in board feet, the scaling will give a log’s price.
19 March 8, 1870 – Peter was 21 years old, and Esther 20.
20 Imlay City was founded in 1850. It is about fifty miles north of Detroit and thirty miles east
of Flint.
21 The F&PM, chartered in 1857, would go from Flint, Michigan west to Pere Marquette (now
named Ludington) on the shore of Lake Michigan. It later merged with two other
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another young man and went to work for it. To do the grading, they used two teams of
horses which the railroad owned, each man driving one team.

Camp Wrestling Contests
Now, Peter, my father, had quite a reputation among the loggers as a wrestler,
boxer, and fighter, though he would never fight unless he had been forced into it. So
when they had first gone to the grading camp, he told his teamster not to say a word
about his wrestling or boxing ability, because he did not want to get into that with a
strange crew.
The railroad construction crew was all Irish (the logging crews, on the other
hand, were mostly Scotch at that time). Every evening after supper, the men would
hold wrestling bouts, as the daylight was long at that time of year. Peter never said a
word, but just watched the contests, which finally got down to one big powerful man
who had thrown all the other contestants.
Peter’s teamster said to Peter, “That fellow is pretty good, isn’t he?” Peter said
“Yes, he is, but a little bit slow.” Shortly after that, when they had finished their job and
were going back home, some men kept talking about that big fellow, and what a good
wrestler he was. Peter’s teamster could keep still no longer. He said that, yes, he
was pretty good, but a little slow, and that Pete MacFarlane could throw him.
That night, just before supper, that big Irishman, the camp’s champion
wrestler, came up to Peter and said, “Did you say that you could throw me?” Peter
said that, no, he had not said so. “Well, do you think you can?” And Peter replied “I
think I can, but I am not going to wrestle anybody here.”
Then the gong rang for supper. The crew started for the tables, located
outdoors with chairs to sit on. Just as Peter was about to sit down, the Irish wrestler
jerked the chair out from under him. But Peter did not go down to the ground.
Instead, he turned as he was falling, grabbed the wrestler, and threw him to the
ground with a rolling hip lock22, heavy onto his back.
The crew formed a ring and called on them for a wrestling bout. The Irishman
came in with a rush, intending to throw Peter with brute force, but Pete was much
quicker. He stepped in with a grape vine foot block 23, and pushed the Irishman right
over backwards, but it broke the Irishman’s leg. The crew, which was practically all
Irish, commenced to holler, “He did it on purpose. Let’s hang him.”
Peter, of course, was pretty scared, but he jumped up on a chair and said “I
can lick any two of you, but I can’t lick the whole crew. I want fair play. I did not intend
to break the man’s leg and this wrestling match was forced on me anyway.” The crew
companies to form the Pere Marquette Railroad (PM), which expanded and merged
throughout the Midwest and nearby Canada.
22 You hook your opponent’s leg with your own legs, then grab his other ankle to pull him
down.
23 You grab your opponents arm and/or upper body, then wrap your leg around one of his
legs (the “grapevine”), pushing down with your arms and pulling up with your leg.
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recognized that there should be fair play. After quite a bit of grumbling they decided
that it was an accident and let it go at that. Peter and his hired man took their teams
and went home the next morning.

Evart, Michigan
The Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad, which Peter and his friend had worked
on, crossed the Muskegon River at Evart, a town founded about 1870. It was the
supply point for all the upper Muskegon River logging camps. It had about 1000
inhabitants and 12 Saloons as well as a number of stores – hardware, groceries,
blacksmith shops, livery stables, etc. My father Peter moved the family up there in the
early 1870’s.
I remember going to a neighbor’s to play with a little girl named Gracie Dexter.
We used to sit on her steps and listen to her older sister play the piano.
My father then entered into a partnership with Jim Eldred of Chicago. They
bought a tract of pine timber about two miles north of Evart, where logs would be cut
and skidded24 to a landing. In the winter, after the snow came, they would then be
hauled25, to the Muskegon River.

Logging near Evart
My father always laid out (surveyed) his own roads so he could skid and haul
the logs down grade. So first they built roads. Quite often, these roads would run
across swamps and small lakes or ponds, but these would not be barriers, because
they would freeze up in the winter when the logs would be hauled.
Father was an expert at breaking down rollways in early spring. He generally
did all the hooking-on himself26. Quite frequently, he also took jobs breaking down
other companies’ rollways.
It was dangerous work. Even as good as Father was at picking out them out,
“key logs” were situated right at the foot of the tier of logs which were being broken
down. So quite often the tier of logs would break loose before he hooked onto what
he thought was the key log. Then, with logs coming down all around him, he would
run out on the loose logs and jump in the water. Then others would reach out with a
pike pole27 to pull him out of the water, which was ice cold and full of chunks of ice.
However that did not stop the work. He went right back to hooking, wet clothes and
all.
24 To drag logs from the woods to a landing. Often a “skid road,” a road of logs, would be
constructed it so the logs being harvested could slide more easily than they would over
dirt.
25 Carried in sleighs
26 Attaching a hook with an attached rope (or cable) to a log. When the horse on the other
side of the river pulls the rope, it pulls the hooked log into the water.
27 A long pole with a spike and a hook on one end, used for shoving logs around in pond or
pocket.
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Log prices were not very good at that time. Hard work was necessary, but they
made a little money. Then they commenced to get ready for the next year’s work.

1876 – The Winter of No Snow
In the fall of 187528, My father’s crew had built the sleigh roads, skidded out
the logs and piled them on skids along the road. The sprinklers were ready, waiting
for snow, so they could ice the roads and haul the logs to the Muskegon River bank,
where they would await the spring melt, when river drivers would float the logs down
to the mills.
We all waited for snow. And waited. We had to have snow to haul the logs to
the river or else the family would go broke. In the meantime, the mills were frantic for
logs, and prices were soaring.
Still, no snow came. I was six years old on March 8 th, and still there had been
no snow all winter. Father was worried and would get up in the night to see if it was
snowing yet. They were desperate. Jim Eldred came from Chicago to hold a
conference with Peter.
Father said that the only way out, he thought, was to buy some light railroad
equipment and build a railroad to haul the logs. So that was what they decided to do.
They went to Saginaw, Michigan29 and bought six miles of thirty-foot rails, switches,
spikes, etc. They also bought a twelve-ton narrow gauge Porter locomotive 30, with
twelve light four-wheel cars to haul the logs on.
When the rails and the cars came, they were hauled by wagon two
miles up the Muskegon River to where the logs had been dumped. Then the rush
was on to build the six miles of railroad to the logs that were already on skids. It was
a rush because they had a contract to fulfill. They worked night and day at it, using
torches at night. They built it over the sleigh road as much as possible, building
around some of the small lakes and ponds instead of going across them, as the
sleigh roads did.
To cross marsh land, they laid down mud sills31. Then they flattened logs for
stringers32, which they laid onto the mud sills, fastening them together with flattened
poles. They spiked the rails right onto the stringers. And on the grade they laid
hewed ties.
28 Peter was 27 years old.
29 Saginaw, Michigan, was a thriving lumber town in the 19th century and an important
industrial city and manufacturing center throughout much of the 20th century
30 H.K. Porter, Inc. (Porter) manufactured light-duty railroad locomotives in the US, starting
in 1866. The company became the largest producer of industrial locomotives, and built
almost eight thousand of them.
31 A sill is the lowest horizontal member of a structural frame. A mud sill is a sill that rests on
the earth (or foundation).
32 A long horizontal timber used for connecting upright posts in a frame, such as a bridge
timber.
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I remember when the locomotive engine came, loaded on a flat car. I watched
the men unload it, using its own steam power. Then they ran it on skids formed from
eight long log stringers, flattened on two sides, with rails spiked onto them. Horses
moved sets of these stringers in front of the locomotive, which moved ahead from
one set to the next, the horses continuing to move them ahead in front of it. It made
the two-mile trip to the log dump in a very short time.
In sixty days’ time they had built the railroad and were hauling logs over it. And
in all those sixty days, Father had rarely come home, and never gone to bed, but had
just dropped down and slept where ever he had got the chance.
I decided one day that I wanted to see the railroad, so I walked up there with
another boy of my age, Willard Trumbull. When we got to the railroad crossing, we
saw the locomotive about a half mile away near the river. We started walking on the
railroad toward the train, which was loading material for the track. Before we got there
the train came our way, so we stepped to one side of the track. But they never
stopped for us, even though they made several trips back and forth. So we went
home. I told my father that I had been up to see the railroad, but the locomotive had
never stopped to give us a ride, and my father said, “Now wasn’t that too bad.”
Now one might think that, with the train, all their troubles were over, but they
weren’t. It was a narrow gauge, three-foot track and the high loads on the cars often
caused the cars to jump the track. Frequently, a whole carload would tip right over
into a ditch. Several times, the locomotive itself rolled into a ditch, so they had to get
rope, blocks and horses to roll it back on the track again.
On the other hand, they did get to know how one hauls logs on a narrow
gauge track. And log prices had risen higher because of the shortage caused by the
lack of winter snow, so when the company hauled theirs out, they made quite a lot of
money.
And this changed the system of logging, because after that, they could keep
on logging right through the summer, skidding the logs directly to the railroad, which
hauled them to the river. Winfield Scott Gerrish 33 also built a railroad to haul his logs
that same winter.
After that, Father did all his logging by rail. He would put in a good main line
and throw down temporary spur lines to which the logs were skidded. Then he
picked up the spur lines and laid them down someplace else.

Expanding Logging Operations
Father did not like his railroad’s narrow gauge, so when John Hurd, a grain
and flour mill operator from Bridgeport, Connecticut, offered to go in with him and log
on a larger scale, Peter sold out his interest in the Eldred and MacFarlane Company
33 Gerrish (1849 - 1882), also of Evart, Michigan, is usually recognized as the man who
brought railroads into logging operations, when he built a seven-mile-long logging railroad
from Lake George to the Muskegon River in Clare County, Michigan in 1877. It turns out
that Peter MacFarlane can also lay claim to that distinction.
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and bought out the La Beuf Brothers Standard Gauge Railroad, which could dump
their logs right in Evart at the Big Rollway, a riverbank about fifty feet high and three
quarters of a mile long. Then they bought a big tract of timber and expanded the
operation to five camps, with two locomotives and plenty of cars hauling logs day and
night – twenty trips with twelve cars of logs to each trip.
This new company was called Hurd, MacFarlane & Co. They hired an
engineer (Franz Trumbull) to lay out the roads, and had a logging superintendent (Jim
Lennon) and four other foremen under Lennon. Father was the manager. He was on
the go all the time, seeing that everything was going well.

School Days in Evart
One day, Gracie Dexter, whom I had been playing with, went to school. I had
not started school yet though I was nearly seven years old, so I decided to go with
her. Later, when I got home, I told my mother. She said, “All right, you can keep right
on going.”
I was not too good in school and would whisper and play, so one day, soon
after I had started attending, the teacher called me up front and made me sit under
the table that she used as a desk. I was not too good in my studies but managed to
keep up somehow, though I had to be punished quite often for playing.
The boys used to play “army” (North and South). Charles Snider, one of the
older boys, was captain of one side. He took me into his company. He said that I was
to be a spy and find out what the other side was doing. Well, his company made a
demonstration as if to attack so I could slip around behind the other company. But I
was soon discovered and taken prisoner and held until the battle was over and we all
went back to school.
Evart was a great baseball town. The men had a team and the high school
boys had one. They wore red knee pants with a white stripe. So when I was ten
years old the boys of my age formed another team and wore blue knee pants with a
white stripe, and we were called the “Blue Racers”. We played ball every chance we
got and I got to know a lot about the game.

Horses and Races
My father and mother were both very good with horses, whether riding or
driving. My mother had an average-sized gray mare weighing about 1,000 pounds
named Maggie, good for riding or driving. She was fast but gentle. I used to drive her
quite a lot when I was ten years old.
My mother was a good church member and the Vice President of the State
W.C.T.U.34 My father liked sports, including horse racing, which in Evart was only
amateur. The owners raced each other’s horses.

34 Woman's Christian Temperance Union, a group who opposed alcoholic drinks.
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There was a fairgrounds about a half mile from Evart. One year at the County
Fair the W.C.T.U. had the dining room concession. My job was to drive Maggie with a
light buggy to gather things (pies, cakes, etc.) from the W.C.T.U members for the
dining room.
I was kept busy all day every day, but one day, when 3:00 P.M. came, I drove
around to the race track, where my father had taken Maggie and hitched her to a
sulky35 and then proceeded to win the trotting race and a $10.00 purse.
I then took the horse back and kept on with my jobs. My mother was very
indignant and said she did not want her horse to race and would not take the money.
Well, father said we would give it to the preacher. Mother said she did not think he
would accept race money, but I guess he did, for I did not hear anything more about
it.
In the summer time, with the long days, a group of men who owned horses
would go horseback riding after supper. My father used to rent a small horse from the
livery stable for me to ride. He taught me how to ride and was very strict in the way I
did it, so I became a pretty good rider. After the group had just about finished riding,
they would put on a race to see who could win.
One evening, when I went to get the horse at the livery stable, the owner said
the horse that I normally rode was out, but he would let me ride his own race horse,
which he did not generally hire out. It was about the same size as the other horse
and was anxious to go. Well, when we had had enough riding and put on the race, I
won, for all I had to do was to let the horse run.
Later they put on a horse race at the fairgrounds on the half-mile track. My
father entered Maggie and got Henry Turner, a lightweight, to ride her and Rick the
liveryman got Jack, a boy of about 16 years old to ride his horse. Of course there
were also a lot of other horses.
When it came time for the race, Jack, Rick’s boy, got scared and would not
ride, so some of the men who had seen me ride the horse commenced to holler,
“Charley MacFarlane can ride the horse!” They asked my father if he would let me do
it. He said yes, so I went down to ride the horse. Some said, “MacFarlane already
has a horse in the race,” but my father said not to worry, that Charley would win if he
could.
I had been taught to ride with or without a saddle and so they only put a
surcingle36 around the horse. They lifted me on and then held the horse, who was
raring to go. At the signal “go”, we were off. I headed the field all the way and came
in first with Maggie second.

35 a lightweight cart having two wheels and a seat for the driver only but usually without a
body.
36 a wide strap that runs over the back and under the belly of a horse, to keep a blanket in
place.
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The contest was to be the best two out of three, so we had to race again. This
time Maggie got the jump on me and I trailed along after her until we came to the
home stretch. Then I began to use the whip and got up even with her. As I came up
Henry Turner began to throw his whip at my horse’s nose and hit Maggie on the flank.
She did not like to be hit there and switched her tail, which took her mind off the
running. I laid right down, whipping my horse and won by a nose. You ought to have
heard the cheer that went up then! And wasn’t my father proud! He would much
rather have me win, than his own horse.
My father had a man working for him named Ed Morrison, who drove a team of
horses named Fan and Dan, hauling supplies from the railroad to the logging railroad,
a distance of one mile. They kept the team in the barn at our house, where the driving
and riding horses were kept.
Ed Morrison was one of the very best teamsters. He took care of all the horses
in the barn. I used to like to ride with him on Main Street. I’d catch a ride when he
went to get his load of supplies and come back with him.
One day I went over to Main Street (which was only one block away) and he
had just passed. But the team was just walking, so I started after them on the run.
Just as I was about to catch up to their rear end, the team started up on a trot and left
me behind. But they slowed again, so I kept on running after them, and the same
thing happened over and over again until just before we reached the freight depot.
Then Ed looked around and said, “Oh, do you want a ride?” Of course I did, but I had
had a long run to get it.
One winter day, I had hitched a sled on behind as he was going up Main
Street. When he came to the street that led to the barn he said to the horses, “Take
Care!” The team turned the corner on the run and rolled me and the sled into a snow
bank. Then he stopped the team and I got on and rode home.
My father was looking around to buy a pony for me, and Jim Turner, a horse
dealer and liveryman, had an Indian pony weighing about 700 pounds named Nick.
He was a tough little sorrel37 stallion that used to run away with most anyone who
tried to ride him. He was fine going away from home, but when you turned him
around to go back he would run all the way to the barn.
Father thought he might break him of that habit. He rigged a special rope with
a purchase on his nose to bring his head right down to his chest. This worked
somewhat but it was a lot of trouble. One day my father, who weighed over 200
pounds, took Nick, while I took Maggie, my mother’s horse, and we rode out to my
uncle David’s place, about five miles out.
All was well going out, but when we started home Nick started running. He ran
all the way home. Father pulled on the reins until the horse’s mouth was bleeding.
Every time I urged Maggie to go faster to keep near them, Nick ran even faster. He
ran all the way to our driveway, where he suddenly put all four feet down and
37 Sorrel is an alternative term for chestnut, a light reddish-brown, one of the most common
horse colors.
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stopped. However, father was looking for that, so he settled back and the horse slid
eight or ten feet forward.
Father had a very fine bookkeeper working for him named Walter J. Ross. He
asked my father if he had a horse that he could ride early in the morning before going
to work. Father said, “Sure, go right up to my house and Ed Morrison will saddle a
horse for you.”
So the next morning Mr. Ross came to the barn and told Morrison that father
said he could have a horse to ride. Morrison said, “How would you like that little
sorrel?” Ross said he thought that would be fine, so Morrison saddled up Nick. As
usual, all went fine going away from home, but when he turned back, Nick ran all the
way to the barn. When he came to the barn door, which was closed, he stopped
suddenly, and Ross went over his head and hit his own head against the barn door.
You would think that would be about enough, but the next morning Mr. Ross was on
hand again and Morrison gave him the same horse and the same thing happened
again, though this time my mother saw him coming home and getting thrown against
the barn door, so she told Ed Morrison not to let Mr. Ross have Nick again, but to
have him take her horse Maggie.
So when Ross came again the next morning Ed told him Mrs. MacFarlane had
said that he could not have Nick anymore, but could take her horse. So after that all
was well and Mr. Ross enjoyed his morning rides.

Brother Fred Is Born
And there was another addition to the family. On August 16, 1876 a brother
was born and my mother named him Fred MacFarlane. He was the best baby you
ever saw, pretty with dark blue eyes. He never cried nor gave any trouble and had a
happy disposition (just the opposite of me, his brother Charles).
As he grew up he was a little mischievous and would take things off the
dresser, but mother found that he was afraid of feathers, so she put an ostrich feather
on the dresser and Fred would not go near it.

Life in the Logging Camps
The company had a cook named Burns at Headquarters Camp, where more
than one hundred men worked. He was a wonderful cook, but he had one bad habit.
He had to go on a drinking spree every two or three months. When he got the urge to
go to town, he cooked up a lot of pastry, pies, etc. Then he drew his pay and left. The
second cook took over. He seemed to be doing okay, so Lannon and Peter said that
they would not bother with Burns anymore. But pretty soon, the pastry and pies that
Burns had made were gone and the crew commenced to complain about the cooking.
So my father Peter would go and hunt up Burns, get him sobered up, and take
him back to camp and all were happy again.
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At that time there were men who would go from camp to camp to pick a fight
with the best fighter in camp, just to see which was the better man. Some of these
would hear that Peter MacFarlane could not be licked, so they would come to Evart
just to pick a fight with him.
In one instance, a man said, “Are you Pete MacFarlane?” My father said,
“Yes, what can I do for you?” The man said, “I came up here to lick you and I am
going to do it.” Pete said, “I am not doing any fighting and I don’t want to be bothered
with you,” and he started away. The man then commenced to call Pete a coward and
a lot of other names. Finally he said, “You are a son of a b–,” at which Peter turned,
hit the man once, and the fight was over.
Another man came to the office and store of the company. When Peter would
not pay any attention to him, he began to pick on the storekeeper, who was a small
man. It made Peter mad. At that time, Peter weighed 200 pounds and stood 5 feet,
10.5 inches tall. He knocked the man down and threw him out the door and down the
steps, which was enough for him.
At this time, the men who worked in the woods were largely Canadian French,
and there were a lot of good workers among them. The loaders were a tough lot in
many ways, quite often going on strike and fighting any man who attempted to take
their place.
On one occasion, two loaders had quit. When Peter went to hire one man for
their job, he said he was afraid to go, that the two men who had quit were watching
him, so if he started to go to camp, they would lick him. Peter said, “I will come and
get you.” The man said, “All right, I will be at X’s Saloon.” So Peter went in the door of
the saloon, saw his man, and said, “Come on.” The man started and one of the
strikers made a run for the man to hit him, at which Peter stepped in, hit the striker on
the jaw, and the man went down and out for three hours with a broken jaw. Peter
was so sorry that he had hurt him seriously, that he had him sent to a hospital and
paid all his doctor bills.
Another time, six men, who had been loading at the camp, had a grudge
against the head brakeman. They sent word that they were going to give him a good
licking when he came in with his train that night. The brakeman was scared and told
Peter about it. So Peter said, “Don’t be afraid. I will be there to see that you do not
get hurt.”
Where the train stopped at the switch, there was a ditch on each side of the
track. When the brakeman stepped off the last car with his lantern that night, Peter
was right there. Right away, the six men came up to the tracks. They mistook Peter
for the brakeman. Pete said, “Hold up your lantern,” and as the men came on single
file, he knocked each one into the ditch, except for the last man, who was a light
weight. He grabbed and threw him right on top of the others, and that finished that.
With two locomotives running night and day, four engineers were required.
Some of them were better than others. One of the best was a hard drinker.
Sometimes he would get so intoxicated that he would fall back while his hand was on
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the throttle, opening it wide. The fireman would have to go over to close the throttle
and stop the train. Then Peter would get on and run the locomotive until he got
someone else. They had a young fireman named Dick Comfort, who was sober,
industrious, and reliable, so Pete decided to put him on as engineer. Dick was rather
afraid at first and never was fast at running it, but he got to be a first class engineer
and worked for MacFarlane a great many years after that.
One day, Peter had taken his supper at the headquarters camp, and intended
to take the next train down for home, but the superintendent wanted to talk to him
about something. So he waited for the next train, one hour later. Soon after the train
left with its twelve cars of logs, they heard a long whistle and a crash. They rushed
down the track about a mile and found that some logs had been piled across the
tracks. The locomotive had run into them, and the logs from the cars behind had
crashed into the locomotive cab, killing the engineer, the fireman, and another man
who was a passenger. This was the trip that Peter generally went home on, when he
was up in the woods. So when the superintendent detained him, it probably saved
his life.
One day, the cook at headquarters camp had got crazy drunk from drinking
extract. For some reason, he got mad at the bull cook 38 and started chasing him with
a butcher knife. Peter, along with the superintendent and the time keeper, got the
cook to come into the office. They were trying to quiet him, when the bull cook came
and looked in the window. The cook saw him, raised his knife, and hollered, “Get out
of my way!” (Pete was between him and the door).
Peter then kicked his wrist, knocking the knife out of his hand. Then he
knocked him down, while the time keeper recovered the knife. Peter took the cook by
the collar and marched him to his bunk house. Just as they got there, the cook saw
an ax by the door and made a lunge to get it. But Pete also saw it, tightened his grip
on the cook’s collar, and marched him inside, where they put him to bed and left a
man to watch him until he sobered up.

Indians in Wisconsin
All this time, the company had been making money. So they had taken an
option on a large tract of timber in Wisconsin, which they would later buy. MacFarlane
hired a cruizer39 named Jud Robinson, a small dried-up man, but a good cruizer, to
go with him and look over the timber. To get there, they had to go several days
journey up a river. So they hired an Indian with a canoe to take them up to the timber.
On the way, the Indian began to tell about a wonderful Indian wrestler and
Peter, who had a good opinion of himself, said, “I would like to see the Indian that I
can not throw.” Well, the guide did not say anything more, but a couple of days later,
when they stopped to camp for the night, the guide left and came back with about two
hundred Indians and said, “Wrestle.” The Indian wrestler was big, tall, and strong, but
38 the man who cuts wood and does odd jobs around the camp
39 A cruiser is someone who assigns a monetary value to a stand of timber.
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Pete was always willing for any contest, so the Indians formed a ring and they started
to wrestle – catch as catch can40.
The Indian got a hold and jerked Pete down to his knees. Then how the
Indians yelled!! This made Pete mad, which doubled his strength. He jumped to his
feet, grabbed the Indian with a rolling hip lock, and threw him, slap, bang, onto his
back. And that was enough. The Indian turned and walked away without a word,
taking all the rest of the Indians with him.
Pete and his cruizer completed their mission, and returned to Evart. The details of
this return were never recorded.

More Horse Episodes
In 1881, a man named True, who owned a jewelry store and was a friend of my
father’s, went to Detroit, Michigan, where he obtained most of his jewelry. While he was there
he bought a saddle horse, a chestnut stallion named Chief, weighing about 800 pounds, half
Morgan and half Indian. They had tried to train him as a trotting horse but he’d got scared of
the sulky and kicked it all to pieces.
Chief was still afraid of a wheel on a wagon or a buggy and would shy away every
time he had to pass one. True was not an especially good rider and would get thrown off
nearly every time this happened. So my father said he would buy him for me, which he did
for $150.00.
Then my father got on Chief with a pair of spurs and a whip and his 200 pound
weight. When Chief started to shy away from a wagon wheel, father used his spurs and whip
to force him right up to it and smell it. He kept this up until the horse was not afraid of wheels
any more. And so I got one of the finest horses in that part of the country.
Right after father had bought Chief for me, he bought a black Shetland pony named
Cub, weighing 420 pounds, for Fred, who was then five years old. Cub had never been
ridden but had always been driven in a small cart and would only trot. We wanted our saddle
horses to start from a walk into a canter, a gallop and then a run, and to only trot when
driven. Since Cub was too small for any of the men to ride him, it was up to me to break him
to the saddle. It was quite a job, but I finally got him so he was a fine saddle pony. But he
was so quick that I got thrown off several times.
Fred had to go through the same instruction period from our father that I had. Soon he
got to be a good rider. One day Fred and I were riding ahead of my father and mother on an
old wood road running through the timber when Fred’s pony, Cub, shied and threw him.
Fred’s foot caught in the stirrup and Cub started to run, dragging him. So I dashed ahead on
Chief, jumped off in front of Cub and grabbed him. I loosened Fred’s foot and put him back
on his pony. In the meanwhile, father had caught Chief and we went on again. Mother often
spoke about how quick I was to act in an emergency.
Jim Turner, a horse dealer, had a daughter named Lena who was a little older than
Fred. She also had a pony, so they used to go out riding together.
40 The British term "catch as catch can" is generally understood to mean "catch (a hold)
anywhere you can". As this implies, the rules of catch wrestling were more open than the
earlier Folk styles it was based on and its French Greco-Roman counterpart which did not
allow holds below the waist.
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One time, Lena came to our house. When Fred came down to get her, she told my
mother that she (Lena) had on an old dress, her hair was not combed and “she was not fit to
be seen”. Later she came to our house early in the morning and Fred was not dressed yet,
but still had on his night dress. Fred went to the door and said, “I am not fit to be seen”, so
she waited until he was.
Mother’s horse Maggie, while gentle, was very high strung. One day, while we were
playing Hide and Seek, I went to hide and without saying a word started into her stall and she
kicked me right out. I think I still have the marks. It was not her fault, I should have spoken
to her before going into her stall.
Another time mother was driving Maggie in a cutter41 and had Mrs. Trumbull, a friend
of hers, with her, when Maggie had a rush of blood to the head and commenced to run with
what is called “blind staggers42”, and was out of control from the reins. But fortunately Henry
Turner, who was a fine horse man, was out on the road and knew what the matter was. He
caught the horse as it went by, tripped her and then took out his knife and cut her in her
mouth to bleed her. Before long, she was all right.

A Few Years in New York
My father’s company, Hurd, MacFarlane and Company, had just about finished
logging their timber near Evart, Michigan43, so John Hurd, Peter’s partner, asked Peter to

go and look at a tract of 24,000 acres of timber and a sawmill in the Adirondacks in
New York state.

Scouting the Territory
This sawmill was at St. Regis Falls on the St. Regis River, eleven miles from
Moira on the O & L C Railroad45. The elevation was a thousand feet higher than
Moira. The sawmill was run by water power. Half a mile below town was a large
tannery, which was the town’s principal business.
44

There was a small hotel with a bar room, which had to serve as a sitting room.
Peter MacFarlane did not drink or smoke, but he had to spend his evening there
anyway. He generally sat near the end of the bar where he could see both sides of
the room. He noticed that, no matter what kind of a drink was ordered, it came out of
the same barrel. Pete asked the hotel keeper, who was also the bartender, how he
did that, and the hotel man said, “Oh, they don’t know the difference.”
Peter hired some guides. There was quite a number of them around there,
because people came from Boston and the cities of New York in the summer to hunt
and fish and camp out on the numerous lakes. Peter and the guides went up the river
41 Small sleigh meant for long rides with few passengers.
42 Nerve disease where inflammation interferes with muscle functions. Could be caused by
eating the wrong forage, or by encephalitis, when it is usually fatal.
43 Probably in 1882
44 Moira is still a small town – quite far north in New York, about 15 miles south of the St.
Lawrence and Canada. St. Regis Falls is eleven miles directly south of Moira.
45 Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain Railroad
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by buckboard46 as far as they could. Then they continued by canoe. They spent a
couple of months looking at the timber, the logging conditions, and places for camps,
mills, etc.
My father Peter had been logging by railroad for a number of years, but he
found that this country had to be logged the old way, by sleighs hauling logs to the St.
Regis River and then driving them down the river in the springtime to the sawmills.
The timber was mostly spruce with some pine and quite a lot of hard wood – maple,
beech and birch – though at that time there was no good market for hardwood.
It looked like it might be a good proposition. It would take a lot of money to
open it up right and Peter was not very anxious to do it. He thought he would rather
go to Wisconsin and log the pine timber that they had bought.
But they had a chance to sell the Wisconsin timber at a good profit. John Hurd
wanted to sell so they could open up and operate the Adirondack timber. He
persuaded MacFarlane to do it. He also took in a banker from Bridgeport,
Connecticut, named Hoskiss and the company name became Hurd, Hoskiss, and
MacFarlane.
Mr. Hurd promised my father to buy him out after two years if he did not like it
in New York. He also promised Mrs. MacFarlane, who was quite a church worker and
a WCTU47 member, that the company would furnish a place for a church and make
up the preacher’s salary and whatever else came up short, and he kept to his word.
So they sold their Wisconsin timber and as quick as they could finish their logging
and pack all their equipment, horses, etc. they would ship them to the new operation
in New York state. They would have a great many carloads.
Since Maggie had had the blind staggers, Father was afraid to have Mother
drive her. So before we left for New York State, he sold her to Jim Turner, the horse
dealer, and bought from him a big, high-stepping bay 48 horse named Chief, weighing
about 1200 pounds.
Since we already had one Chief in the family, we used to call Father’s horse
“Old Chief”, and my horse “Little Chief”. Old Chief, Little Chief, Cub, and the work
team Fan and Dan, were put into a railroad car, which was filled out with furniture. Ed
Morrison, the driver of Fan and Dan, was put in charge, and it was all shipped to
Moira, New York. Ed had Fred’s pony “Cub” by himself. When night came and Cub
laid down, Ed would put a blanket over him, lay down alongside and go to sleep.
Well, after we had finally got packed up, we ourselves also took the train for
New York State, going through Canada. There was my father, mother, Fred and
myself, and we had a section in a sleeper. My mother had one satchel which held her
46 a four-wheeled wagon. The "buckboard" is the wagon’s front-most board, which acts as
the driver’s footrest, and protects the driver from the horse's rear hooves in case it kicks
or "bucks"
47 Woman's Christian Temperance Union
48 a brown body color with a black mane, tail, ear edges, and lower legs. A very common
horse color.
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jewelry and a lot of other personal things. On one of our trips to the diner, someone
took the satchel and we never heard of it again.
I was especially sorry to leave two of my friends, Willard and Edith Trumbull,
the children of my father’s attorney.
Willard had been my only chum. His disposition was entirely different from
mine. We were partners in the kite shop and had gone “camping out” and fishing
together, but he did not care as much as I did for baseball or horses.
His sister Edith Trumbull, I think was the prettiest girl that I ever saw – a
platinum blond and very lively. She was beautiful and knew it. I called her “my girl”,
but she kept me on the ragged edge most of the time. There were so many other
boys who would like to to cut in.
I was a freckle-faced boy, not too good in school work, who liked anything in
outdoor sports. My mother had me take organ lessons for a while, but I did not like
practicing on the organ. When Father bought me a horse, I did not have time to
practice, so I gave up taking lessons.
I was not much of a talker. I remember going to a party at Fred Allen’s home
and he was such a brilliant talker and full of jokes! All I could do was to just sit around
and listen. They say a good listener is always popular and the girls seemed to like
me, even if I was freckle-faced and was not a good talker.

Moira
Our destination was Moira, the small farming town on the Ogdensburg and
Lake Champlain Railroad. From there, all the logging equipment would be shipped by
wagons and sleighs eleven miles south to St. Regis Falls, New York, where the mill
was located.
We went to Clark’s Hotel in Moira and stayed there a couple of months until
until the house that the company had bought in St. Regis Falls could be fixed up for
us to move in. Mr. and Mrs. Clark and their two daughters were very fine people and
they took a special liking to my brother Fred, who was a handsome boy with a happy
disposition.

Preparations
The company by now had been enlarged. It was now called Hurd, Hodgkiss
& MacFarlane because they had taken in a partner named Hodgkiss, a banker from
Bridgeport, Connecticut, who had two grown sons, Charles and William, and a
daughter Emma. The two sons also stopped at Clark’s Hotel for a while before they
came to St. Regis Falls. They seemed to like the Clark sisters pretty well and quite
often would go to call on them.
Then the rush was on, surveying a railroad from Moira to St. Regis Falls,
changing and enlarging the saw mill, building boarding houses, a store, office
buildings, and a lot of houses to rent to the employees.
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One of these houses was being built for Partlow, the mill foreman, who went
up to look at it and stated at once it would not do at all, because the doors were too
narrow and his wife, who weighed 420 pounds, could not get through them. So they
built the next house for him with wide doors.
The saw mill was enlarged with a steam power plant, in addition to the water
power that was already in. A box factory was built and at the same time, logging
camps were started up on the St. Regis River, so as to have logs coming in when the
mill was ready to operate.
The railroad that was being built from Moira to St. Regis falls was eventually
built out thirty miles further south to Tupper Lake, three miles from Paul Smith’s Hotel
on St. Regis Lake. Paul Smith’s was a summer resort accommodating a thousand
guests. When the railroad was completed, the company ran a sleeping car for tourists
from New York and one from Boston each day during the summer.
At Tupper Lake49, another saw mill was built and another one about half way
between St. Regis Falls and Tupper Lake.
One incident occurred which might be of interest. My father had hired two
teams from the Markum Bros, two big husky rough necks, to haul supplies from Moira
to St. Regis Falls. At the company barn, they had a dispute about the hauling
contract. When one of them called my father a liar, he was knocked flat the next
instant. The brother came on hollering, “Hold on!” and Father knocked him out, also.
So the natives found out that MacFarlane could not be imposed upon.

Life in St. Regis Falls.
With all the shipping, the Company gave Clark’s Hotel in Moira a lot of
business. Mr. and Mrs. Clark invited Will Hodgkiss for Thanksgiving not long after we
had all moved to St. Regis Falls. Will was glad to go, of course, and they gave him a
good time. But at the end of the month when the company bill came in, the Clarks
had charged Will’s hotel bill in with the rest. The company paid it and nothing was
said about it except when Will was at our house he said he thought it was a funny
way to act – to invite him down there and then charge the hotel bill to the company.
Fred was seven years old. He was present for that conversation, but did not
appear to be listening. Later, Mr. Clark came to visit us in St. Regis Falls, and we had
him for dinner. After a pleasant meal he said he would like to take Fred down with him
for a couple of weeks, as the girls and his wife were so very fond of him.
Fred said he would like to go if he had a lot of money. Mr. Clark said, “We are
inviting you to come. You will not have to pay anything!” But Fred said, “You invited
Will Hodgkiss and made him pay!” We were all terribly embarrassed and Mr. Clark
said that he had not known about that and would certainly correct it. That was one of
Fred’s faults, telling things at the wrong time.
49 A town, a village, and a lake on the Raquette River, south of St. Regis Falls, 30 miles as
the crow flies.
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Horse Play
There was so much snow and it was so cold in St. Regis Falls that we stopped
riding our ponies and got a light sleigh (cutter) and drove Little Chief instead of riding
him.
Chief was a good fast trotter so the next spring we bought a light buckboard 50
and drove him part of the time and rode him part of the time. He was very easy to
ride, starting right from a walk to a lope (or canter) which was so easy that it was like
riding in a rocking chair. He was a gentle horse and especially careful with children
or ladies, so when I went horseback riding with the girls, I let them ride Chief and I
took another horse.
He wasn’t so careful when I rode him, but would run and race any horse that
tried to pass him. I used to race him with those who wanted to try. We managed to
win all the races around that part of the country.
Fred’s pony Cub could run pretty fast, but not as fast as Little Chief, though in
the races he was always right at Chief’s heels. But I don’t think that he would pass
him. even if he could. He thought so much of Chief that he would try his best to keep
up, though.
We never had to use a whip on either pony, they liked to run so much that they
would do their best without being whipped. Fred and I used to play “hide and seek”
with the horses. I would take Chief out of the barn first and ride him around out of
sight. Then Fred would come out with Cub and let him try to find Chief. Cub would
run first in one direction and then another until he found him.
One time I got Chief hidden so well that Cub could not find him. He got so
excited that he reared up and fell over backward. However, Fred was cool, so when
Cub stood straight up on his hind legs Fred just stepped off and then he got on again
after Cub had gotten back up. I came back with Chief at that point, and Cub was
happy again.

Fourth-of-July racing
There were several small towns within eight or ten miles of St. Regis Falls. On
the 4th of July one of them would put on a celebration and the people from both
towns and farms would all go. The first celebration we went to was at Nicholville,
seven miles away. A lot of us rode over there on horseback. Father rode Old Chief, a
regular show-off horse, while Fred and I rode our ponies. Fred and I rode around
town a good part of the time and when the horse race was announced, we entered
our two ponies. (Old Chief was not entered, since our ponies could run all around
him.)

50 a four-wheeled wagon. The "buckboard" is the wagon’s front-most board, which acts as
the driver’s footrest, and protects the driver from the horse's rear hooves in case it kicks
or "bucks"
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This was to be a race with only home-owned horses. Some of the other horses
were much larger than our ponies. However, we took the race, Chief first and Cub
second. It rather chagrined them to have such small ponies beat their horses.
Well, the next 4th of July celebration was held at St. Regis Falls and my father
was Marshall of the Day, riding Old Chief. I was a Marshall’s Aide, riding Little Chief.
After the foot races, egg race, sack race, and three-legged race were all over, the
horse race took place on a third-mile round track which the St. Regis Falls people
had built. I was so sure of taking the race that I had left on my heavy saddle and my
Marshall Aide clothes.
But when the race took place I found that the Nicholville people had dug up a
regular race horse, big and tall and built for racing. The race was to be the best two
out of three tries. Well, on the first try that big horse ran right away from Little Chief.
So I took off my saddle and put on Fred’s which was much lighter. I also took off my
coat and hat. This time I beat the big horse.
For the next heat, I was placed at the pole (inside) position. At the start, that
big horse cut right across and touched Little Chief’s shoulder. Chief, to avoid him,
jumped over the inside rail and started running across lots. People inside the rails
began to scatter. A boy fell down and Chief jumped over him. I finally got him back on
the track but by that time I was too far behind to win.
The Judges decided that there had been interference by the big horse and that
the race would be run over again. That horse was no doubt much faster than Little
Chief, but he had a disposition that made him undependable.
On the final heat, the big horse took the lead from the start but Chief was close
behind. When we got to the far side of the track, that big horse suddenly slowed
down and Chief went past him in a flash and got forty or fifty feet ahead. Then the big
horse really began to run. On the home stretch he was gaining fast. I laid right down
on Chief and urged him on and we won that heat and the race.
There had been a purse of $10.00 to the winner, so after about a week I said
to my father, “How about that prize money I won?” Father said that the 4 th of July
Committee was broke and could not pay it, but I said, “You would have had to pay the
other fellow if he had won.” “Yes,” he said, “but you were forced to win to save our
reputation.” Father thought that was a pretty good joke on me and I never got the
money.

Schools
The school at St. Regis Falls was not too good. My mother heard that there
was a good school at Lawrenceville, ten miles away, so she made arrangements for
me to board with a very nice old couple. I rode down there Monday morning and rode
back home Friday evening. This kept on for some time, and I played third base on
the baseball team.
Then, when mother was looking over my clothes, she found a lot of notes from
girls in the school. She decided that it was not a very good place for me.
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So she went to Malone, the County seat51, to see the Superintendent of
Schools, a woman, and they made arrangements for me to go to school there. The
Superintendent arranged a place for me to room and board right next to where she
lived. Later, Fred also went to school there and boarded with the Superintendent and
her mother.

More Horse Racing
While I was still going to school in Lawrenceville, I rode Little Chief over to
North Lawrence, about three miles away. There I met a man who knew my father
and had seen me and Little Chief in St. Regis Falls when he was there buying
lumber.
He called me over and said to the man he was talking to, “There is a horse
that can run pretty fast.”
“Why”, the man said, “I have a horse that can trot faster than that pony can
run.”
Well, they made a bet and asked me if I would race against the trotting horse,
and they would give me two dollars. I said sure, then the man said, “You know how
fast my horse can trot, why not take him to the race track and let him run against
time.”
This arrangement really was not fair, because Chief would run faster in
competition than when running alone. Well, I went over to the half-mile race track
anyway, and they timed me. I made the half mile in one minute flat, which was faster
than the trotting horse could go. My father’s friend won his bet and I got the two
dollars.
There was a Presbyterian preacher living in Dickinson Center, a small village
about three miles from St. Regis Falls. He was quite a horse man and used to buy
and sell fancy driving horses. Little Chief was a pretty good trotter as well as a good
runner. I had driven him around the third-mile track at St. Regis Falls, hitched to a
buckboard, in one minute.
One day, after driving him ten miles or so with a boy friend of mine, I came up
behind the preacher, who was showing one of his horses to a customer. The
preacher whipped up his horse, but we kept right up with him. There was not enough
room to pass, so I pulled up Chief to let them get way ahead, and then I let Chief out.
When we had caught up to them I would holler real loud, “Whoa.” I kept this up until I
came to the road going home, where I turned off. The preacher saw my father a few
days later and asked him what horse his son was driving. Father said, “Oh that was
only a little pony he owns.

51 17 miles from St. Regis Falls, as the crow flies
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Joseph is Born
On May 9, 1883 another brother was born. This time my father named him
Joseph Sayles MacFarlane after a very good friend of his in Evart, Michigan, who had
been his attorney, whom he admired very much. Joe was somewhat like his oldest
brother, nervous and crying a lot and needing a lot of attention.
At 13 years old, I was the one to help take care of him. I remember trying to
rock him to sleep while my mother was out horseback riding with Miss Emma
Hodgkiss. Just when I thought he was asleep and I put him in his bed, he would wake
up and cry and I would have to do it all over again. Of course I did a lot of
complaining for I wanted to be out playing.

Clara is Born
On April 2, 1885, my sister was born. My father named her Clara Hurd
MacFarlane. They had my cousin Jennie Lennon come out from Michigan to help my
mother. Jennie lived with us as long as we stayed in New York.
Clara was such a good baby that it was no trouble at all to take care of her. As
she grew up, she always was a very fine girl with a happy disposition.

School and Sports
The school in Malone was a fine school where I did pretty well in my school
work. Their worst punishment for anyone misbehaving was to be sent home from
school. That never happened to me. One time, though, I was kept after school for
whispering to some girls. I expected a severe scolding but the teacher simply said not
to whisper to those flighty girls. Rather, I should set them a good example. Well, that
was a new approach to the subject! I tried to be a better pupil after that!
My brother Fred was also going to school in Malone. He only came home on
weekends. One day, he came home and took his pony “Cub” out for a ride. Cub had
not been exercised for some time and wanted to run so Fred let him do it. When he
came back to the barn, Cub was hot and sweaty. Fred took the saddle off and put
him in his stall.
Soon after that, I went to the barn and saw the pony in pain. All the men who
knew about doctoring horses had gone to the fair in Malone, so I tried to give him
soda and water, but did not do a very good job of it. When the men got back they
worked on him for two days, but could not save him and he died. Father then bought
Fred another horse about the size of mine and we used to drive them together, or ride
them whenever we wanted to.
As always, I took a great interest in sports, especially baseball. At school I
played first or third base most of the time. I was selected to be the Captain for three
years.
I took the game quite seriously and kept urging our players to practice more
and more. Fred Martin was our best pitcher and a fine ball player. He was very
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slender and did not weigh much. Still, he could throw the swiftest ball, with a jump to
it that was hard to hit. He lived near to where I was boarding so we used to play
catch a lot when we were not playing ball. When I had been captain of the high
school team just one year, I nominated Martin for the job the next year. But he said,
“No, you will boss the team anyway so you might as well be captain.”
I also liked to run foot races, and could easily beat any boy in school. I think I
must have inherited my running ability from my father and mother, who were both fast
runners.
During the summer I used to ride my horse to Malone from St. Regis Falls on
Mondays, a distance of 21 miles. I would ride home on Fridays, unless we had a ball
game Saturday. In the winter we would take the train on the railroad 52 which my
father had built to Moira and then take another train from there to Malone. They had
a fine toboggan slide in Malone so Fred and I used to go and slide on it quite often.
One Saturday my father came to Malone on business and he let us go and
slide on the toboggan slide and said he would come and get us. The slide was very
steep where it started and it seemed as though you were dropping through space and
then it gradually leveled off until the toboggan would stop.
When my father came to get us we were at the top of the slide ready to take
off. So we told father he might as well ride down with of us. (He had never slid on a
toboggan slide). He was not very anxious to try it, but we persuaded him and he got
on.
He was wearing a large black hat and when we dropped down, the hat started
to come off and he made a grab for it and then he got a shock like electricity going
through him. (To avoid that, it is necessary to keep the arms and elbows down by
your sides.) After we had got down, father said, “Never again”, and then we went
home.
In St. Regis Falls, Fred and I each had one of those low sleds with spring
runners53. I made them into a pair of bobsleds that could carry six or eight boys and
girls. We used to slide on the main road, which sloped downhill to the St. Regis River,
where a narrow bridge crossed over some rapids with banks 30 feet high straight up
on each side. We would slide down one hill and across the bridge and up the hill on
the other side until the sleds stopped. Then we would go further up on that side and
slide back down across the bridge and up the other side.
One day, as were sliding down, we were about 50 feet from the bridge when a
load of hay drove onto the bridge from the big company barn which was nearby.
Since there was not enough room to pass the load, I had to do something else. I
turned the bobsleds suddenly and threw everyone on them into a snow bank on the
side of the road. I was not many feet from the bank of the river when we stopped.
52 The Northern Adirondack Railroad, chartered February 9, 1883. It existed through 1895. It
eventually merged with several others to form the New York and Ottawa Railroad.
53 Blades made of flexible spring steel, like a Flexible Flyer.
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One winter a rain had frozen into a crust on the snow on which we could walk.
So we took the bobsleds over to a field which had a steep hill. At the foot of the hill
was a pile of edgings54 from the saw mill, but there was an opening in the pile. The
boys with us were afraid to go down, but Fred said he would go. I was at the front end
steering, while he pushed off and laid down on his stomach.
We went down pretty fast. At the bottom of the hill there was a small
depression. When we went over it, the front end went up in the air, so I could not
steer towards the opening. Instead, we went right into the edging pile. It did not hurt
me much but it knocked the wind out of Fred. I told him to come on up the hill and
next time I would turn the sled before we hit the depression. So we tried it again and
I made the opening all right. I think now that I was pretty reckless in those days and
Fred was always ready to follow his big brother.
One day an Italian came to St. Regis Falls with a great big black bear which he
had trained to do some tricks. He asked some of the boys standing around if they
wanted to ride the bear. Fred said he would. So he got on and rode him with the
trainer walking beside him. This trainer was very cruel and used to beat the bear with
a long pole. Later we heard that the bear had finally turned on him and killed him.
My father had a very fine bookkeeper working for him named Walter J. Ross
who said he would like to go horseback riding so as to get some outdoor work like he
had in Michigan. Father told him to help himself to any of the company’s riding or
driving horses whenever he wanted to go. Walter had bought a dog. I don’t know
what breed it was, but it was large. It used to go with him when he went riding.
A Mr. Dustin had a hotel at Dickenson Center, three miles from St. Regis Falls.
He also had two very fine-looking daughters. So the “boys” used to drop in there
quite often for dinner. One day Mr. Ross rode down to Dickenson Center with his dog
and a horse which he had not ridden before, but was a swell looker. The Dustin girls
were on the front porch when Walter rode up and said, “I want to show you my new
horse!” He rode off a little ways, turned, and came back at a gallop. Now Ross was
not a very good rider and when the horse got to the road leading to the barn, he
suddenly turned towards the barn and Walter fell off. That was the last we ever saw
of the dog. Some were mean enough to say that the dog was ashamed of Ross and
ran away.

Charles Works on the River
I used to go down to the mill pond and play around on the logs. I had a pair of
calked (spiked) shoes, and I got so I could ride a log pretty well, even the small cedar
logs which rolled very easy. So I wanted to go up on the log drive.

54 Scraps of wood from when a slab of wood is edged into a usable board.
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The main spring drive was over, but they had some
men working on a summer drive to bring logs down to the
mill in the seven miles of slack water55 to which the spring
drive had driven them.
Well, I took my pike pole56 and caught a ride and
arrived at the camp before supper. We had a good meal.
Fred La Beauf, the foreman, said we would get up at four
A.M., have breakfast and take our lunch with us. The crew were all Canadian French
and certainly were good river drivers.
That morning, we walked about a mile to the river. La Beauf said to leave the
lunches right there, for we should get back down that far by noon. Then we walked a
couple of miles up the river to the logs. We commenced pushing them out from the
sides of the river, where they had been caught in the banks, to the center of the
stream where they would float down stream. The river was very crooked. Some
times, after going down a half mile we would only be forty or fifty feet by land from
where we had started.
It was slow work, but I was keeping up my end of it. But I was also getting
pretty hungry, having had such an early breakfast. It was three P.M. when we reached
the place where we had left the lunches. When we opened the lunch we found that it
consisted of bread and fat pork and black coffee. The men would slice the fat pork
and put it on slices of bread and eat it. I just could not stand the fat pork so I only ate
some bread with black coffee.
Then I took my pole and started to walk home. I met my father on horseback
going up to the camp and he said, “Hello, what is the matter?”
I said, “I quit for I can’t stand your board.” He laughed and thought that was a
good joke. I walked down to Everton57, where the mill was located, and went to work
in the company store.
Soon after going to work in the store I got a letter from Fred Martin saying that
they had arranged to play a game of ball the next Saturday and wanted me to come
and play with them. I thought of course I would go and when my father came in I told
him about it and asked if I could go. Father was quite a sport in a lot of ways but he
did not take much interest in baseball, so he said, “Who do you think will do your
work in the store?” I said I didn’t know, so he said, “You better stay and do your job.”
So that ended my baseball playing.

55 Still or gently flowing water
56 A long pole with a spike and a hook on one end, used for shoving logs around in pond or
pocket. The photo above came from Wikipedia.
57 Peter MacFarlane had built the tiny town of Everton near an old mill, which had already
existed. Nowadays there is a series of river rapids called “Everton Falls” at what probably
is the site mentioned. It’s about 6 miles directly east of St. Regis Falls. There’s also an
Everton Road which leads to that spot.
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Life in the Resorts
The railroad that my father had built came within three miles of Paul Smith’s
hotel, which was a summer resort on St. Regis Lake accommodating one thousand
guests. Every day during the summer a sleeping car came from New York and one
from Boston. Grover Cleveland, who was the President of the United States, came
up over the railroad (which was called the Northern Adirondack Railroad) in his
private car and went to Paul Smith’s hotel where he did some fishing and hunting.
The Adirondacks was a beautiful country with many lakes and lots of summer
resorts and camping places. At each resort there were many guides who would take
the guests out camping, fishing or hunting. A guide was necessary because there
were so many paths crisscrossing through the woods that it was easy to get lost,
unless you knew the country well.
There was a small summer resort called the Blue Mountain House, run by Mr.
& Mrs. Falkner, who used to cook in my father’s logging camp. During the winter they
had two or three guides working from the hotel. Mrs. Falkner was a very fine cook.
She could cook venison and trout better then any one I have known before or since.
They generally had venison on hand at all times, whether in season or out.
One day, when venison was out of season, the game warden came up to the
hotel, so Mr. Falkner was pretty frightened, knowing that they had some venison on
hand. Mrs. Falkner said, “Now, Pa, you just leave it to me.” As it was nearly
mealtime Mrs. Falkner invited the game warden to stay for dinner. She went to the
well and pulled up the venison and cooked some steaks with French fried potatoes.
They were so good that he was ready for more when she came in and said, “Would
you like some more lamb steaks?” He said, “Yes I believe I will take some more —
lamb steaks. They certainly are good.” So the game warden went away without
finding any venison.
The Blue Mountain House was located at the foot of Blue Mountain, which was
over 5,000 feet high. Quite a number of visitors would climb the mountain to get the
view of the surrounding country, and my mother also once climbed the mountain.
The St. Regis River had two levels; one seven miles long and the other sixteen
miles long with three miles of rapids between them. The Blue Mountain House was
located at the foot of the three-mile rapids. There were quite a number of good
fishing creeks running into the river, the three-mile rapids was the place I liked best.
The guides had told me that any day when they were not busy they would take me
fishing. So one day we set out early in the morning and walked to the head of the
three mile rapids and then waded down stream casting our hook into the “holes 58” on
each side of the stream. When we reached the foot of the rapids my basket was full
of trout, ten to fourteen inches long.

58 Holes are features on the river where the water on the top of the river flows upstream.
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Fishing
There were quite a number of creeks with good brook trout near St. Regis
Falls for which I did not need a guide. I used to take a couple of horses and a boy
friend and ride out in the morning. I got home in the afternoon having generally
caught ten or more fish. But I did not care for fish. When my mother would cook them
I would not eat any. She often asked me why I went fishing if I did not like to eat
them, but I said I fished because I liked the sport.

Logging in the Adirondacks
Logging in the Adirondacks was done in the winter, in the traditional way. In
the fall they would send a crew up to fell the trees and cut them into logs. They would
build logging sleigh roads and then skid the logs out to the road and put them on
skids. About the middle of winter, when the ground was frozen and iced with slippery
snow, they would load the logs on big logging sleighs and haul them to the river. In
the spring, when the ice in the river broke up, the logs were driven down on the river
to the saw mill pond. Most of the crews were Canadian French and in some
instances only the foreman and timekeeper could talk English. The foreman, Staf
Gates, who had worked for the company in Michigan, had a dry sense of humor, but
he was a good foreman.
In skidding out the logs each skidding crew consisted of a swamper 59, a
teamster, and a rollway man60, who put the logs piled high on skids ready to be
loaded on sleighs.
Every night the swamper would tell the timekeeper the number of logs skidded
that day. 100 logs was considered a minimum day’s work. Each day, most of the old
hands would give in 100 logs. If they had actually put in any more, the extra would be
counted in a “bank” to be accounted for later. Of if they struck a hard show 61, they
would deduct from the “bank” enough to make the day’s work equal 100 logs. At the
end of the skidding job they would give in all the logs that they had in the “bank”,
which sometimes would be 500 to 1,000 logs.
One night when the skidding crews were giving in their count, one of the crews
said, 75. Staf Gates, who was standing by, said, “What is the matter?” The swamper
said, “Lots of brush and windfalls.” Gates said, “Well now, that is too bad, I think I will
have you work in the field tomorrow where you won’t be bothered with the brush.”
That crew never fell behind again.
The camps were always fed well, but it was not always possible to get a good
cook. So whenever a new cook had been ordered and sent to the camp, Father
59 A logger who clears out brush; in the early days he cleaned out the roads for animal
skidding.
60 In horse skidding days he pulled dogs at the landing, scaled the log, and rolled it off the
dump. A “dog” was a short metal stake, sharp on one end, with an eye on the other,
driven into logs to attach them together with ropes.
61 A logging operation (cat show, high lead show, winter show, summer show, etc.). b. The
operating conditions which affect logging, as a poor show, a good show.
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would go to camp about a week later and ask Gates how the new cook was doing.
One time, Staf said, “All right, I guess, but I wish you would send up about 30 feet of
rope.” Father said, “What for?” “Well,” said Gates, “I want to tie the cook in the
kitchen. It is getting so greasy in there that I am afraid he will slide out.” He got a new
cook that time.
Another new cook had been sent up and on Father’s next trip to camp the
foreman was in the woods, so he stopped in the cookhouse and asked the cook how
everything was going. The cook said, “Not so good. The crew is all kicking 62.”
And Father said, “That is nothing. They are always kicking,”
And the cook said, “I know but I just can’t stand the cooking myself.” So
another cook had to be sent up.

Camp Entertainments
Peter, my father, was a great sport and a good mixer. He was a good story
teller, and could imitate the English dialect of most any country. He always had a
bunch of men listening to his stories. He liked horse racing, boxing, wrestling,
running, and various tests of strength, but did not care for hunting or fishing. He said
he was never able to catch a fish, and he would not think of killing any animal.
One test of strength that he was extra good at was pulling sticks 63 He was
always ready to pull any one who wanted to try and pull him up. When a man would
come to his office and ask for a chance to pull him up, Peter would say, “Come right
in,” and they would both sit on the floor facing each other with their feet together, and
grasping a sledge handle, which he always had handy. At a signal from one of the
onlookers, both would strain to pull the other up, and of course it was always the
other fellow who came up. Peter got quite a reputation as a steady puller.
One day he went to Banger, New Hampshire, to buy some horses from a
dealer from whom he had bought a lot of horses. The dealer said, “There is a butcher
here who is a good stick puller. Would you be willing to pull with him?” Peter said
yes, of course, and the horse dealer arranged to have the contest that afternoon.
When Peter went to the place where they were to pull, he found that a big
crowd had gathered. The man whom he was to pull against was the New York state
champion. He weighed 320 pounds, while Peter weighed only a little over 200
pounds. The contest was best three out of five tries. This butcher was strong and
certainly knew how to pull sticks. Peter was probably not as strong, but he relied on
his ability to lay out his strength faster.
Well, it was a hard contest and Peter said he never pulled so hard before in his
life, but he managed to pull the butcher three times out of the five tries though it took
all five tries to do it.

62 Complaining
63 Explained in a footnote on page 8.
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Even in later years, after we had moved to Vancouver, Washington, he was
always ready to pull anyone who wanted to try. One day, Bill Watkins, a big Negro
who worked for the Michigan Lumber Company, came into the office and said, “Mr.
MacFarlane, would you be willing to pull sticks with me?”
Peter said, “Sure, come right in.” He got out his sledge handle and they sat
down. Peter proceeded to pull the Negro, Bill Watkins, right up.
Bill said “I don’t understand how you do it. I know I am a great deal stronger
than you are.”
Peter said, “I think you are, too.”
Peter had a way with men who worked for him. They liked him and would
work hard for him, because if they had a hard lift, and he was around, he would
always give a helping hand. He was always as one of the crew.

Charles Learns Accountancy
Peter, my father, did not know very much about bookkeeping, so he wanted
me to learn how to do it. I took bookkeeping lessons in high school, but I did not like it
very well and did not learn very much about it. I used to work in the company store
during vacations and liked that pretty well, so this vacation Father told Mr. Ross, the
bookkeeper, to have me work on the books in addition to store work.
So the first thing he did was to put me to work on the payroll, which was a very
large book with three double pages for each month’s work. For each man, I took his
time from the time books to figure out his wages. Then I would charge him his store
bill, rent or board, and sundry other items. Then I had to make the book balance. I
found this pretty hard to do but I finally finished up just before payday on the 15 th. In
the meantime Ross had looked over the payroll and knew about what he would have
to pay. Ross said, “Next month I want it ready by the 10 th of the month,” which I
managed to do. Each month after that it was easier until I was doing it in three days.
Next, he put me to keeping the store books, which was single entry, posted
from a daybook64 to a ledger. At the end of the month, all the accounts were put on a
sheet of paper from which they were posted to the payroll or the general books,
which Ross kept.
Next, I had to take over the post office accounts and statements. The work
was getting easier all the time for me. Mr. Ross was a fine bookkeeper and a
beautiful writer, while my writing was terrible, except I made pretty good figures, and
naturally I never touched the main set of books.
One Sunday when I had gone home in St. Regis Falls Father said, “Well, you
have been working in the office about ten months now, do you think you could keep
the books?”

64 A ledger; an accounting journal
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I said, “No, of course not, Ross would not let me touch his books and I don’t
understand them anyway.”
He said, “How are you going to learn?”
I said I would have to go to business college. Well, Mother wrote to Troy, New
York65 and made arrangements for my tuition in the Troy Business College and also
for my room and board. In two weeks time I was on my way to Troy. With my
experience working on the payroll and store books I found the lessons to be easy. I
would finish up each set of college books as fast as I could write them, which were all
in double entry.
I was going so fast that the principal thought I knew more than I let on and
gave me an example in “Profit and Loss,” which of course I could not do. However, I
eventually did learn to do it. I also took writing, spelling, adding, and business law.

Peter Slowly Readies to Leave
At the end of two years, Peter had told John Hurd that he did not like the
operation there, and had asked him to buy him out as promised. This he did, but
Peter had had to take some very long-term notes. So while waiting to get all the
money from the notes, he had bought a small mill on the east fork of the St. Regis
River, seven miles from St. Regis Falls. He had built a railroad to the mill and built a
town with a store, an office and a post office, which he called Everton 66.
He built a dam a mile above the old mill. It had a one-side mill, powered by
water power, composed of a circular-head rig 67 a gang saw68, an edger69 and a saw
trimmer (all spruce lumber was cut thirteen feet long). This was the most economical
mill to run in that part of the country. He also added a clapboard mill to the old mill.
He sorted out the best logs and sent them down to the lower mill for cutting into
clapboards.
Wages were very low in New York state, common labor being paid $1.25 per
day. The price of lumber was low also, and going lower, so when all the other
companies were cutting wages to $1.00 per day, Peter said that men could not live at
those wages.
I had finished the ordinary business course, but not the advanced course,
when I received a letter from home saying that my father had sold out and they were
packing up and would go back to Michigan, so I left right away for home.
65 Just north of Albany on the Hudson River, about 150 miles as the crow flies from where
the MacFarlanes were living.
66 There is a series of river rapids called “Everton Falls” at what probably is the site
mentioned. It’s about six miles directly east of St. Regis Falls on the St. Regis River.
67 The “head saw” that makes the initial cuts in a log at a sawmill, turning a log into cants, or
planks of wood.
68 Another kind of “head saw.”
69 A device with saws used to straighten and smooth rough lumber or bowed stock by
making a cut along the sides of the boards.
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Patton & Co. of Albany, New York, wholesalers who had been buying my
father’s timber, had bought my father out, and he also finally had the money from the
old company.
I had let Mrs. Patton use my horse, Little Chief, during the summer while she
was up in the Adirondacks. She had fallen in love with him and wanted to buy him,
and offered $200. The livery man in St. Regis Falls offered $225, but I would not sell
to him, but I did sell to Mrs. Patton.
I hated to sell Chief, but we did not know where we were going so we sold
most of our personal belongings and all of our horses. I knew Mrs. Patton would take
good care of him. She took him to Albany. In the winter time she drove him in a light
“cutter.” She was offered $500 for him down there, but would not sell him. The train
that we left on departed at 6 A.M. that day, but just before that, they had my horse
Chief saddled and tied in front of the hotel so I could take one last farewell ride.
Soon after we had left, my cousin Jennie, who had been living with us, was
married to Rowell, the editor of the Adirondack News. We left most of our furniture
with them.

Leaving for the Pacific Northwest
Visiting Michigan
We all, father, mother, Fred, Joe, Clara and I went to Evart, Michigan where
we had come from, and visited Charles L. Gray, who had married my father’s niece.
He was in the business of buying and selling lumber, shingles, etc.
We looked around for opportunities there, but father could not find anything to
suit him. So he decided to go to the Pacific Coast and see what he could find to do
there.
While in Evart I visited the Trumbulls a lot – Willard, who was my age, eighteen
years old70, and Edith a year younger, prettier than ever and the center of everything.
So Father and I started for Tacoma, Washington, leaving my mother, Fred, Joe
and Clara in Evart with the Grays.
We took a second class sleeper, or tourist car, from Chicago. It was pretty
rough going at times. The seats had no cushions, just hard boards, but we rented
some mattresses and blankets for $1.00 each.
There was a cook stove at one end of the car, used by the tourists, but since we did
not cook, we bought a basket of lunch, to which we added some things whenever the
train stopped. We had to get along on cold lunches, mostly.

70 So this would be around 1888.
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Arrival in Washington
After about a week from the time we had left Evart, Michigan we arrived in
Tacoma, Washington. We stayed in a hotel near the train depot.
The next day, we looked around town and went to see some real estate men
to inquire about timber lands for sale. We also went to some saw mills and watched
them cut the big fir logs that they have in the Northwest.
We took a trip to Seattle by boat, where everybody was crazy dealing in real
estate. But Father did not like their way of doing business, so we came back to
Tacoma, where we saw a timber dealer who had some timber to sell on Hoods Canal,
off the Puget Sound.
That morning, we took a small steam boat out to look at it. We arrived there
that same evening, and the next morning we went to look at the timber, accompanied
by the owner who lived there. We spent all day in the woods. It was a fairly good
show but not of the highest quality, so we thought we would look around some more.
Father and I stood the trip fine, but the owner almost collapsed before we got back to
his house. The next morning we left on the boat for Tacoma.
We had heard that there was good timber on the Skagit River 71 and thought
we would go there next.

Business with Governor Semple
At the hotel that night the landlord introduced us to Gov. Eugene Semple,
Governor of Washington Territory,72who was very friendly. We told him that we were
looking for a location in the lumber business. Governor Semple was very pleased
and told my father that he had a sawmill in Vancouver, Washington, which was not
running. He suggested that my father go down there and run the mill for six months
for half the profits, to see how he liked the business out here. That sounded pretty
good, so Father said he would go down and look at the mill.
On the way down to Vancouver we stopped over at Tenino 73, Washington,
where we took a side trip out to a logging camp the next day. They were logging with
four yokes of oxen, hauling big yellow fir logs out on a skid road to the railroad, where
they were loaded on cars and shipped to Olympia, Washington. We had never seen
them log the large yellow fir logs with oxen on skid roads, so it was very interesting.
We stayed overnight at Tenino and the next morning took the train for Portland,
Oregon. From there we went by steam boat to Vancouver, Washington.
Governor Semple met us in Vancouver and drove us around Vancouver, the
Vancouver Barracks, and back around Clark County. He showed us his mill, which
was a pretty crude affair, in pretty bad shape. But Father liked Vancouver very much.
71 It mainly flows through Western Washington north of Seattle.
72 Washington became a state the following year, in 1889. Oregon had been a state since
1859.
73 13 miles south of Olympia.
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It was a clean place of ground gently sloping to the Columbia River. Clark County
was good farming and orchard country, so he thought my mother would like to live
there. So he decided that he would accept Gov. Semple’s offer to run his sawmill.
But first, we took the train for San Francisco, where we visited some of the
wholesale lumber offices. Then we went down to Salinas, California, and visited two
of my mother’s sisters, after which we returned to San Francisco.
I was sent back on the Union Pacific to Michigan to bring out my mother, my
sister Clara, and brothers Fred and Joe. In the meanwhile, Father went back to
Vancouver to get started at operating the sawmill and arranging to buy logs.
On the way back I traveled second class on the Union Pacific Railroad. The
accommodations were good – the berths in the sleeper were plain but good, all
bedding was furnished and I ate in the diner.
I arrived all okay in Evart, Michigan. After a few days my mother, sister, two
brothers and I left on the Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad. At Lake Michigan, we
took their boat across to Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The boat trip was rather rough and a
great many were seasick, including my mother, sister and brothers, who kept to their
stateroom, but for some reason I was not sick. I was up and around the deck
watching the big waves.
At Milwaukee we took a sleeper, going first class via the Northern Pacific
Railroad for Portland, Oregon. We all ate in the diner and enjoyed the trip until the
day before we arrived in Portland. Then Clara came down with the chicken pox and
Joe with the measles. However, they did not put us off the train.

Bookkeeping in Vancouver, Washington
When we got to Portland, Father met us and we all went to the St. Charles
Hotel . We stayed there a few days and then took the boat for Vancouver, where we
stopped at Walt’s Hotel and ate at a restaurant on the ground floor. We stayed at that
hotel for about a month, eating meals in the restaurant until we could decide on a
place to live. Then Father bought a house at the corner of Seventh and F streets 75,
We bought furniture, since all our own had been given to Jennie in New York. Then
we moved in.
74

In the meantime, Father was getting Semple’s Vancouver mill ready to
operate. He had hired millwrights to overhaul it, and a crew to run it. I had worked in
the Everton store and had taken a business course in Troy, New York, so I was
installed to tally the lumber, keep track of orders, record the hours worked by each
man (a timekeeper), and collect bills.
Father deposited $10,000 in the First National Bank to the credit of P.C.
MacFarlane & Co., the company which would run the mill. He had checks printed in

74 At Front and Morrison, on the Southwest Portland Riverfront. No longer exists.
75 This is near Vancouver Barracks, a neighborhood apparently razed to build Interstate 5.
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red ink so they would not get mixed up with his personal checks. I was the only one
to use the red checks.
This would be my first set of books. I opened them up using the double entry
system. Besides keeping the books, I had to tally all the outgoing lumber and collect
local bills and pay the payroll and the operating expense bills, so I was quite busy.
I was getting along pretty well with my work when one day my father came into
the office and said, “You have overdrawn your bank account.” I was pretty well
scared, for Father did not like mistakes, so I looked through my check book and could
not find any mistakes, and father said, “Bring your deposit book and check book and
we will go to the bank and see how it happened.”
The bank brought out the checks which were all red except two which were my
father’s personal checks. The young bookkeeper in the bank had charged the
personal checks to my company account instead of to my father’s account. Mr.
Sohus, the President of the bank, apologized and said he was very sorry, but Father
said that it was all right, we all make mistakes some times. He was certainly pleased
that it was not me who made it, though!
There was not much money to be made with such an out-of-date sawmill, but
we were making some profit. Then we had a bad fire in our lumber yard that burned
up one hundred thousand feet of flooring. With that loss we were just about even, no
profits.
Governor Semple thought that we should have made a lot of money, so he
sent an expert accountant to go over the books. Then he sued us and I had to take
the books into court and they had me on the stand for several days, with the result
that my accounts were upheld, But during that trial I learned a lot about what should
be shown in a set of books.
Bicycles
Fred and I did not have any horses in Vancouver. We decided that, instead of
horses, we would buy a bicycle for each of us. So one morning we took the boat for
Portland and went to Fred Merrill’s bicycle shop 76 and bought us each a bicycle.
Mine was a 54-inch Victor with a big wheel in front and a small one behind. Fred’s
bicycle was smaller. Then Fred Merrill gave us lessons about how to ride them, so
when we went home on the boat we rode our bicycles from the boat landing to our
home.
I soon got so I could ride pretty well, but I took a lot of headers 77. I got so used
to it that I thought nothing of it. One day I went to the bank on my bicycle, as the mill
was over a half mile from town. I was riding on the sidewalk, which was about a foot
off the ground, when I saw some girls across the street. As I was looking at them, I
76 Fred T. Merrill was a famous trick bicycle rider. His shop opened in 1885 in a Northwest
Portland tent. It was by far the biggest bike shop in the 1890’s.
77 going over the large front wheel, head first.
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ran off the sidewalk and took a “header”. That tickled the girls and did not make me
feel too good, so I got on my wheels and kept right on about my business.
Charles Gray, who had married Father’s niece, and W. B. Wells, an uncle of
Father’s attorney in Michigan, came out to Vancouver from Michigan to form a
sawmill company called the Michigan Lumber Company. They built a mill with a
capacity of 75,000 feet per day, that could cut logs up to 85 feet long. Then they
reorganized the Vancouver – Klickitat Railroad, which had a couple of miles of grade
already completed78. They finished it and extended it five more miles into the timber
for the purpose of getting logs for the sawmill. The railroad would be extended as
needed until it eventually reached Battleground, a distance of 18 miles from
Vancouver.
They also formed a logging company called MacFarlane, Wells & Gray,
which not only furnished logs for our sawmill but sold logs to the Portland mills and
sold piling79 to the bridge and dock contractors.
They also went in with Davis in a small sash and door factory, calling its
company MacFarlane, Gray and Company. They would operate this factory for a
couple of years and then sell it at a profit because the saw mill, railroad, and logging
took too much of their time and they did not want to bother with such a small factory.
Mr. Gray went back to Michigan to close out his business there and move his
family to Vancouver.
My father in the meanwhile was building the sawmill and the railroad and
getting them ready to operate. He hired a mill builder to help plan and build a double
circular mill that would cut logs up to 85 feet long with a poney 80 circular saw, an
edger, and two cut-off saws81. It would also have a slab slasher82 a lath mill83 and two
good planers84. This mill would cut 75 thousand feet a day. Compared to present-day
plans, it was not modern, but it was economical to operate.
I was keeping books for the sawmill company, the logging company, and the
sash and door factory. By the time Mr. Gray and Mr. Wells had got moved out to
Vancouver, the sawmill and railroad were just about ready to operate. Charles L.
78 The Vancouver, Klickitat and Yakima Railroad, had begun in 1888, the year the
MacFarlanes came out West. The original goal had been to connect Vancouver to the
transcontinental railroad in Yakima by way of the Klickitat Pass.
79 In this context, piling or piles are long, straight poles formed from trees thinner than those
for lumber.
80 A pony saw is a small gang-saw used for sawing timber into boards. A gang saw is a saw
having several parallel blades for making simultaneous cuts.
81 Like a miter saw, it’s set on an arm that lowers it to make cross cuts at a predetermined
angle.
82 A slab is a big chunk ripped off the side of a log by careless use of the tongs in loading.
83 A lath or slat is a thin, narrow strip of straight-grained wood used under roof shingles or
tiles, on lath and plaster walls and ceilings to hold plaster, and in lattice and trellis work.
84 a woodworking machine to trim boards to a consistent thickness throughout their length
and flat on both surfaces.
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Gray was put in as manager of the sawmill and the sash and door factory. W.B. Wells
was made treasurer, and my father was made manager of the railroad and logging
company.

Mill Operations
In 1890 the Union Pacific Railroad started to build a bridge across the
Columbia River at Vancouver. The Michigan Lumber Co. got the contract to furnish
all the lumber and timbers, while MacFarlane, Wells and Gray furnished the piling.
All was going fine and the companies were making money, when all of a sudden, the
Union Pacific Railroad decided to stop building the bridge. One pier had already
been finished. It would be left standing for quite a number of years until a bridge was
built at the same location, using that pier that the Union Pacific had already built.
The Sawmill’s Books
I had been made Secretary of the sawmill company. When Mr. Gray came, I
told him that I did not like keeping books very well, and that I would rather run the
lumber yard, looking after the orders and the shipping. He said all right, he would
send for Romey Chandler who had kept books for him in Michigan and who was a
fine bookkeeper. He said for me to go ahead and lay out the lumber yard, etc., and let
the books go, as Romey would soon catch up when he got there.
Well, the book work was piling up and in fifteen days Mr. Gray got a letter from
Romey Chandler saying he could not come. Then Gray said he guessed I would have
to go back to the office. It was pretty hard work catching up. It took me a couple of
months working until ten o’clock every night to do it and Mr. Gray, who was a pretty
good bookkeeper himself, helped all he could by “reading off” when I was posting.
W. J. Ross, who had been father’s bookkeeper and partner in the East came
out to Vancouver and built a small sawmill just west of the Michigan Lumber Co. mill
and Billy Norval, a Canadian Lacrosse player, came to Vancouver and went to work
for Mr. Ross as superintendent of the mill, shipping, etc. Before long, he had married
the daughter of the banker, Mr. Sohus. (Mr. Sohus was president of the First National
Bank and head of the Sohus & Schaedley’s General Store)
Mr. Wells had two sons, Ben & Morris. Ben was given the job of scaling 85 the
logs hauled by the railroad. Morris was sent to help me keep the time 86, make out the
payroll and make up the daily report of the number of thousand feet of lumber cut and
the number of men working and the amount of their wages.
Morris did not know anything about bookkeeping, but he caught on quickly and
he was a good writer. He did not like office work very much and would be out around
the mill a lot and sometimes he would not get his payroll finished. His father, who
was Treasurer, would come to me about the 5th of the month (we paid on the 10th)
and ask for the amount of the payroll. I would look and tell him that Morris had not
finished it yet, and when Morris came in I would tell him, “Your father wants to know
85 Measuring the number of board feet in a log.
86 Again, the timekeeper records the hours that each worker has worked.
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the amount of the payroll.” Morris would get busy for a while, but then out he would
go again. The next day it was the same thing all over, so I would go and finish it so
his father could have the information.
Mr. Wells, being the Treasurer of three separate companies, wasn’t always too
careful about keeping each company’s cash separate. He would pay one company’s
bill with a check from one of the other companies, which made extra work for the
bookkeeper. I called a halt to it when he collected money and deposited it but did not
account for where he had got it nor which company it belonged to. I told him not to
put any money in the bank until I had put it on my books and I had made out the
deposit slip. Mr. Wells, who actually liked me pretty well, said all right, and things
went better after that.
In the winter of 1889-1890 there came a big snow which lasted six weeks. We
had to close down the sawmill, because the Columbia River froze over. In order to go
to Portland we had to drive down in a sleigh to the mouth of the Willamette River, six
miles, and take a river boat from there. Ice came down the river and jammed. Then it
froze so hard that the mail carrier took the mail from Vancouver across the river with
a horse. From there it was taken overland eight miles to Portland. I, too, made a
couple of trips walking across the river on that ice.
We also had some fun, though. We got a pair of sleighs and put a wagon box
on them and filled it with hay and a lot of blankets and robes. We hitched four horses
onto it, and got a bunch of young people together and had an old-fashioned sleigh
ride.
Mr. Wells and Mr. Gray did not get along very well together, so when I made
up a Profit & Loss Statement showing a profit, Mr. Wells and Mr. Sohus, a small
stockholder, intimated that Gray had been working on the books and had fixed them
to show a profit.
I got right up and told them that Mr. Gray had never touched the books, but
had only read them off to help me with the posting. If they thought that anything was
wrong with the books I would resign right then. They retracted their statements and
said they were sure that I was doing everything right and asked me not to resign, so I
stayed on.
But my father, who did not like to see his partners disagree, bought out Mr.
Gray’s interest in the mill and the logging railroad and logging company. Then he had
to take over the management of the sawmill as well as the other companies. They
had already sold the sash and door factory, so he did not have to bother with that, but
with all his other work, he felt he was not giving enough attention to the sawmill
company. So he asked for a Superintendent to handle the mill’s operations.
They hired Billy Norval, who had been running the W. J. Ross mill. Norval was
a hustler, but he was not very efficient. To get a big scale of logs going into the mill
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he would have the head rig87 saw cants88 and pile them up so high that it slowed
down the Pony saw89. In the end he got less lumber than if he had simply put only
enough cants over there to keep the pony saw busy.
In the lumber yard he hired more men to pile lumber and soon his labor costs
were up with no extra production. The lumber was tallied as it left the mill and Morris
Wells, who kept the time and made out the payroll, made out a daily report of the
lumber cut and the labor cost, which he handed to his father, Mr. Wells, the Treasurer.
When Mr. Wells saw the costs going up, he called a meeting and demanded that
Norval be fired and that my father go back in and reorganize the work – which they
did. Soon everything was going smooth with no fuss. The plant seemed to run itself.
90

C. L. Gray and W. B. Wells were not getting along very well. Gray wanted to
sell out, so MacFarlane gave him his third-interest in some timber that they had
bought up the Columbia River for his Michigan Lumber Co. stores. He also gave
him his stock in the Railroad and his interest in the logging company. He took over
the management of the Michigan Lumber Co. and hired a superintendent to run the
saw mill.
The Michigan Lumber Co. had filled some lumber orders for Lacey & Co.,
machinery dealers who also had a wholesale Lumber department. They were rather
slow in paying for the lumber that they had bought, so Father, along with W. B. Wells,
the treasurer, went over to Portland, Oregon, to collect the money. MacFarlane said
to Lacey, “You agreed to pay for this lumber within sixty days. Now it is over ninety
days and we want our money.”
Mr. Lacey, who was a big Englishman, was inclined to beat down opposition by
blustering. He called MacFarlane a liar and Pete brought his fist right up to his chin
with an uppercut and Lacey went right over backwards on a stationary engine which
they had been showing in the warehouse. Wells grabbed MacFarlane to stop him
from fighting, but that bought them some time and they paid their bill.
But times were getting worse all the time.

87 head rig is the saw that makes the initial cuts in a log at a sawmill, turning a log into
cants, or planks of wood.
88 A cant is a partially sawed log with at least one flat side. It could also have two, three, or
four sides. The point is that more sawing will be needed to make a final product.
89 Again, a small saw with parallel blades for making simultaneous cuts.
90 Think this was about 1891.
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Charles Gets Married
All this time I had been keeping the
books, but on May, 20, 1891, I got married to
Anna M. Wintler91. We took a trip to California
for two weeks. I had secured Charles Brant to
keep the books while I was away. Brant was
a beautiful writer and good at figures.
When I got back, I asked Mr. Wells
how Charley was doing and he said all right. I
had been wanting to get out of the office so I
suggested that they keep Brant as
bookkeeper and give me the job that Norval
had had. Mr. Wells, who liked me pretty well,
said he would talk to the rest of the directors,
which he did, and I was put in as Superintendent. But I still kept my job as Secretary.
My father had the sawmill well
organized and I was used to his ways
anyway, so I made no changes. If a man quit I
put in another, and I watched the orders being
cut and shipped, telling the crew where to pile
the lumber and where to find it when filling
orders.
Otherwise, I did any little job to keep
things going, like crawling under a lumber
truck to replace a bolt that had been lost, or
carrying a piece of lumber that was needed to
complete an order, giving it to the lumber
loaders who were loading a wagon. That would save the time of moving the wagon to
another part of the yard only to fetch a few pieces of lumber. Well I got lots of praise
and the mill ran up its cut to 85 thousand feet per day, with no extra men. My father
had the mill well organized and I knew enough to let it run with the crew as he had
arranged it.
In 1892, with Harvey Jaggy, I had the chance to buy a dry goods 92 store from
John Jaggy, Harvey’s father, who was getting old and wanted to retire. The Jaggys
had brought up my wife after her mother had died when she had been a very young
child. She had worked in the store a lot and liked it. So I bought into it.
But after a year, I did not like that kind of work very well, though we had made
money. And Wells was getting nasty because the mill company was again not making
91 a daughter of Henry Wintler of Walla Walla.
92 In the United States, dry goods are products such as textiles, ready-to-wear clothing, and
sundries.
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money, though the railroad company and logging company were still doing well. He
asked for the money on the loan that he had made to the mill company, so my father
arranged to borrow the money from a Portland Bank and bought him out, though
Wells still owned an interest in the railroad company. Then father wanted me to help
run the mill company, so I sold my interest in the store to Henry Jaggy and went back
to work for the Michigan Lumber Co.

An excerpt from Washington History.
Excerpts from “An Illustrated History of the State of Washington”
by Rev. H. K. Hines, D. D.
Published by The Lewis Publishing Company, Chicago, 1893
“Containing a History of the State of Washington from the Earliest Period of its Discovery to
the Present Time, together with Glimpses of its Auspicious Future, Illustrations and Fullpage Portraits of some of its Eminent Men and Biographical Mention of many of its
Pioneers and Prominent Citizens of today.”
THE MICHIGAN LUMBER COMPANY
This company, whose plant is probably the most extensive in southwestern
Washington, was organized and incorporated in 1889, with the following officers:
President, Louis Sohus; Vice-President and Manager, P. C. MacFarlane; Secretary, Charles
E. McFarlane; Treasurer, W. B. Wells. The official corps at the present time is as follows:
President and Manager, P. C. MacFarlane; Vice-President, Mrs. Charlotte M. Gray;
Secretary and Treasurer, Charles E. MacFarlane. They have conducted very extensive
lumbering operations in Washington and Oregon, and have a well stocked yard in Albina,
the latter State. Their plant has a capacity of 70,000 feet daily, and they employ forty men
about the yard, and keep seven teams constantly employed delivering lumber and
replenishing the Albina yard. The mechanical equipment of the plant is of the latest and
most improved design. The engine is of 200 horsepower. Logs are floated to the mill from
the Columbia river and tributary streams, and additional supplies in the line also transported
from the interior of Clarke County, by the Vancouver, Klickitat and Yakima Railroad, which is
owned and controlled by the stockholders of the Michigan Lumber Company. The road at
this time extends twelve miles into the interior of the county, and probably at no distant day
will be pushed forward to Yakima. At the present time the travel is light, the road being
chiefly used for logging and timber purposes. The officers of the road are: Louis Sohus,
President; Charles Brown, Vice-President; David Schule, Secretary; L. M. Hidder, Manager;
the First National Bank of Vancouver, Treasurer; and Sohus, Hidden, Brown and
MacFarlane, Directors. The Mill Company also own near the present terminus of the
railroad a large tract of choice timber land which supplies a small percentage of material to
the mill, besides giving piling and other extreme-length material to various sections of the
State.
P. C. MacFarlane, who is probably the most largely interested in the company’s
operations, was born in Canada, August 20, 1849, a son of Andrew and Mary J. (Bryden)
MacFarlane, both of Scotch birth, and now deceased. They removed from Canada to
America in 1853, locating in Michigan. Our subject, the youngest in a family of ten children,
was reared and educated in that State, and from early boyhood has been connected with
the lumber trade. He came to Vancouver in 1888, and since that time has been closely
identified with the growth, prosperity and best interest of the city and Clarke county. Mr.
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MacFarlane recently effected the purchase of the old Lake River mill property, and for the
operation of the plant the P. C. MacFarlane Lumber Company was incorporated in January,
1893. The officers are: P. C. MacFarlane, President; Charles MacFarlane, Secretary; and
W. W. McCredie, Treasurer; and the directors are the same as above mentioned, with the
addition of Charlotte M. Gray. The mill has a capacity of 35,000 feet daily, is operated by
an engine of 100 horsepower, and has a large amount of lumber tributary to the mill. The
company employs ten men in getting cord-wood for the Portland market, supplying from
500 to 1,000 cords monthly. The facilities for getting wood are of the best, there being a
flume of one and a quarter miles, which carries wood to the tide water.
Mr. MacFarlane is a man of family. He has always taken an active interest in political
matters until recently, and is a staunch advocate of the Republican party. He was elected a
member of the city council of Vancouver in 1891, serving one year, and in the same year
was also appointed County Commissioner, but owing to his business interests was
compelled to decline the honor. Socially, he affiliates with the Masonic order, and has
passed all the official chairs in the I. O. O. F.
CHARLES E. MacFARLANE, secretary of the Michigan Lumber Company, and the P.
C. MacFarlane Lumber Company, was born March 8, 1870, a son of P. C. MacFarlane.
Charles was reared in Osceola county, Michigan, and at the age of thirteen years removed
with his parents to Franklin county, New York. Four years later he engaged in the lumber
trade with his father, and in 1887 accompanied his parents to Vancouver, Washington.
From March 1, 1892, to March 1, 1893, he was junior member of the firm of Jaggy &
MacFarlane, carrying a full line of dry goods, millinery, ladies’ and gents’ furnishing goods,
etc. The business was first established by John Jaggy, who conducted it successfully until
our subject became a member of the firm. Although a young man in years, Mr. MacFarlane
is prominently identified with the business circles of this city and Clarke county. He has
now given up merchandising and devotes his whole attention to the lumber business.
May 20, 1891, in Vancouver, he was united in marriage to Miss Annie M. Wintler, a
native of Washington, and a daughter of Henry Wintler of Walla Walla. To this union has
been born one child, Edwin. Mr. MacFarlane is a man of industrious habits and many
sterling qualities, strict and attentive in business matters, honorable in transactions with his
fellow men, and has the respect and confidence of the entire community.

Later events in the Pacific Northwest
Times were really beginning to get hard in the lumber business. The mill
company was losing money. The railroad and logging companies were still making
money, but the lumber yard in Albina93, operated by Morris Wells, the son of W. B.
Wells, was losing money fast.
Father sent me to Albina to see what they should do with the lumber yard. I
stayed there a week. The lumber was shipped by barge from the mill to the Albina
yard where it was unloaded and distributed by teams and wagons to customers who
built houses, roads and sidewalks.

93 Albina is a neighborhood in Portland later buried under Interstate 5. It was known as an
African-American neighborhood.
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I reported to my father that it cost too much to handle the lumber through the
yard. I thought that we could deliver it cheaper right from the mill by using four-horse
teams and wagons. Each four-horse team would have two wagons, so they could
load one while they were delivering the other load. I figured that they could save
$1.00 per thousand feet on the handling that way. Father agreed with me so we
cleared out and closed the Albina yard and delivered direct from the mill. I was put in
charge of getting orders, delivering them and collecting the money for the lumber.
By this time, I had given my high wheel bicycle to my brother Fred. I had
another bicycle (also a Victor94) which I used to ride every day into the territory
around Vancouver and Portland, going over on the ferry, which also carried the
lumber wagons. I managed to build up a pretty good trade even on a faltering
market, though it was hard work.

The Great Flood
And then in 1894 the Columbia River flood came and almost wrecked the mill
and docks. It left mud all over the machinery in the mill.
This flood was the highest on record – 34 feet above the low water mark at
Vancouver. All the low lands around Vancouver and Portland flooded, from the low
lands below Vancouver to Vancouver Lake and Lake River. The lower floor and the
dock of the Michigan Lumber Co. were covered with water. Water came up within
three feet of the ceiling in the office. Naturally we had moved out of the office before
that happened.
There was an oak grove just across from the office. When the water had
commenced to overflow its banks and had come up to the sidewalk around the office,
an “old timer” told us that in 1856 the water had been up around the oak trees. He
had driven a nail into one of the trees when the water had reached its highest point.
He said he would show us where he had driven the nail, so we went over there. Sure
enough, there was a nail in the tree where he said it would be. But some one said
that it was a wire nail and they had not made wire nails in 1856. I never did look that
up to see if it was a fact, but the 1894 water buried that nail under three feet of water,
so the old timer had not exaggerated after all.
We did not lose any lumber during the flood, since we had sold off most of the
yard stock before that, but the mill machinery was covered with mud, as was the
dock. So we cleaned up the mill and repaired the dock after the water went back
down.
But the price of lumber was so low that we could not run it at a profit. So my
father sold all the lumber left in the yard at $6.00 per thousand feet He also sold the
horses and wagons. He paid all the labor and supply bills. He told the banks, who
had a mortgage for $40,000.00, to foreclose the mortgage and take the mill and he
would not contest it, which they did, and by holding it for a few years, they sold the
mill and did not lose any money on the loan.
94 One of the newer “safety bike” (equal-sized wheels) designs. It was one of the first with a
hollow pneumatic tire. In 1893, it was considered the premier bicycle.
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Father still owned a third interest in the V K & Y railroad 95, which was used as
a logging railroad. He also had a logging camp with horses and equipment. He gave
me a one-third interest in the logging company, so my father and I, as P. C.
MacFarlane & Son, started the camp and sold the logs in Portland. Besides
operating our own camp, we had four good logging contractors working for us, so that
we were doing very well for the times, though we had to work on a very close margin.
Besides logs, we rustled lots of orders for piling, of which there was a large quantity
tributary to96 the railroad.
The logging and milling also meant freight for the railroad, which was making
money all the time. I kept the books for the logging company, P.C. MacFarlane &
Son, and I kept track of the orders, collections, etc.
Father had lots of other interests – real estate, etc. – which he was trying to
save. But it took all of P. C. MacFarlane & Son’s profits to keep up the payments. He
had a third-interest in the railroad. The freight they paid to the railroad company kept
it in good financial shape. Since they were doing all the logging business,
MacFarlane gave up his position as manager of the railroad in favor of Morris Wells,
because Morris’s father W. B. Wells was a large stock holder.
Things went along pretty well for awhile. The logging company got all the
piling business from the O. R & N Railroad97 and also sold to local contractors in
Portland.

California Piling
“California Piling” is much smaller in diameter than the standard Columbia
River piling. In 1896 we had the chance to take an order for 550,000 linear feet of
California piling, but we would have to take them at a very low price – 3½ cents per
linear foot.
We figured that the railroad could haul the thinner piling for a ¼ cent cheaper
per linear foot than they hauled standard piling, because the amount of freight would
still be the same, since more California piling than Columbia River piling would fit in
the same car. So even though we wouldn’t make much money, we could still take the
order at just ¼ ¢ per linear foot profit, since it would help the railroad, in which my
father owned a one-third interest. So my father met the principal stock holders and
they said to go ahead and take the order, which we did. But they never held a
director’s meeting to confirm the new rate.
So when we received the first month’s scale98, I took it and a check to pay the
freight. Again, we had figured ¼¢ per linear foot off the regular rate, but Morris Wells,
who was the secretary of the railroad company, said he could not accept the check

95
96
97
98

Vancouver, Klickitat and Yakima Railroad, begun in 1888.
Channeling into, like tributary rivers channel into a larger one.
Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company, later absorbed into the Union Pacific.
The number of linear feet
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because the directors had never authorized the new rate, so I left the check on
account99 and urged him to call a directors meeting.
The next month the directors still had not met, so I left another check on
account and told my father that he had better get the directors together and hold a
meeting to authorize the new rate on California piling. My father said that it would be
all right, for the principal stockholders had agreed to the new rate and, anyway, the
new rate gave the railroad the same freight per car as the rate on standard piling.
Well, he finally got the directors together and they refused to grant the new
rate. My father then got awful mad and told them he had rustled the freight for the
railroad at a very low margin of profit and that after this order was filled, they could
rustle their own freight, for we could not do it without a small profit. We filled the
order, but the higher rate for hauling took all our profit. And a company cannot
operate without a profit.

Logging in British Columbia
My father heard of a big wood contract, 100,000 cords of wood, to be cut and
delivered to the smelter at Trail, British Columbia. He went up there to investigate it,
but found that their idea of prices did not agree with his, so he did not take the
contract.
But on this trip, he passed through Rossland, British Columbia. Rossland was
a wide open town with lots of miners and prospectors working in the area.
There he met Louis Blue, who owned a small saw mill which had not been
doing well, two miles out of Rossland. He had contracts on a large tract of timber.
When Blue heard that my father was a logger, he proposed that he take over the mill
and equipment, and run it on shares – Blue to furnish the mill and equipment for 1/3
of the receipts, and my father to operate the plant for 2/3 of them. This seemed a fair
deal, so my father agreed to it and took over the operating at once.
He sent for a few of his key operating men and all of P. C. MacFarlane & Son’s
horses and logging equipment. My brother Fred went up there with him, while I
stayed in Vancouver, Washington, to close up the business, collecting accounts and
paying bills and shipping our horses and camp equipment to Rossland.
It really was too bad that MacFarlane had had that disagreement with the
railroad directors, because after he left, they could not get enough freight to pay
expenses. Morris Wells, the secretary, had tried to get some of the logging
contractors, who had been working for us, to put in logs and piling for him. But he did
not understand the business well, so he could only ship a fraction of what was
needed to make the railroad profitable. Soon they defaulted on the interest on its
bonds. When I saw that the railroad was in trouble, I tried to interest some Portland
99 On account is an accounting term that denotes a partial payment of an amount owed or
the purchase/sale of merchandise or services on credit. On account can also be referred
to as “on credit.”
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saw mill men in it, but times were so hard that no one wanted to put money in any
new venture.
Eventually the bond holders took over the railroad. If MacFarlane had stayed
there and had rustled freight for the railroad by taking contracts on a very low margin,
they would not have lost the railroad. And it really was worth four times what they
owed the bond holders. It was a big loss for MacFarlane also - $20,000.00.
However, Peter MacFarlane was no hand to worry over what was lost, and he
was confident he could make it again. He soon got the Rossland mill and logging
reorganized and going well. He took a contract to furnish the mines around Rossland
with a thousand cords of wood per month, on which the company made $1.00 per
cord.
This wood was cut by the cord and also hauled to the mines by the cord. My
brother Fred MacFarlane was put in charge of measuring the wood for the cutters
and the haulers, and then checking the measurements with the mines who bought
the wood. Fred had to be there to check their measurements to be sure to get full
measures. Fred was only twenty years old100, but he did the job well.
As soon as I finished closing up the business at Vancouver, I also went to
Rossland, where my father set me to work checking the books. There was lots of
snow in that country, but my father had got the saw mill and logging well organized
and they were making money.
Rossland had lots of saloons, gambling, boxing, and wrestling contests. There
were thousands of miners and prospectors, mining promoters, etc.
My father, who was always quite a sport, used to go and watch the boxing and
wrestling contests and got pretty well acquainted with some of the principal boxers
and wrestlers. One of the wrestlers, a middleweight, had taken quite a liking to him
and used to come out to the mill to visit him. This wrestler had a pretty good grip. He
used to grab a man’s leg and pinch it to make him holler. One day he tried that on
Peter MacFarlane, but Peter’s leg was so large and hard that he could not get hold of
it.
Another time, they were talking outdoors on the snow road when he playfully
grabbed Peter and tried to throw him. Wasn’t he surprised when Peter used his
favorite rolling hip lock to put the wrestler on his back. He said he hadn’t known that
Peter was a wrestler. Peter said he wasn’t, but he did know a few tricks.
Everyone was excited, mining for gold101. The prospectors could sell a claim
very quickly if it looked at all good. The owner of a claim had to perform $100 worth
of work a year on it, so there were lots of claims that could be bought very cheap –
$100 and up. Or we could obtain an interest in them for doing the assessment work.

100So this would be about 1896
101There was also silver and copper, though these did not attract as much interest.
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We did pretty well by buying claims, doing the assessment work and then
selling them for a profit. We finally bought three fractions which looked good, just on
the edge of Rossland and next to full-sized claims that were being developed. There
was a short shaft on these fractions and we did the assessment work. There was a
pretty good vein of ore and we had some pretty good offers for it, but the mine next to
ours was being developed with a shaft on the same vein and the stock was going up
all the time, so we thought we would get more by holding it awhile.
By this time I had found a little shack with three rooms and had moved my wife
and children, Ned and Marjorie, to Rossland. The house was small and we were
pretty crowded. We had to carry our water from a spring quite a ways from the house
but for washing we simply melted snow, which was quite deep around the house.
There was quite a mining boom in Ymir102, not far from Nelson103 in British
Columbia. Louis Blue, who owned the Rossland mill, had a concession on a lot of
timber around Nelson. He proposed that my father go over to Ymir to build a saw mill
and buy his timber by the thousand feet as it was cut. And Blue would buy out our
contract on his Rossland mill, for he thought that now we had it running so well, he
could keep it going by keeping the same crew.
So we sold out to Mr. Blue and went to Ymir B. C. We took our horses and
logging equipment, and let a contract to Joe Black, who owned an interest with them
in six horses for doing the logging.
At Ymir we built a log house to live in and built the mill (Blue furnishing the
machinery) hewing the timbers from logs brought in from the woods. As soon as we
got some of the machinery in place, we sawed out the lumber to finish the mill.
It had not taken long to finish it all, but even in that short a time, the mining
boom at Ymir had stopped and the demand for lumber around Ymir slowed down to
almost nothing. So we shipped the lumber to Nelson, but the price there was low and
after paying the freight, it did not leave enough for us to make any money.
Meanwhile, the stock in the mines by our fractions in Rossland had dropped
overnight from from $1.05 per share to 5¢ per share, and all work on them stopped,
which knocked the value out of our fractions also. So we went back to Vancouver,
Washington, where my mother had lived all the time that we had been in British
Columbia. And we commenced looking around for opportunities. It was 1897 (or
1898?)

Sara104, Washington – More California Piling
Father contacted the Robertson Rafting Co., who had bought 500,000 linear
feet of California piling from us before we had gone to British Columbia. This
102 Pronounced, “WHY-mir”even though it’s named after “EE-mir..” It’s 20 miles north of the
USA on the Salmo River, which flows south from there into the Pend d'Oreille River,
thence to the Columbia River.
103 Nelson is fifteen miles north of Ymir, as the crow flies.
104 Sara is east of the Columbia River, about two miles.
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company had put up a cigar-shaped raft of this piling and had towed it to San
Francisco, California. This time, they wanted us to furnish them with piling for two
ocean-going rafts – a million linear feet. These pilings were to measure from 30 feet
to 125 feet long, twelve to eighteen inches at the butt and not less than eight inches
at the small end, with bark either all on or all off. The price was still very low, and
Father had to look around for the timber.
W. W. McCredie, who had been my father’s attorney, had built a short railroad
in Washington from Lake River105 up Whipple Creek106 to a tract of timber beyond
Sara, a distance of about four miles. He had had a number of loggers operating over
the railroad, but they could not make any money at logging and had quit, and I must
state that times were still very tough and prices were very low.
From the Vancouver Independent: January 6, 1897:
BIG CONTRACT. –

The largest log contract ever let in Clarke county was closed
several weeks ago. H. R. Robertson, of the Robertson Raft Co., let to P. C.
McFarlane & Sons, the contract for a million feet of piling, to be delivered at Stella,
Sash. Preparations for work have already commenced and before many days
about 100 men will be at work in the woods near Sara. McFarlane & Sons have
leased the logging road of the Lake River Tramway Co., and will extend the line
about two miles further into the timber. The contract will be filled so far as possible
from the timber near Whipple Creek, and must be completed by July 4. It will be the
means of bringing $50,000 to be distributed around among the denizens of Whipple
Creek. Crawford Marshall & Co. will put in a branch store at Sara, and soon the
usual quietude of Whipple Creek will be displaced with all the bustle and activity of a
first class logging camp.
The railroad was in poor shape and we put a section crew at work right away.
Another crew extended the railroad about half a mile to where the first landing would
be. Also, we put a second crew to building log camps and a third crew to building a
rollway, where the pilings would be loaded on cars, and a skid road to haul the piling
to the rollway.
All of this went on at the same time, so that by working a large force of men,
we were ready to commence hauling in the pilings within one month. My father did
the planning and managing. I kept the books, kept track of the orders, measured the
piling with the buyer, did the collecting and paying of bills and payroll, and looked
after the details of the business. And part of the time I would be around where the
logging was going on.

105 Lake River flows parallel to the Columbia, about a mile from it, where it passes between
it and Sara.
106 Whipple Creek flows into the Lake River from Sara
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Then the logging commenced, with two stock tenders 107, four sets of fallers108,
and two teams for each hooktender109 at the rollway. A number of teams of horses
hauled the piling to where four men loaded it on cars. These loads would average a
hundred feet long. There was also a scaler 110 who scaled111 the piling hauled by each
team, for most of the teams were working on piece wood or a certain amount per
linear foot.
The men at the rollway measured the number and length of each pile hauled
by each team, and put it down on a scaler sheet that I had. From this sheet I gave
each team credit for what they had hauled each day. Each set of piling cutters had a
gauge, showing the size in diameter that the piling had to be. Whenever we got any
special orders I would go out to the cutters and give them the new orders.
The pilings were then hauled on cars to Lake River where they were inspected
by the buyer and put up in rafts to be towed to Stella, Washington 112, where they
would be rafted into the cigar-shaped rafts which, when ready, would be towed to San
Francisco.
As fast as the skid roads could be built ahead, more sides 113 would be put to
work, with hook tenders, fallers, teams, etc. So before the contract was finished, four
sides were working with ten teams.
The railroad spur that was built to the first rollway had to be built with a very
sharp curve. So these long loads of piling occasionally jumped the track at that point.
The train crew was very careful about going around that curve with loads.
My brother Fred, who was then 21 years old114, helped with the loading and
various other jobs, and then my father sent him to Rossland B.C. to work out the
assessment on the three fraction mining claims that we still owned so we could sell
them.

107 A Stock tender cares for the working animals, such as mules and oxen.
108 Fallers, otherwise known as Lumberjacks, cut down the trees.
109 A foreman in charge of the crew on a logging side. In early days he was the man in
charge of skidding, and either hooked on the logs or told the teamsters what logs to hook
on. Because he tended hook sometimes, the name has stuck. Known as head hooker or
hooker in some camps.
110 The man who measures the scale of logs. His figures determine how much is paid for
making the logs and he's always accused of beating the bushelers. On the scaler's
reports depend the payments for logs delivered to the dump.
111 A) The number of board feet in a log, always a source of argument. B) Any rig for
weighing log trucks C) To tally board feet measure in logs.
112 Where Coal Creek empties into the Columbia River, about fifty miles downriver from
Vancouver.
113 Hillsides
114 He would have turned 21 on August 16. 1897.
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The Death of P.C. MacFarlane
The piling order which we had taken called for any length from 30 feet to 125
feet long, 12 to 18 inches in diameter at the butt end and not less than 8 inches at the
top end. We took four cars of piling on each trip to Lake River, where we put them up
into rafts. This piling would average close to 100 feet long. Such long lengths made
it hard to get the loaded cars around any sharp curves.
There was one very sharp curve on the track coming out from the rollway
where the cars were loaded. At that point, the rear set of trucks of each carload
tended to climb the rail, so a number of cars went off the track there. As always,
though, we ran the cars very slow at that point, so any damage only came from
getting a derailed car back on the track.
The camps that we had built were located right close to this rollway but my
father, Fred and I had boarded in the mornings at Sara, where we had our office in
one end of the Crawford Marshall Co. branch store, to come the one mile up to camp.
On March 7, 1898, I was at camp in the forenoon. I saw that the train would be
loaded at about noon and that the train crew would eat their dinner there before going
with the train to the log dump. I wanted to go with them to scale the piling with the
buyer at the boom115 in Lake River. I started to go down to Sara, intending to eat my
dinner there and catch the train when it came through Sara on the way to Lake River.
I had never paid much attention to what my father was doing but this time I
said to him, “You had better come down with me now, for if you wait too long, the
meal will be cold.” So he started down the track with me, but after he had gone about
two hundred yards, he stopped and said, I am going back to see that those loads get
around the sharp curve all right. I don’t care about dinner, because I am going home
to Vancouver after the train leaves (It was Saturday).” Then he went back to where
they were loading, while I went on to Sara.
When father got back to the train he took a piece of greasy waste from one of
the cars and commenced greasing the inside of the rails, so the wheels on the cars
would not climb up and derail. He kept on until he got to the last car, which had just
been loaded in front of the rollway. The loading crew was rolling the piling down the
rollway from the back end of the train to the front.
He was standing between the load and the rollway, where
the men were rolling the piling down towards the front. A man was
holding the front pile with his peavey116. They had also placed some
blocks to hold the pile. When the loaders had finished rolling down

115 A boom is a string of very long logs which floats on the water to create a contained
space, to store other logs while they are waiting to be shipped further.
116 A peavey is like a cant hook (sometimes the two terms are used interchangeably, with a
free-swinging hook. But a peavy had a sharp spike point. Said to have been invented by
J. H. Peavey of Bangor, Maine. The picture is from Wikimedia
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the piling, the man who was holding it let go his hold and turned and walked away, as
it was just noon and all the crew were in, waiting for dinner.
But the blocks which had been put in to hold the pile came loose. So when the
man let go of it, it started rolling and my father was right in front of it, bending over
with his back to the rollway, greasing the rail. The piling, which was 45 feet long, was
not long enough to catch the bunks117 of the loaded car, so it rolled right down onto
my father’s back. He felt it roll onto his back, so he strained to hold it up. He was very
strong in his back, but not strong enough to hold it up. He went down.
The crew had gone in for dinner, and were waiting for the dinner gong. When
they saw what had happened, they rushed right over and lifted that pile off his back.
He had lost the use of his legs, so they took him in to the bunk house and applied hot
water to his feet, to no avail. Then they sent the locomotive down for me. I was in
Sara at the table eating. When I heard the long whistle and the engine going fast I
knew that something was wrong, so I went right out to meet them. They told me that
my father had had an accident and that they had come down for me, so I got on and
went back to camp.
Father was not able to use his legs, but he could use his head all right, so we
took him down to Sara where we were boarding. We sent to Vancouver, Washington,
for the doctor, who came right out. He thought it might be temporary paralysis from
the shock, but when he came out again the next day he decided that it was more
serious and we should send him to the hospital in Portland.
So the next morning we took him by push car118 down to Lake River and then
carried him on a stretcher across Lake River and then about a mile to the Columbia
River where we met the river steam boat that went to Portland.
His head was still clear and all his thoughts were to keep the operation going.
He would keep track of the train and would say it was about time for the train to come
along. While we were waiting for the Portland boat, I was alone with him and he said,
“Stay right with the job and keep everything going until I can get back.” When the
boat arrived, we put him on board. I stayed to keep the logging going, as he had
asked.
As soon as my father had been brought from the camp to Sara, I had put my
cousin Will Gray in charge of him, as he could not wait on himself. Now, Will Gray
went along to take him to the hospital. My mother went from Vancouver to the
hospital and stayed there until the last.
The doctors found a broken vertebrae and decided to operate, which was
done, but there was a clot in the spinal cord, so he sank fast afterwards. He passed
away March 14, 1898. Father was calling for me and as soon as I got word, I left.
But by the time I arrived he had died.
117 A crosspiece of heavy metal on which logs rest on car or truck.
118 A push car was a small railroad car meant to be pushed along. It’s like a hand car, but
without the driving mechanism.
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Then I had the sad duty of arranging for the funeral which was conducted at
our home in Vancouver by the Masons. The Knight Templars, of which my father had
been a member, marched in uniform and the 14 th Infantry Band, from the Vancouver
Barracks, led the march to the cemetery and finished the Masonic rites there. It was
a sad homecoming for us all – Mother, Joe, Clara, my wife Anna, and my children
Ned and Marjorie. Fred, who was in Rossland, was not able to get back in time for
the funeral.
The accident had occurred on March 7, 1898. He died on March 14, 1898.

The Newspaper Obituary
Insert, from the Vancouver, Washington Independent, March 17, 1898.
DEATH OF P. C. MCFARLANE
“The Well Known Lumberman Passes Away”
The sad news of the death of P.C. McFarlane was received in Vancouver last Saturday. A
few days after the accident he was taken to the hospital at Portland, and from that time it
was evident to the physicians that he could not last very long, and on Saturday morning at 2
o’clock, all the life that was left in the body passed away.
P.C. McFarlane was born in Behamies county, Canada, in 1850. He came to the United
States while yet a small boy, with his parents, who settled in Michigan. Through the death
of his father, young McFarlane was thrown practically upon his own resources when but 11
years of age. At the age of 14 he became engaged in the lumbering business in Michigan.
This business he followed with varying success all his life. He came to this city in 1888,
and, with Judge W. B. Wells and Charles T. Gray, both deceased, and others, engaged
extensively in the lumbering business in this city and county. They were all men of
considerable means, and made large investments in the county, and, through their
operations, the lumbering business was for several years the chief industry in the county,
furnishing employment for hundreds of hands. The panic of 1893, however, proved
disastrous to the large enterprise started by them and resulted in the comparative
bankruptcy of Mr. McFarlane. He was a man of unusual energy, possessed of a hopeful
and cheerful disposition, and took reverses easily. He was understood to be in a fair way
toward regaining his lost fortunes at the time of his death.
Mr. McFarlane left a widow and four children. He was one of the best known men in Clarke
county.
The funeral services were held on Tuesday afternoon and were conducted under the
auspices of Vancouver commandery, No. 10, Knights Templar, of which the deceased was
a member. Brief religious services were held at the family residence, at 3 p.m. A large
number of people followed the remains to the Masonic cemetery, where the internment took
place. The long funeral procession was preceded by the Fourteenth infantry band,
members of the Knights Templar organization, in uniform, and a large number of the officers
and members of the Masonic orders of the city. The floral tributes were rich and profuse.
The employees of the P. V. & Y. R. R., nearly all of whom had at different times been in the
employ of McFarlane, attended the services in a body.
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The big piling contract at Sara will be filled under the supervision of Charles McFarlane,
who was associated with his father in the enterprise.

Charles Takes Over the Logging Company
The camp had closed down for the funeral, but I instructed John Eaton, the
foreman, to start it right up again. Then I went to the bank, McCredie and Crawford
Marshall & Co. to see what we should do about the contract. They decided that I
should keep on operating the company. So with Fred, who was also a partner, we
took over the contract and operated it as MacFarlane Bros. Then I hired a
bookkeeper and gave my full attention to operating the business. When Fred got
back from Rossland, he did various jobs, assisting me, sometimes loading cars, and
at other times running the locomotive. My brother Joe came to Sara and went to work
on the boom in Lake River, rafting piling.
I had worked with my father a long time and knew about how he operated, so I
tried to follow his plan as nearly as I could. We kept the operation going and
extended the railroad from time to time to get to the timber that we were going to log
before finishing an old setting. In that way we kept a steady stream of piling going into
the boom.
In laying out the extensions, I would take the engineer off the locomotive. He
was pretty handy. He would help me stake out the road and Fred would run the
locomotive while he was doing it. We finally got the road built into section 10, which
we had bought from a man named Smith in Portland, Oregon, which was as far as we
ever extended the road, for with that timber we would have enough to complete our
contract.
We bought all our timber on a stumpage basis and paid for it on the
measurement we received from the buyer of the piling or logs. So to keep track of
which timber the piling or logs came from, each owner who sold us stumpage would
send a branding hammer, which would be stamped on the piling or logs before they
were loaded on the cars. The buyer’s scale sheet would show the measurement of
each brand and we would pay the timber owner according to that.
When Mr. Smith sent his brand for section ten, it was ‘TIN,’ so we marked
everything from section ten with this brand. I thought it rather odd 119, but supposed it
was one of his old brands and did not think any more about it. However, when a Mr.
Bain, one of the owners of the Robertson Raft Company, came up from San
Francisco to visit our camp, he said, “That ‘TIN’ brand is an odd one. What does it
stand for?”
Well, I did not know. However, even though I had a rather serious nature, not
given to telling jokes, I got a sudden thought. So I said, “That is the brand for section
ten.” “Yes,” he said, “but this brand is “TIN!” “Well,” I told him, “We bought this timber
from a Mr. Smith in Portland and asked him to send a brand to mark his timber. He
119 Log brands come in quite a variety, but they often include the initials of a company or its
owner and/or the number of the section or lot.
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did not have a brand, so he told his hired man, an Irishman named Pat, to go down to
the foundry and have them make a branding hammer with the letters ‘TEN.’ Well, Pat
had quite an accent, and when he gave the order, it sounded like ‘TIN,’ and that was
what they put on the hammer. And as it really did not make a great deal of difference,
he kept the hammer and sent it to us.”
This, of course, was all made up by me and I did not think any more about it.
About two months later, another partner came up from San Francisco and said that
the joke about the TIN brand was pretty good. It seemed Mr. Bain had been telling
the story around San Francisco.
During the operation, we had worked as many as ten teams of horses. Most
of them had been hired teams, but we had bought four teams, which we figured we
could keep going after the big contract was finished. We finished the contract on time
and paid off our crew and supply bills, and we had a little money left. But we had
logged over 1,100 acres of land and built skidroads and rollways which lasted two
years. We put in logs and standard piling from the same land that we had taken the
small California piling from, so in reality we did very well, but probably not as well as if
father had been there to manage the business.
After we finished the large California piling contract, we reduced the crew and
let all the hired teams of horses go, and only worked our own four teams. Then we
went back over the ground where we had cut the California piling and took out the
timber we had left, which had been too large for the piling that we had been cutting.
We took out the long butts120 and cut them into logs. These were rather small,
but mostly clear of knots. At first, the mill which we sold them to objected to so many
small logs. But after they had cut a few, they said that they liked them, for they got a
high grade of lumber from them. So we had no trouble in selling them.
In addition, we felled the large trees for logs and rustled up some orders for
standard piling, which was larger than the California piling and had not yet been cut.
We furnished piling for the docks of the Eastern & Western Lumber Company saw
mill, and for the Burnside Bridge in Portland. We also supplied piling to the O.R.& N.
Railroad Company121 all the time, as they constantly needed them.
One nice order we got was for 125 pilings, 125 feet long for the light house at
the junction of the Willamette and Columbia Rivers. In this way, for two years, we cut
over the land where we had taken the piling off without having to build any more skid
roads or rollways.
One day, I went over to the Eastern & Western Lumber Company to sell
them some logs. Mr. Ayers, the president of the company, asked me who we were
getting our timber from, and I said we had bought section ten from Mr. Smith of
Portland. Mr. Ayers said, “I know him, and I want to tell you that when you buy timber
from Mr. Smith and sell logs to the Eastern & Western Lumber Company, you are
120 The big end of the trees left after cutting piling out of the tree
121 Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company, later absorbed into the Union Pacific.
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like the man who is caught between the devil and the dark deep sea, and I won’t say
which is the devil.”
Well, we had taken a lot of piling from section ten and had had no trouble with
Mr. Smith, and never did after that, but we certainly had to watch the scaling of the
logs, which the mills did, for they were inclined to give us the small end. Log prices
were still low. We were selling red fir logs at $4.00 per thousand F.B.M. 122 When the
mills cut the price to $3.50 per thousand, we had to close down.

Our First Chute
Yellow fir logs were selling for $6.00 per thousand feet, so when we heard of a
small bunch near the Columbia River, we went down to look it over. The timber was
located on the Washington side of the Columbia near Waterford 123. There was just a
cannery there, with a few company buildings and a good dock. It stood on a steep
hill about a half mile to the first timber124. The seller told us how we could build a
chute (flume)125 and shoot the logs into the river.
We did not know anything about chutes and at first did not like the idea, but it
was fine timber. After thinking it over, we decided to buy it. We sold our horses and
bought a 9 by 10 Ledgerwood donkey engine 126, set it up, and commenced building
the log chute.
The brow of the hill was very steep. We cut it down somewhat, but there was
always a knuckle where the logs broke over. That was the place which gave us so
much trouble, where logs would jump out of the chute. Because of it, some logs
would not go all the way into the river, so we rented a small 7 by 10 donkey and
placed it on the brow of the hill, 900 feet from the river, in a good, safe place, using it
to pull the logs that otherwise would not reach the water.
We had driven some piling for our log boom and we hung a block 127 on one
daulphin128 and ran our main cable line through it, and back to a block at the end of
the haulback line129, fastening its end to another daulphin, so we had a blocks
purchase (doubling) the pull of the donkey engine.
122 FBM is an abbreviation for “board feet,” a measure of lumber’s volume. It is the volume
of a one-foot length of a board one foot wide and one inch thick.
123 About 55 miles down the Columbia from Portland/Vancouver
124 First growth means Virgin Timber. Perhaps that’s what’s meant here.
125 A wooden water trough on trestles or cribwork to carry logs or lumber to milling or
loading points.
126 Donkey engines are described in the foreword. This is Charles’s first mention of a
donkey engine. It was powered by steam.
127 What non-loggers call a pulley. They may simply be used to guide cables, or in
combination, multiply the cable’s pulling power.
128 A “Dolphin” is several piles driven as a bunch into offshore water to form booming
grounds for logs, or to make docks.
129 The line which takes the butt rigging back to the woods in yarding, which is the business
of getting logs from the stump to the landing.
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We had built logging camps about half a mile from the river. We moved our
donkey engine up there by building a sled and pulling it up with the donkey engine
itself. The small donkey engine then pulled the sled and main line back down again,
so we could move up our equipment.
After we had started to log, we only brought in supplies once a month, except
for meat, which we got once a week and carried up to camp.
The boom crew found a way to lift a sling load (a box of supplies) weighing
over a thousand pounds and pull it up to the brow of the hill where the small donkey
engine was located. This they did by taking the block off the main line, where the
haulback was attached, and throwing the bight over a stump and hanging the block
on the main line with the haulback attached to it. From there to camp was not so
steep, so the supplies could be carried from there.

Our First Slackline Skyline
I had noticed that, in yarding out logs, the main cable line would often get
under a log and lift it up. That situation led me to introduce the slack line skyline
system130 for yarding out logs from steep and rough ground.
We had two men rafting the logs – my brother Joe and another man – and
they decided to ride up the hill on the “skyline” instead of walking up, which they
otherwise did every day. For part of that trip they would be riding as high as the tree
tops. I never attempted to ride up, for I always got dizzy when I was up high. My
brother Fred rode up on it only once. He said that when he was on the way, those
lines looked like threads to him. So he decided that if he ever reached the end, it
would be never again for him.
Fred ran the donkey engine part of the time and performed various jobs on the
rigging. I was kept busy most of the time running up and down the chute, making
repairs, etc. It was the first chute that we had ever built or operated, so it gave us a
great deal of trouble, especially where the logs broke over the brow of the hill. At that
point, some logs would not land in the chute, but go flying off to the side. A lot of logs
were broken. The logs that did not crash were hauled into the water with the little
donkey. This experience taught us how a chute should be built, so later I built several
of them which worked very well. As we logged, we kept extending the chute. By the
time we had finished logging, we had a chute ¾ of a mile long.
We only worked a small crew, but it was a good one who took an interest in
getting out the logs. One member was a boy about 16 years old, who gave signals
130 A logging method in which a traveling block or carriage rides on a skyline. The line itself
does not move; it is attached to a donkey drum or an anchorage at the landing, and to a
tall tree on the far end (high end). In some systems the skyline is a fixed, or standing line;
in the slackline system it can be lowered to the ground for loading, and then be raised up
to free the logs from the ground when pulling them in. Perhaps the first skyline in the
Northwest was rigged by Bob Barr at the Bridal Veil Lumber Company in Oregon, in 1899.
It carried one log at a time, the log being held fast to the carriage by large grabs; the
carriage was simply two sheaves held in a V-shaped yoke.
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by pulling the whistle wire131. He got homesick and went home, and it was about a
week before we could get another one. So in the mean time my son Ned, who was
eight years old, took the job. The hooktender carried him out to woods, where Ned
gave signals by hitting the wire with a stick and did a very good job.
The crew was quite musical. They played the violin, cornet and mouth organ
and they sang. We had one of the finest quartets I ever heard.
We had a girl kitchen helper working for us. One Sunday she took a walk with
my two children Ned and Marjorie down to where they could look over the Columbia
River. She picked up some pretty leaves, which turned out to be Poison Oak and it
soon broke out on her hands and face. However, we had a good antiseptic and soon
cured it up.
We finished putting in the timber that we had bought, but with so much
breakage from logs jumping the chute, we did not make any money.
We moved out the same way we had moved in. We placed the larger donkey
engine at the camp, and with it snubbed 132 the small donkey engine down the hill.
Then we used the small donkey to pull a sled loaded with camp equipment down the
hill. The larger donkey snubbed it and then pulled the empty sled back up to be
loaded again. In doing all this, we used flag signals. Ned, eight years old, stood
where he could see the donkey engine at the river and Marjorie, six years old, stood
where she could see Ned and the donkey at the camp. After all the equipment had
been taken down, we moved the larger donkey down and that finished the job. After
that, we looked around for another job.

Coal Creek133, Washington
A Mr. Clayton had forty million feet of timber on Coal Creek, Washington. He
was looking for a contractor to log it when someone told him about us. So we went
and looked over the timber. We took the contract to log his timber and to put the logs
into Coal Creek. He would build a dam up the creek, which was needed to flood the
logs out. While he was building the first dam, we were to log 160 acres which he
owned lower down, but which was over half a mile to the first timber 134 and up on a
quite steep hill.
We did not expect to make any money logging these 160 acres, but the rest of
the timber was closer to the creek and was an easy logging show, so we expected to
make money on that.

131 The whistle was on the donkey’s boiler, the same as for a steam locomotive on the
railroad.
132 To hold back logs, sleighs, cars on an incline, etc., with a cable. In this case, gravity
provides the power, while the snubbing controls the descent.
133 Coal Creek runs down the hill into a network of sloughs near the Columbia River. These
lead west and into the river at the town called Stella.
134 Which, again, probably means “Virgin forest.”
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So we moved our donkey engine and equipment from Waterford and down the
Columbia River to Coal Creek Slough, and from there by wagons to a house on top of
the hill where we built logging camps. We moved the donkey engine five miles up the
road by its own power, to where we would start logging. We built a two-pole chute 135
3,000 feet long from the brow of the hill to the flat below, to shoot the logs down and
pick them up with a team of horses and put them into Coal Creek.
I think this was about the first two-pole chute ever built, as generally chutes
had been built with one or two poles in the center and a pole or log on each side.
Some of the old time loggers who saw us building this two-pole chute said it would
not work. But I had had quite a lot of experience with our Waterford chute and had
come to some conclusions, which I had put into practice on this chute, and it worked
fine.
The timber was rather small, so instead of cutting up the trees into logs where
they were felled, we used the donkey engine to pull the whole trees out to the
landing, where we barked them and cut them up into logs. Then a team took them to
the chute and shot them down.
This was the first whole-tree logging in the Columbia River district and was
very successful. We had had the experience of taking out long piling, so we used the
same system in felling timber. It was easy to haul the whole trees out and in that way
we got about twice the output than we would by yarding out short logs. Later, whole
tree logging became quite popular in that district.
By the time we finished logging those 160 acres, the dam had been built on
the upper timber. So we moved up there and commenced to putting in logs in the
pond below the dam. It was a good show and we were putting in lots of logs and
doing it cheaply, but when they opened the gates of the dam to flood out the logs, the
dam broke. Most of the logs that we had put in were left stranded.
Nothing could be done until another dam was built, but the timber owners did
not have the money to do that, which meant that we, too, were broke. I tried to get
our backers to attach the timber but they did not consider the timber worth much
without a means to take it out, so they would not do anything.

The Family Gets Jobs
It took everything we had to pay our bills, and then we had to get jobs of some
kind. Fred got a job tending hook, taking out a log jam on Coal Creek and then
working on the boom, rafting logs.
I met the man who had bought the sawmill which my father had built at
Vancouver, Washington. He asked me to work for him, buying logs for the mill at
$75.00 per month, and so I went to work for him. He wanted some yellow fir logs, so
I went down the Columbia River and bought him a raft.

135 Two poles hewed to form a V on the inner surfaces, making a chute for small logs.
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Then he told me he had a camp putting in logs on the north fork of the Lewis
River. I knew this river and told him that a lot of loggers had gone broke logging there
because the logs would hang up on the sand bars. When a freshet 136 came, the logs
would be either thrown back farther where they could not be reached, or swept out to
the main Columbia River, since the boom could not hold them
I recommended that he pull out his camp and then put timber on the railroad
that my father, Peter MacFarlane, had built out from Vancouver for the purpose of
bringing in logs. He thought that was a good plan, so I went out and looked up some
timber and arranged to buy logs from some local loggers.
Then I went to look at 80 acres of timber which would be standing right by the
railroad that they were then working to extend. It was a fine piece of timber, but I
thought that they were asking too much, so I didn’t buy it right away. It would be a
little while before the railroad reached it, anyway 137.
This timber was on the lower end of Yacolt Prairie 138 and I was stopping at the
upper end of the prairie, riding my bicycle to and from work.
One day, I had been looking over timber in the forenoon and had some more
to look at in the afternoon, so I went to a farmer nearby to see if I could get dinner
there. The farmer was hauling in hay and stowing it away in the barn with a hay fork,
using a horse to pull on a rope to lift the hay up to a carriage and running it back to
the haymow139.
The farmer said no, they could not feed me, even though I offered to pay for
my meal, but then, fortunately for me, his rope broke. The farmer said he did not
know how to splice it and would have to go several miles to get a man who did know
how. “Well,” I said, “I will splice it for you!” It only took me about twenty minutes to put
in a long splice that would go smoothly through his pulleys. Then he said, “Come right
in for dinner.” He would take no pay and said that anytime I was up his way to come
and stay with him. So that was one time it paid to know how to splice.
When I got back to the saw mill, the owner said he had the chance to take an
order for long timbers (the mill cut up to 85 feet long) at a good price. I told him, in
that case, to buy the 80 acres of timber which I had previously looked at and get a
donkey engine to haul the long logs in, for that timber was ideal for long logs. So he
bought the timber.
I now had worked a month and had logs coming in over the railroad from local
loggers, so I did not have very much to do. So I decided to look for a better job.

136 The spring flood welcomed by the old time logger as a means of getting his logs to the
mill.
137 He did, however, buy the 80 acres of timber for the company eventually.
138 Half way between Portland and Mt. St. Helens.
139 a part of a barn in which hay is stored
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Charles Works for the I R. & N. Railroad140, at Nahcotta
After I had left the saw mill company, they moved their horse camp 141 into the
80 acres which I had bought to get the long logs. But the foreman cut up the timber
into short lengths, so the mill had to buy long logs from Collins at Ostrander and pay
fancy prices for them, which spoiled the profit on that order.
We had sold lots of piling to the O.R. & N. Railway Company 142 so I knew the
purchasing agent and the engineers very well. I went over and called on them. I said,
“You haven’t got a job for a fellow, have you?”
He said, “You don’t want a job, do you?”
I said, “Yes, I do.”
“Well,” he said, “I think we do have a job for you. We are putting in a boom
and a loading rig at Nahcotta143 on Shoal Water Bay to take logs from there to
Ilwaco144 on the Columbia River. I think you would be just the man to take charge of
it.”
He said the railroad was a narrow gauge and asked me if I could haul logs on
a narrow gauge road. (They had tried hauling some logs from along the railroad
without much success). I told him I did not like using narrow gauge railroads to haul
logs, but that I knew how to do it. Then they took me to see Mr. Mohler, president of
the O.R. & N. Railroad and also of the I R. & N. Railroad and recommended me for
the job. Mr. Mohler hired me right then on a three-year contract at $125.00 per month.
I went down to Nahcotta and stopped at the hotel. I looked over the situation
and found that they had already put in a log slip 145 and loading dock and had driven
the piling for the receiving boom, which was a big square enclosure with an opening
in one end to receive the logs that were to be shipped.
I had the pile driver drive a few more piles inside the boom to facilitate
handling the logs. It also drove some piling opposite the rollway to stop logs from
going over the cars which we were loading into the water, and also to hang the
loading block on.
The I. R. & N. Railroad Company had made a contract with certain mills in
Portland and other places on the Columbia River to load and haul their logs from
Nahcotta to Ilwaco and dump them in the Ilwaco boom, which the railroad company
140 Ilwaco Railway and Navigation Company – It was finally abandoned in the 1930’s.
141 Using horses, and not donkey engines.
142 Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company
143 Located near the ocean, on Shoalwater Bay (now called Willapa Bay), on the eastern
coast of the Long Beach Peninsula, about 15 miles north of the mouth of the Columbia
River.
144 Ilwaco, near the mouth of the Columbia River, on its north shore, is thirteen miles south
of Nahcotta, along the Long Beach Peninsula.
145 A log slip is a gangway, made of planks, where logs are pulled up from the pond and fed
into the mill.
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had just built on the Columbia River. The boom was built in the shape of a large
square. No piling was driven inside it, and a railroad trestle was placed along one
side, with a log dump from it.
The mill companies were to raft their own logs. Each shipper had to keep his
logs separate in the boom, so a string of boom sticks 146 was put between each
shipper’s logs and the next shipper’s. So when we finished hauling one shipper’s logs
to Ilwaco, we told the boom men there and they put a string of boom sticks between
that shipment and the following one and so on. In that way we had no trouble from
getting the logs mixed.
When the donkey engine arrived, we placed it, along with the necessary
rigging, where it could haul the logs out of the boom. We also mounted a haulback
drum for pulling the main line back again and a Gypsy drum 147 on the side of the
donkey for rolling the logs onto the cars.
The mill bought logs from seven different loggers and each logger had his own
brand on the logs, so when I scaled the logs that were shipped, I put down the length,
diameter, board feet measure, species, brand of each log and the car number on
which it was loaded.
We used six men to do the loading—a boom man who picked the logs for
each carload and hooked on the logs, a chaser who unhooked the logs and took the
dogs148 (or grabs) back down to the boom man, a head loader and second loader,
an engineer who ran the donkey engine, and a Gypsy tender who handled the
loading line on the Gypsy.
For a boom man, I took with me Joe LaBell, who had worked for my brother
and me a long time and knew how to select logs for the loads. For a head loader, I
took John Fitzgibbons, who was young and quick. Mr. Goulter, superintendent of the
I R. & N. railroad, had a man firing locomotives whom he wanted me to take as the
donkey engine’s engineer, so I put him on and picked up some smart young fellows
locally to do the rest of the work.
To start with, and to break in the crew, I myself went in as head loader and
taught the rest just how each was to work in his position. I scaled the first few
trainloads after the logs were loaded on cars. Afterwards, I scaled the logs as they
were brought up from the boom.
In hauling logs on a narrow gauge track, it is necessary to absolutely balance
each load, so as soon as a car was loaded, I took a peavey and tested the load for
balance. If it did not balance, I had the loaders move the logs over until it did. The
146 Very long logs used to contain logs in booming; large holes bored in both ends of the
boom sticks permit any number of them to be hooked together
147 A horizontal spool on older types of donkeys. It required a spool tender who held the line
with several turns around the spool, and carefully piled the line as it came in. This was
also called a gypsy spool
148 A short metal stake, sharp on one end, with an eye on the other. Driven into a log it gave
a hold to tie to another log.
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I.R. & N. Railroad company only had 16 cars for hauling logs — six flats and ten pairs
of log trucks149. We had to pick special loads for the flat cars, for they were not strong
enough for heavy loads, so the boom men had to figure that out when they picked
logs for the loads.
Mr. Goulter, the I R. & N. superintendent, decided that he could haul fifteen
cars of logs with his locomotive, so he had us load the fifteen cars while his train crew
of four men waited. Then all of us, except for the donkey engineer and boom man,
would go with the train men and the logs to unload them at Ilwaco with log jacks 150
(there was not enough room to put in a power unloader) where the train crew again
waited. Then we would all go back for another load.
To me, this looked very inefficient. I wanted Mr. Goulter to divide his cars into
two groups, so we could load all the time and have the train crew do the unloading,
but he did not like that idea. He said the train would be doing too much running. So
when we worked, we loaded and hauled only one trip per day with about 75 thousand
feet of logs. I was trying hard to hurry everything and load and haul as many logs as
possible because the railroad was only getting 90¢ per thousand feet for loading and
hauling. I was trying to do the work within that figure, but the old timers on the
railroad, including the superintendent, did not take very kindly to us newcomers,
which made our work more difficult.
One day we had finished unloading the train of logs at about noon while the
train crew stood by. We pulled back to the town of Ilwaco and stopped for dinner. My
crew finished their dinner and was back on the train within thirty minutes, but the train
crew did not get back for an hour. Then we went to get clearance to pass the
passenger train, but we were told that we would have to wait fifty minutes until the
train arrived. This made me pretty angry, so I went in and told Mr. Goulter what I
thought of his crew delaying the operation. I also told the conductor what I thought,
which made the train crew mad at me, but it helped and we were not delayed again.
We had one accident to the donkey engine. In starting the engines, the
engineer had not given the engines time to warm up and get the water out of the
149 These would be “disconnected trucks.” Imagine a pair of trucks as a pair of small
pushcarts. Large logs would be “loaded” with a truck under each end. The weight of the
log (and some metal on the trucks) would keep these three components together so they
functioned as a single rail car.
150 The jack screw, usually about two and a half feet high, was a piece of heavy pipe with a
base like an inverted saucer. A bar with cogs in it, ran through the pipe. At the upper end
of the bar was a "dog" on a swivel. This "dog" at the outer end of the bar was elevated
slightly and very sharp, so as pressure was put on it, it would sink into the log. At right
angles to the bar, were the gears, which fit into the cogs of the bar. The first gear was four
to one plus the length of the handle; this went into a second gear that was about six to
one plus the handle. With a man turning the jack screw, this ratio would be equal to the
lifting power of forty men. Just above the handle was an important safety device. This was
a pin with notches. In case the logger slipped or accidentally let go of the handle, the pin
fell into the notch and prevented the handle from flying around uncontrolled. A flying
handle could cut a man in two, or severely injure him, to say the least.
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cylinders, which broke the eccentric strap and rod. We blocked off one engine, kept
on loading and ordered repairs from Portland.
Mr. Goulter wanted a written report on the accident, which I gave to him and
told him who was to blame. So he took off the engineer whom he had sent and put
him back to firing locomotives again. The repair parts came about that time. Since
the engineer had already left, I took one man to help me put the parts on the engine
and set the valves. It was ready to work without any loss of time.
I also had to run the donkey engine and do the scaling until I could get another
engineer, which took about a week. I think the superintendent and engineer had not
known that I knew how to run a donkey, so they just let me worry about that.
The rafting crew who had taken the contract to raft the logs from the shippers
was not doing very well. Soon we had filled up the Ilwaco boom, so we had to close
down the hauling. I went to Portland to see what to do to get the logs rafted and also
to see the chief engineer about some changes that I wanted made in the boom to
facilitate the work.
I had studied how the tides worked at the boom and had drawn up a plan to
show where I wanted some piles driven. I also wanted to put in another log rafting
slip. Mr. Kennedy, the chief engineer, put me through a hard, cross examination
about why and how these changes would be better.
Finally, he said that the shippers had come to him and asked him to have
some piling driven there and there inside the boom. I said that adding piling in those
places would not help much, so maybe I had better talk to the shippers and show
them my plan. Mr. Kennedy said, “No, they do not know what they are talking about.
We will just put in your plan.” They did, and it worked beautifully, just as I had
planned.
I then went to see Mr. Mohler, the president of the O.R. & N. Company. He told
me to see the shippers and try to get things arranged so we could keep on operating.
I went to see the shippers and they wanted to know if I knew of anyone who would
take the contract of rafting and do the job. I told them my brother Fred could do the
job (Fred and I had done a lot of log rafting at Vancouver, Washington). So they said
to send for him.
Fred was then a foreman in a piling camp up near Cascade Locks on the
Washington side of the river. I phoned him and told him about the contract and what
they would pay. He asked if I thought he could do it for that price. I said yes and told
him that I was changing the boom so that it would be easier to work. So he came
down to Portland and saw the shippers and took the contract without even going
down to Ilwaco to look it over. We got the boom changed over, and after he took over
the rafting, we had no more trouble. He kept the logs rafted and also made twice as
much as I was getting.
The railroad company decided to change superintendents. To relieve Mr.
Goulter, they sent down Dorsey B. Smith, who had been a private secretary to Mr.
Mohler. Mr. Smith came to me for ideas about operating the logging end of the
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business. I told him that I thought the best plan was to divide the cars into two
groups of eight. Then we could load all the time. The train crew could take eight cars
of logs to Ilwaco and dump them while we were loading the other eight cars. That
way, we could load and haul twenty-four loads of logs instead of fifteen, as we had
been doing.
There was one trouble, Mr. Smith said. The boat that came from Astoria,
which the passenger train met, had to cross a bar at Sand Island at high tide, which
would change the train’s departure time every day. We would have to plan out where
to pass the passenger train each day at a different time. I already knew that, and I
told him I thought that it could be figured out. So he asked me to figure it and send
him my schedule.
The passenger train’s timetables were printed a month in advance. I knew
where all the passing tracks were located, so I took a timetable and figured out a
logging train schedule, including where to pass, for every day the next month, which I
sent to Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith came to Nahcotta to see me and said he had studied my
schedule and thought it would work all right. So we put it into effect right away. It
worked out just as I had planned it. Railroad logging was old stuff for me, as my
father had built the first logging railroad in Michigan back in 1876 and I had been
brought up with logging railroads.

Tourist Season
After about two years, the shipping of logs slowed down, so the railroad
company decided to close down the hauling of logs for the summer, during the rush
of summer visitors to the beaches151. This would not effect me, as I was hired on a
three-year contract to take charge of the log handling end of the business.
I told Mr. Smith that I would just as soon work as wait around for log hauling to
start again. I suggested that I might be able to run one of the smaller train stations
that were opened for tourists in the summer only. Mr. Smith said that would be fine
and he would determine a station for me to run.
About a week later, I asked him if he had picked a station for me to run and he
said yes — Long Beach152, which was the largest station on the road. I told him I
knew how hard the agent had had to work the previous summer and that I would be
new to that kind of work. Also, the station had been robbed that summer.
Mr. Smith said that he would get me an assistant this year. He said he thought
I could take care of the money without being robbed. So I went down and opened the
station a week before the rush commenced, so as to get used to the paper work.
When the rush commenced, I called for the assistant that he had promised. He told

151The ocean side of the Long Beach Peninsula has about twenty-five miles of beaches.
152About three miles north of Ilwaco.
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me that the management in Portland had turned down the request because I was
drawing $50.00 per month more than they had paid the previous agent. I said I really
was doing this work for nothing, as I would still get my full salary without running a
railroad station.
Mr. Smith said that he had told them that, but could not make them see it.
Well, I managed to run the station O.K. with the help of my wife selling tickets, but I
did not get much time on the bathing beaches.
The rush of vacationers was just as great when they started back home. Just
to show you, I checked 250 pieces of baggage for one train and loaded a box car full
of baggage, in addition to lots of luggage on the platform, which the train crew
loaded. Well, it was over at last and an auditor came down and checked me out,
which was no trouble, for I kept my books balanced every day.
Before we started to haul logs again, I went to see the Willamette Iron and
Steel Works, who had built the donkey which we were using. I asked them if they
could put a drum on the end of the shaft in place of the Gypsy and thereby save one
man and also reduce the excessive wear on the loading line. They thought they
could and sent me a drawing of the plan and what it would cost. I submitted the plan
to the chief engineer, telling him that it would save one man. He authorized it.
Willamette made the drum and we put it on. It did save a man and it worked much
faster. This, I understood, was the first loading drum ever put on a donkey engine.

A Slack Line on a Kalama River Hill
Fred and I were getting the urge to go back to logging. We had heard of a
camp that was for sale on the Kalama River153, including an 8 by 10 donkey engine.
We went to look at it and we also made a timber deal. We made some money on that
and Fred sold out his rafting contract for $500.00. Then we went to George Caldwell,
a timber man in Astoria, and arranged for him to buy the timber and the donkey
engine for a lump sum. Then we bought it back from him, paying $1.00 per FBM 154 as
we logged the timber.
This plan worked out well for both of us, so I resigned from my job with the I.R.
& N. Company and went to Kalama and got ready to log. The loggers who operated
before us had been logging into a chute that led into the Kalama River. The timber
that was left stretched along a steep side hill going down to the river. Also, a small
bunch of good large timber lay on a flat, on the opposite side of the river.
The side hill was so steep and mixed with rock bluffs that it was very hard to
find a place where the logs could be hauled or shot down, so I talked things over with
Fred. We decided to put in a gravity slack line, operated on the same principle that
we had used at Waterford in handling supplies for the camp.
153 It flows west from Mount St. Helens, emptying into the Columbia River just north of
Kalama.
154 FBM is an abbreviation for “board feet,” a measure of lumber’s volume. It is the volume
of a one-foot length of a board one foot wide and one inch thick.
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To accomplish this, we had the Willamette Iron and Steel Works make a
special haul-back drum with extra-wide brakes for the donkey engine. We bought
1,500 feet of one-inch extra plow-steel155 wire rope, which we used as a skyline. We
bought a 12-inch block to use as a carriage 156 and another for a high lead157. We
climbed a tree at the top of the side hill to hang the lead block and some guy lines.
Then we ran the one-inch skyline through the block, down the side hill, and across
the river, fastening the end to a stump, and taking down the surplus line.
At the upper end we hung a block. We ran the main line through it from the
donkey and back to the stump, which doubled the power or pull on the skyline. Then
we ran the haul-back line from the donkey through a lead block to the carriage block
on the skyline, on which were hooks to attach the chokers 158. At that point, we were
ready to commence logging.
We lowered the sky line by slacking off the main drum on the donkey. We
attached the chokers to a log or two according to size. Then the donkey tightened up
the sky line until the log or logs lifted clear of the ground. Then the force of gravity
took it down the line. It was snubbed159 by the haul-back drum brakes until it reached
the river. Then the sky line was lowered and the log unhooked. This worked perfectly.
In the same manner, we logged off the whole side hill, moving along as needed.
Just before we got our first skyline rigged up, Fred had been down in Kalama.
One of the storekeepers there said that he had heard that we were rigging up some
kind of an overhead logging rig. The loggers around there said it would not work.
Fred told him that he did not know how they could know that it would not work, for we
had not told anyone of our plan. So you see, when anyone starts anything new, there
are always lots of people ready to say it will not work. But we had heard things like
that before, when we had introduced other new ways of doing things.
155 Plow steel is high quality steel containing 0.5 to 0.95 percent carbon, usually used for
wire rope.
156 A two-wheeled device which rides back and forth on the skyline in both yarding and
loading. Various blocks and lines hang beneath the carriage. In operation it is raised so as
to carry the logs free of the ground most of the time. Skyline carriages may go over 1,500
pounds. There are various sizes and shapes; often V shaped on slacklines, L shaped on
tight line systems.
157 The widely used system of logging using a spar tree which carries the main line and
haulback cables through blocks high above the ground. It developed from rigging used on
masts aboard ship, and improved from the tree rigged Lidgerwood skidder. The high lead
was a great advance over the low lead, or ground lead method which it replaced, because
in the latter the logs were merely dragged on the ground and hung up on every rock and
stump.
158 A short steel cable with a ferrule on each end. One end sockets into the butt hook; the
other end is circled around a log and then sockets into the choker hook which runs on the
choker cable. When the choker is pulled, the loose circle quickly cinches up tight like a
necktie, "choking" the log as it is pulled toward the landing.
159 To hold back logs, sleighs, cars on an incline, etc., with a cable, Here, it means to
control the logs’ escent.
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The wagon road up the Kalama River ran across from where we were logging.
We could see farmers going by in their wagons. Some stopped for an hour or so, just
to watch the logs sail down through the air. I met one who said he had never thought
that anyone could log that side.
We had just about finished logging the side hill when the Hammond Lumber
Company, who was then building the ocean-going rafts at Stella, Washington 160,
wanted us to put in some California pilings for them. So we went up the river about a
mile farther and bought a good bunch of piling timber on a stumpage basis and took
the contract for 300,000 feet of piling.
We built a set of log camps with a barn for the horses. Then we moved the
donkey engine up there and used it to haul the piling to a short chute after the horse
teams had yarded it out. After we finished the timber which was tributary to this
chute, I built another chute about half a mile farther up the river. This one was about
half a mile long. It was steep at the upper end and gradually flattened down until it
reached the river, where the logs were shot into slack water. This chute was built
especially for piling. It had two small poles in the center with one on each side to
keep the piling in the chute, which worked perfectly. This chute was situated at the
top, so that we could haul the piling direct to it with horse teams.
We had so many pilings and logs in transit in the Kalama River that we were
short of funds, so we took in E. S. Howe as a partner and called the company the
Kalama Logging Company. Since the Kalama Boom Company was doing such a
poor job driving the river, Howe took charge of that and we drove our own piling and
logs to the booms. We finished the piling contract and went back to put in logs from
the first tract of timber which we had bought.
About this time, Fred got the urge to go into the timber business, so he sold
out his interest in the company to E. S. Howe and went to Portland. Before long he
had made a pretty good deal. Then he wanted me to go in with him, so I also sold my
interest in the Kalama Logging Company to E. S. Howe and went to Portland161.
We made some pretty good sales of timber and logging camps, but found it
was very hard to collect commissions. We made more money by buying the timber
and then selling it again. The trouble we had selling on commission was that the
seller and buyer would get together and try and beat us out of the commission, but all
together we were doing quite well and had acquired some timber lands.

Logging the Lewis River162
One day, E. C. Mitchener from Minneapolis, Minnesota, came into our office
looking for timber suitable for railroad ties. We showed him a tract of timber we
owned on the Washougal River and some other tracts on the Lewis River. We found
160 Stella is at the mouth of Coal Creek Slough, where it empties into the Columbia River,
about fifty miles downriver from Vancouver / Portland.
161 Kalama is still a logging town, with booms, timbers, mills, etc. down by the riverside.
162 The Lewis River comes from east of Mt. St. Helens, and flows west, paralleling the
Kalama River and south of it. It meets the Columbia River near Woodland and St. Helens.
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out that he had been in the flour mill business and did not know much about the
lumber business. Then he told us that if we would put our timber in a company for
stock, he would furnish all the money necessary to buy more timber and build a mill,
logging equipment, etc., and that we could manage the business.
Railroad ties were selling at a pretty good price then — $13.00 per thousand
feet — so we accepted his offer and started work on a saw mill on the Lewis River
since there was more timber available there. We wanted a mill to cut about 1,200
ties a day with a minimum number of men, because that would balance up with a
one-side logging outfit. We hired Gates Howe to build the mill and be its
superintendent. He had been my father’s mill foreman, but then had become the
foreman of a large mill in Portland, Oregon. He built us a good solid mill, but he
loaded it down so much with conveyors and such that when we started to cutting, it
would not cut even 1,000 ties per day163.
We put in Ray Bennett as logging foreman. He was one of those men who
could do anything around a logging camp. We hauled in the whole trees with a
donkey engine to the mill pond and cut them into sixteen and twenty-four foot lengths
with a steam drag saw164, which made our logging costs very reasonable.
The mill was situated high above the Lewis River, two miles away. We built a
flume (chute) to carry the ties to that river. Then we drove them downriver thirty miles
to the Columbia River. There they were put into rafts and towed to where they would
be loaded on cars or ships. We had hired an engineer to lay out the flume. The man
was supposed to know all about them, but he made his curves too sharp, both
horizontally and vertically, so the ties would jam and leave the flume. I had to correct
that by laying out the curves myself. After the carpenters had changed the flume it
worked well.
We had run the mill but a short time when the price of railroad ties dropped
from $13.00 to $9.00 per M feet. So we closed down, waiting for the prices to go up
again. I let Gates Howe, the mill superintendent, and all the rest of the crew go.
But Ray Bennett was pretty handy. He could be a blacksmith as well as a
carpenter. So I had him and a helper tear out the tie slasher and the long conveyor
that took the slabs165 to a burner. Then I made plans and had them build a tie edger
with one saw and a flat table carriage that could cut cants from the head saw into tie
sizes. Then the cants would go to a single swing saw cut-off saw where they would
be cut into eight-foot lengths and shot down some rollers into the flume or to a
storage pile alongside of the flume. All the ties were branded at the cut-off saw.
Then, instead of the long conveyor, I put in a set of gravity rolls that would shoot the
slabs into a conveyor where they were burned.
163 That’s over 40 per hour on a 24-hour schedule.
164 A crosscut saw powered by a small and often cranky gas engine; the ancestor of the
modern power saw.
165 A big chunk or slab ripped off the side of a log by the careless use of the tongs in
loading.
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After those changes were made, the price of ties rose to $11.00 per M foot, so
we started the mill again. The mill now cut over 2,000 ties per day when running the
edger. Soon we had caught up with the logging so we could close the edger and cut it
all on the main saw. Since relieving the saw of the drag from the conveyors and all,
the single head saw would average over 1,500 ties per day, which was even better
than we had planned in the first place. And our logging kept up at this pace.
As our logging moved farther back from the mill pond, we bought two more
donkey engines, a Washington 10 by 12 half-breed that was used as a swing
donkey166 and a 9¼ by 10 Tacoma compound yarder167. By this time everything was
going pretty well.
Six companies operated tie mills on the north fork of the Lewis River. They
would take turns driving their own ties down the river, which caused a lot of delay
while the others waited. So I promoted the idea of forming an association, which
could sell all the ties for all the mills. It would then take charge of the tie driving and
handling, from where the ties were dumped into the Lewis River to the destination. All
ties would be branded, so each mill would be credited with the proceeds from his own
ties, less the cost of handling. It took a lot of talk to persuade the mills to go into it,
but finally they all signed up. E. C. Mitchener was put in as manager of sales and my
brother Fred was put in charge of driving the ties down the river.
This worked out well, because now the mills could put ties into Lewis River all
the time, while Fred and his drivers would take a drive through and then go right back
and start another. In that way the ties did not get too far back on the sand bars. Also,
by being able to take large orders of a million or more ties at a time, we were able to
get an average of more than $1.00 a M feet more than if each sold his own ties.
Everything was going pretty well until 1907, when there was a panic and the banks
issued certificates instead of money and stopped making any loans, so all the tie mills
closed down.
During the winter when there was a freshet 168 in the Lewis River, the ties from
the mill would be piled up alongside of the flume. Then when the weather was right,
the tie drivers would send word to the mills to put their ties in the river until they
started the tie drive, which was generally only a few days afterwards.
Then we would flume the ties from the pile as fast
as we could, which was about 10,000 ties per day and as
soon as the tie drivers left from the mouth of our flume,

166 A donkey used to swing logs from one spot to another; from a cold deck, from a roader
on a three-donkey show, or from a yarder on a two-donkey show.
167 A compound-geared donkey had a compound train of gears for low speed and a direct
gear for high speed. The yarding drum was geared for power to haul in the turn; the
haulback drum was geared for speed to whip the butt rigging back to the woods in a
hurry.
168 Again, this means a thawing of the river.
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we would stop putting in ties until the next drive started. During the summer we could
put ties in all the time, just as we cut them.
Once, while we were putting in ties from the pile, I had a narrow escape. I was
putting ties in the flume with a pickaroon169 when out of the corner of my eye, I
noticed the ties, which were about ten feet high, commencing to tip over and down.
They came right close to me as I ran away.
After we had improved the saw mill and were working again, we put in Ray
Bennett as superintendent, but he did not stay long. So I got my brother Fred to
come and take charge as superintendent.
Soon after that, we had to close the operation on account of the bank panic 170.
E.C. Mitchener, our partner, said that he wanted us to sell him enough stock to give
him control of the company. We did not want to do it, but he said that if we didn’t, he
would call his loans. Since there was no chance to get money from the banks, we
gave him control. After that, he managed the company and we got nothing for the
stock we held. But Mitchener also lost, for he did not understand the lumber business
and especially how to log the timber.
While we were still closed down, our salaries from the Columbia Tie & Timber
Company stopped, so Fred and I tried to make some timber deals. Fred went with a
Mr. Mercereau to look over some timber, and the lumber operation of a company at
Doty, Washington, which Mercereau then bought, hiring Fred as the logging
superintendent.

The MacFarlane Skyline System
One day, I went down to the Willamette Iron and Steel Works to see Mr.
Corbett, the president of the company, who had been very friendly with me. The
Ledgerwood Company had put out a skidder which was very good for logging rough
ground. He thought that the system that I had used on the Kalama River could be
made and sold in competition with it.
I told Mr. Corbett that what we had put in was only a “haywire” rig, good only
as a gravity system for downhill logging. A special engine would be required to make
a real overhead logging system out of the idea of using a slack skyline to lift and
lower the logs. Mr. Corbett said this was just what they wanted to do. If I would come
and help them develop the system, he would give me $200.00 per month, traveling
expenses, and 5% of the sale price of each engine and equipment sold. That looked
good to me, for I felt that the system could be developed into something big. So I
accepted his offer and went to work for them.
Mr. Corbett introduced me to Bert Ball, the chief engineer, and told him to
design an engine to work out my system. Mr. Ball assigned Powers Wicks to work out
169 A short, sharp, pick-like tool used for pulling timbers around. It’s hook is fixed. The
drawing is from PSD Cover’s catalog.
170 This would have been the famous Washington State bank panic of 1893.(?)
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the design with my help. He told him the necessary pulling strength and speed of
each drum and the necessary brakes and control levers. Mr. Corbett also told A.G.
Labbe, assistant to the president, to see that I was given full support in designing the
system which we decided to call the MacFarlane Skyline Logging System.
I wanted to have them make a donkey engine with two sets of cylinders. One
set would only be used to raise and lower the skyline, since that was how we had
done it with the gravity skyline rig on the Kalama River. It had handled that skyline
very smoothly. But Mr. Ball decided that that would make the donkey engines cost too
much. Instead, they would build a four-drum engine and use a brake to lower the
skyline without the cylinders.
But that was where we had had the most trouble, because it was very hard to
lower the skyline steadily with a brake. But an extra pair of cylinders could raise and
lower the skyline smoothly, without interfering with the hauling and haul-back drums
which brought in the logs.
Designing the engine was quite a job. The skyline drum had to be very strong,
but need not be fast, while the hauling and haulback drums and the strawline 171
drums had to be fast. So it took nearly a year before we had designed and built an
engine which we thought could handle the job.
While we were still building that engine, I made several trips to different
logging camps whom our salesmen had gotten interested in the system. I looked over
the timber and the ground that they wanted logged to see if our system was suitable.
The Skagit Lumber Company at Lyman, Washington172, was interested, so we
proposed putting in our logging system and trying it out for a couple of months. If they
were not satisfied, we would take it out without charge to them, and I was to take
charge of the logging.
They accepted this proposal, so we moved the donkey engine and the rigging
up to Lyman and commenced to set them up. I took two men to Lyman with me.
They had worked on the slack gravity line on the Kalama River. Martin Enstrom
served as engineer and Omar Poynter served as hook tender. The rest of the crew
was drawn from men already working for the Skagit Lumber Company.
There were, of course, a number of bugs to get rid of, one of which was that
the friction on the skyline drum would not hold the full pull. We had to put a block’s
purchase on the skyline, which made changing the line much harder.
The Skagit Lumber Company sawed long lengths of timber. They wanted to
take out the whole tree and cut it up into the lengths that they wanted on the rollway
where they would be loaded on cars. The slackline rig that we put in worked very
well doing that. One tree that we took out was 198 feet long, containing over 15
thousand feet. After we had operated the rig two months, the company accepted it.
171 A light cable used in rigging up a tree, or in moving other cables or blocks
172 Lyman is on the Skagit River, just upriver from Sedro-Woolly, about 8 miles south of the
Canadian border.
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Brother Fred’s Adventures
Fred had left the Doty Lumber Company some time before this, and had gone
to Mexico to look at some mahogany timber, but he did not like the conditions to get it
out. Then he went to look at a gold mine, which did not look good to him, but he saw
a chance to buy cattle cheap and then sell them in Mexico City, so he came back to
raise some money and then he went back to Mexico again. But this time he ran into
a revolution173. So he had to stop his work after making one drive to Mexico City.
Then he came back to Portland again.
I had been down to the Stimpson Lumber Company camp to look over some
ground which they were interested in getting and logging. It was very steep ground.
Mr. Ives, the manager, said that they had lots more ground like that, so we arranged
with him to put in one of our rigs with a guarantee that it would handle the logs
economically.
Mr. Ives was also looking for a logging foreman, so I told him that my brother
Fred had just returned from Mexico and was available for a job. So he said to send
him to see him. Fred went and Mr. Ives hired him as their logging superintendent.
This was a three-side camp. They had one hook tender named Abe Anderson, who
Mr. Ives said was the best hook tender in Washington State. But Fred took Marsh
Underwood with him, who was just as good. He tried out a lot of others, but could not
find one to come up to the other two.
Up at Lyman, I had heard the loggers talking about how good the different
hook tenders were, and they all agreed that not any of them were as good as Dave
Maloney. I knew Fred was looking for a good hook tender, so I told the men who’d
been talking that I would like to meet Dave Maloney. They said he would be in town
on Sunday.
So on Sunday I was introduced to him and I told him how Fred had two very
good hook tenders and could not find another just as good. I asked him if he would
like to go down and tend hook for him. Dave said O.K., he would go down, and he
did. Well, Dave was not as skillful as the other two hook tenders, but he was a driver
and he put in just as many logs, so Fred then had three of about the best hook
tenders in the state.
My son Ned, who had been working for Schaefer Brothers on Grays Harbor
as a whistle punk174 and loading engineer, came to work for Fred and performed
various jobs, such as firing the donkey engine, giving signals when they were short a
whistle punk, and running the locomotive crane. Later, he was put on firing a
locomotive with oil, and Fred said that Ned was the best oil fireman they ever had.

173 The Mexican Revolution lasted roughly from 1910 to 1920
174 The man or boy who passes signals from the rigging slinger or choker setter to the
donkey engineer when yarding logs. This is the starting job in a logging crew, and a lot of
fun is made of a green whistle punk; but if he makes a mistake in signals there will be
some dead choker setters.
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Further MacFarlane Skyline Installations
After the Skagit Lumber Company installation, I went to Bryant and put in a
MacFarlane Skyline System for the Stimpson Lumber Company and it worked very
well. I took off all the timber on very steep ground. Then they did not have any more
steep ground, so we sold them a 12 by 14 Humboldt yarder and took the skyline
engine out and sent it to the Bordeaux Logging Company at Bordeaux,
Washington.
Mr. Bordeaux had been up to Bryant to see the slack skyline work and said
that was just what they needed. So we put the rig in at Bordeaux with a guarantee
that if they did not like it after two months, we would take it out. I went down there to
install and operate the slack line rig. I took Dave Maloney and a crew with me,
except for an engineer, since the company had a man whom they wanted to break in.
George Brazil, the logging superintendent, had been away on vacation when
Mr. Bordeaux had bought the slack line rig. When he came back, he was not too
pleased with the idea of putting in a slack line system, but they had an ideal situation
– lots of steep side hill running up from the creek bottom where the railroad was
located. We soon got to logging and Brazil would come up every day, watching the
logging and saying nothing. Finally one day he said to Dave Maloney, “Well, that rig
certainly will get the logs.” After that, he was our best booster.
The engineer whom the company furnished was a good mechanic, but he had
trouble bringing logs in and landing them at the head tree 175. He would not slack the
skyline enough to let the logs land close to it. One day, as I was coaching him, he got
mad and walked off the job, so I took hold and ran the engine. I did not have any
trouble landing the logs close to the head tree.
I sent for another engineer, but he already had a job and could not come, so I
sent for another one, who had worked on the slackline engine at Lyman. He did
come, but I had to run the engine for two weeks before he arrived.
The Bordeaux Logging Company accepted the slackline engine and Dave
Maloney stayed with them to operate it as foreman. After that, if any loggers wished
to see how the slackline worked, I would take them down to Bordeaux camp, for they
were always putting in lots of logs with the rig.
Al Powers, manager of the Smith Powers Logging Company and Fred
Powers, the logging superintendent, came up from Coos Bay to see the MacFarlane
skyline rig work and liked it so much that they bought one for their camp. So we built
them an engine. I went down there to install it, taking three men with me who had
worked on the slackline before. At the Smith Powers camp, the railroad ran up a
narrow canyon with very steep hills on each side, 2,000 feet to the top. It did not take
long to get the operation going and I was only down there about four weeks.
175 A spar tree at the railroad, landing, or truck road; opposed to the tail tree back in the
woods on a swing operation. A spar tree is the key to cable logging. It’s the tree in which
rigging is hung for one of the many cable hauling systems.
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I had gone down by boat, as there was no railroad in there at that time. When
I came back, I took a stage to Reedsport and from there by river steamer up the
Umpqua River and connected to a stage which took us to Drain, where we caught the
Southern Pacific train for Portland.
The Willamette Iron & Steel Works sent me up to Idaho to see the overhead
rig designed by Mr. Jones, superintendent of the Weyerhaeuser Lumber Company.
It was an endless rig176 working over supports and going a distance of nearly two
miles up a very rough canyon. They yarded logs to the tramway with horses, took the
loads off at the lower end, and loaded them on cars. Besides this rig, they had an
overhead skyline yarding rig working over supports that went out 3,000 feet and
worked very well in the timber that grew in Idaho.
I next went to British Columbia and looked over some timber on Vancouver
Island, but that deal did not go through. However, we later sold a slack line engine
and equipment to the Powell River Paper Company for their camp on Turner
Island177. I went up there taking three experienced men with me. We set up and
operated the slack line rig for a month and left the three men with the company to
insure that the rig worked properly.
Jack O’Brien was their logging superintendent. He took me around in his
launch to all of their logging operations. One problem on Turner Island bothered him
– the ground was so rocky that it was hard to put in any kind of a road. So I
recommended that he put in the endless overhead tramway like Jones was using in
Idaho, only heavier. Then I went with him and the manager of the company and one
of the Willamette salesmen to Idaho and saw the Jones rig at work. They liked it and
bought the necessary equipment from the Willamette Iron & Steel Works, which
was installed and worked very satisfactorily.
I had worked for the Willamette Iron and Steel Works for three years. Now
that we had a number of slackline rigs working, they thought it would not be
necessary for me to go out and demonstrate them, because the loggers could go
themselves to see working slacklines.

A Variety of Jobs
So I took a job as logging superintendent from Mike Earls, president of the
Puget Sound Mills and Timber Company at Port Angeles, Washington. I opened up
a new camp on the Wilwaukee Railroad, which was being built into the timber. Living
in tents, I started grading spur tracks and felling timber before the railroad track
reached the timber. As soon as the track reached there, we moved portable bunk

176 An endless roader, or road donkey, was one with a large drum capacity (up to 10,000
feet of 5 /s-inch haulback). It was used to haul logs from the yarding donkey by fore-andaft or dirt road, to within reach of the swing donkey which carried the logs on to the
landing.
177 East, across the straight from the north end of Vancouver Island.
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houses and cook houses up from Port Angeles, where they had been built, and
commenced to log.
We operated two sides at that camp, and then put in another side and a small
camp on a spur that we had built on the opposite side of the track. As soon as the
Wilwaukee Railroad reached our other timber, two miles farther up, we put in another
camp with two sides. I had put in Sandy Fitzpatrick as foreman in the first camp, and
had Dave Maloney up there to tend hook. Then I put Dave in as foreman of the small
camp. Later, I moved him to the upper camp, where we were finally operating three
sides. I found it hard to get good machinery for the logging camps, for Mike Earls
had spent a million dollars on a saw mill in Port Angeles and had to economize on the
logging machinery.
I heard that A.S. Kerry was building a railroad into a big tract of timber that he
owned in Oregon and that he wanted a logging superintendent. So I went to see him,
for the job would be nearer my home. I quit my job at Port Angeles, Washington, and
went down to Kerry, Oregon. Again, I commenced getting ready to log before the rails
had reached the camp. I had picked up a good crew, including Marsh Underwood
and Ray Bennett as hook tenders. We opened up two sides and finally ran three
sides while a crew rigged up and moved the donkeys.
Kerry wanted to put in whole trees, hauling them on disconnected trucks 178 on
the railroad, but limiting the length to 125 feet. We were still using the ground system
of logging, but it was necessary to put in some kind of an overhead loading system
that would pick up the long logs and sort them out on the landing into lengths to go
together on the cars. I had heard of a rig that Benson was using and went to look at
it, but it did not quite suit me, so I put in what we called the North Bend system of
loading.
It was the same as the North Bend Aerial Yarding System, only we used a
block’s purchase on the loading line and also on the haulback line. This rig worked
very well. We put in a landing about 100 feet deep with a stationary skyline over it,
and a carriage on the skyline, which picked up the long logs using two pairs of tongs
and dropped them on the landing in different places according to their lengths, where
later the same rig would pick them up again and load them on disconnected trucks.
I had gotten this camp so well organized that I ran three sides without a
foreman and it was easy, for each hook tender ran his own crew and I had a good
bull bucker179 in Henry MacFarlane. So the most I had to do was to plan and see that
the railroad and loading rigs were ready for the hook tenders.
We were getting cheap logs and I was paying top wages and Kerry was
bragging about how cheap our logging costs were, when one day he came to camp
178 Again, the sets of logs rested on one of a pair of “disconnected trucks” at each end. This
scheme would not work unless the logs were all about the same length. The weight of the
logs kept the trucks together to make one “car.”
179 The boss of the fallers, who cut down trees, and the buckers, who cut fallen trees into
logs.
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and said that he and a number of other logging operators had decided to cut the
wages 10%.
I did not like that and told him we could not hold a lot of our key men if he cut
their wages. “Oh,” he said, “there are lots of men. You can get others just as good.”
And he cut the wages. A lot of our best men quit, for they knew where they could get
other jobs. Then my troubles commenced.
I would get new men from the employment agency and those that did not
make good, I had to let go so that I practically had three crews — one coming, one
working, and one going. I think it was three months before I got a crew that was
satisfactory, and in the meantime, our output dropped, so we really did not make any
more money by cutting wages. I always believed in paying good wages and then
getting men who could earn them.
Three men were killed in that camp — The first was a head loader. When we
first started, he was blowing out some stumps which stood in the way of his landing.
He went back to light a charge which he thought he had not yet lit. Just as he got to
the stump, the charge went off and hurled him 200 feet. I saw him going through the
air and will never forget it. A second man stepped over a tightening line just as they
were tightening up the skyline and it threw him up in the air and he landed on his
head on a stump. The third man was a second loader who got confused and darted
in front of a log that the engineer had lifted up to load, and it struck him. I don’t know
how we could have avoided any of those accidents, but it was sad anyway.
Kerry’s railroad had almost reached his upper yellow fir timber. I sent a man up
there as foreman and moved a donkey engine in to get ready to log as soon as the
railroad reached there. At the same time I was getting another location ready to
move the present camp there, as soon as we had finished the timber we were then
logging.
I had put Marsh Underwood in as foreman. For general superintendent, A.S.
Kerry wanted to put in his brother Almon Kerry, the engineer who had laid out the
railroad. I would run one camp and he would get another superintendent for the other
camp.
I did not like that, for I had understood that I was to be the general logging
superintendent, so there was nothing else for me to do but leave. And at any rate,
the Willamette Iron & Steel Works had not been selling as many slackline rigs as I
thought they should, so I went out to promote some more sales.
Among the loggers to whom I was trying to sell the slackline system was
William Rucker, who had a lot of steep ground to log at Cavanaugh, Washington 180. I
went with Mr. Rucker and looked over his ground at that camp. He was not interested
in buying a slack line rig, but he said that if I would go to work for him as logging
superintendent, I could look over his proposition thoroughly and then we could decide
what to do. So I went to work for him.
180 About 50 miles south of the Canadian Border
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By this time he had closed the Cavanaugh camp and was opening up a small
tract of nice yellow fir and cedar timber on Boulder Creek 181. He had built the railroad
almost to the timber, which was on fairly flat ground on top of a hill. The main tract of
timber was on the west side of Boulder Creek, but there was also about five million
feet of timber on the east side and across a deep canyon, about 2,000 feet wide.
We started one side and averaged about 18 cars of logs per day. So we
planned on starting the second side. Mr. Rucker had said that they had planned to
build a railroad up canyon creek from where we were logging to where we could
cross the creek and then go back down the east side to the timber. I had our
engineer estimate the cost of building the road. It was $20,000, or $4.00 per
thousand feet.
I thought that was too high, so I looked over the ground carefully and found a
perfect spot for a skyline. We could put in a simple stationary skyline from the west
side up to two high lead trees on the east side, which would take off all the timber.
The timber in the canyon could be yarded with the skyline using the North Bend
system. All Mr. Rucker would have to buy was that skyline, two thousand feet long,
since we could otherwise use equipment that we already had on hand. I estimated
that we could swing it across the canyon for 50 cents per thousand feet.
When Mr. Rucker came to camp, I told him about my plan. He appeared to like
it, so the next time he came to camp, I told him to order the skyline so I could be
putting in logs from the east side while we were still logging the west side.
Then he asked me if I could build a log chute. I told him that I considered
myself to be one of the best chute builders on the Columbia River. He said that was
fine. We would build a chute down the canyon from that five million feet and haul the
logs down the chute to the railway on the flat below. Well, I told Mr. Rucker that I had
quit building chutes and, anyway, that bunch of timber was ideally located to be
logged to a skyline and then taken across the creek and loaded on cars there. Mr.
Rucker was determined to do it his way, so there was nothing else for me to do but
quit and let someone else do it.
Well, they built the chute and logged the timber that way, but it cost him a
whole lot more money than the way I had planned. Long afterwards, when I had
returned from France, I happened to meet Mr. Rucker and he said, “Mac, do you
remember Boulder Creek?” I said, “Yes.” “Well,” he said, “You had it figured right.”

Charles Joins the Army in 1918
In Portland I was taking out some medical insurance. When their doctor
examined me, he said, “You are certainly in fine condition. Did you ever think about
going into the army?” I told him I was too old for that 182. Then he said that the Forest
Service was organizing the 20th Engineers to go to France and operate saw mills. He
was sure that they would give me a commission if I would join.
181 About 30 miles northeast of Cavanough, 20 miles south of Canada.
182 It was 1917, so he was about 47 years old.
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Well, I went to see the Forest Service and they had me write up my
experience. They said they thought they could get me a major’s commission. But
later they called me in and said that all the major commissions in the 20th Engineers
had already been filled, so would I accept a captain’s commission? I would.
A little later I received my commission from Washington. I was waiting for
orders when Colonel Disque, who held a commission in the signal service, was sent
out to the west coast to take charge of getting spruce for airplanes. While he was in
Portland, I called on him. When he found out that I was acquainted with west coast
timber, he asked me to work for him awhile until his officers arrived and he had
become more acquainted with west coast conditions. I agreed to do it so he sent to
Washington and got me assigned to help him.
There was a lot of confusion in his office and I did not get much to do, but he
sent me to look at some spruce timber near Nehalem, Oregon 183 that some one in the
east wanted to sell. I took a set of cruisers184 and a lieutenant. We found that the
timber was no good for airplane spruce, because it was full of knots, so we all just
went back to Portland.
We next received a letter from the Manasse Timber Company, saying that
they had some good spruce timber on Coos Bay, but they could not get the loggers to
log it or the saw mills to cut it. So I was sent down to see about getting the spruce
out. I met Philip Beohner, who owned a saw mill at North Bend who said he would
cut the spruce if he could get the logs. Then I met William Vaughn of the Vaughn
McDonald loggers, who said that they were trying to buy the Manasse timber, but that
they were asking too much for the timber.
So the next day I went out with him and spent all day looking over the timber. It
was very fine spruce. Vaughn told me what he wanted per thousand feet to log the
timber and I said I did not think he could do it any cheaper. And the timber owner
would get the difference between the logging cost and the sale price of the logs. Mr.
Vaughn said he wanted half the raise in the price of logs if there was any raise.
I went with Vaughn to see the Manasse Wooden Ware Company, and they
were not much inclined to sell their timber at that price. So I told them that, in that
case, the government would have to condemn the timber and just take it. So they
agreed to the price and terms and Vaughn McDonald logged the timber. Vaughn told
me afterwards that they did not make anything on half the raise in the prices, for the
cost of logging went up that much, too. They should have had two-thirds of the raise
in prices.
When I reported back in Portland on January 10, 1918, I received orders to
report to the 30th Engineers at Camp Lee, Virginia. When I arrived at Camp Lee and
reported to the Colonel I told him I thought there was a mistake somewhere, for I was
commissioned to serve in the 20th Engineers, a sawmill regiment.
183 About 18 miles north of Tillamook on the Oregon Coast.
184 Cruisers assign monetary value to a stand of timber.
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I said that I had had no military training and would not know how to act in a
regular engineer outfit. He thought my experience in railroad construction and
logging operations would come in good in the regular engineers and asked if I would
be willing to join. I said, “Yes, of course, if I could have the necessary training.”

Officer’s Training Camp
He said that the Engineer Officer’s Training Camp was right there in Camp
Lee, and he would have me sent there for training if I was willing. I was, and in about
five days he had my orders to report to the Engineer Officer’s Training Camp. They
sent my baggage over there and told me that I would know the place if I saw a
captain or major who was walking post.
I reported there on January 25, 1918, and was given a Springfield rifle 185, a
belt and a whole lot of books. I was shown to a bed in a large room holding about fifty
men. The training camp had started about ten days before, so I was behind in
everything and had hard work to catch up.
I had never been in the “awkward squad,” so I picked up a lot of the marches
and manual of arms just by being in the rear rank and watching the others. I weighed
about 185 pounds when I arrived there, but they took off twenty pounds within three
weeks. It was hard work, but after that, the marching and drills were easy, for I had
good legs, good lungs, and a good heart.
The studies were the hardest, for I found that I did not learn as fast as when I
had been younger. I just did not get anywhere with the French lessons, but I learned
the drills and formations readily. For building bridges, both by bents or pontoons, my
former experiences helped a lot. In tying knots and hitches with a rope, I knew most
of them and a bunch of other students had me show them.
One day, the major said to me, “I suppose you know how to raise a gin pole 186,
you being a logger?” I said I did, so he said, “Take two squads (eight men) and raise
a gin pole.” We were out in the woods at the time, so I did. It was easy. Then he said,
“Take two more squads and raise another gin pole.” And then he said, “Take two
other squads and raise a tripod,” which I did, and during those demonstrations, the
rest of the company stood around and watched.
One day, we went out to a grove of small trees and were told to build a bridge
across a gulch. I was given eight men and a list of the lengths of the poles to be cut.
I decided to use a saw to fell the trees. I picked out a man to help me use the saw. I
took hold of one end to saw in for the undercut 187. The man on the other end of the
saw started to saw with the saw teeth away from him, so I said, “That is not the way
to hold a saw. You should hold it with the teeth towards you.” He tried to tell me he
185 The M1903 Springfield was a repeating rifle with a 5-round magazine – the most
common rifle for WWI soldiers.
186 An almost endless variety of rig-ups using a pole or two for loading logs.
187 A v-shaped notched cut into the trunk on the opposite side and below the level where
you will cut the trunk. It’s the direction where the tree will later fall.
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was right, but finally I got him to stand right. We felled several trees while the others
cut them into the proper lengths and took them to the place where the bridge was to
be built.
After a while a captain instructor came around and said, “Here, that is not the
way to fell timber. You should chop it down with an ax. You will get your saw pinched
that way.” I said, “My saw will not get pinched, for the tree leans away from the saw.”
The captain said, “Don’t talk back to me.” So I was expecting to hear from the major
who was in charge, but did not, and I suspect that the major told the captain that I
was a logger and knew what I was doing.
We did all the infantry drills and maneuvers, including a sham battle, digging
trenches under fire, putting up barbed wire entanglements, and we were in a grand
review with fifty thousand men. Of course, we had to take our turn walking post,
doing kitchen police, etc.
One day, we were ordered out with knapsacks and mess kits, paper, pencils,
etc. and marched to a bridge. We would have twenty minutes to inspect the bridge
and report the safe load that it could carry.
I went under the bridge and looked at the piling and caps, which appeared to
be sound, as were also the stringers188 and planking. But it had been in use for some
time, so I concluded that the weakest place was the stringers. By taking the size and
length of the stringers and getting the safe carrying load from the engineer manual
and then dividing that by two on account of age, I arrived at what I considered to be a
safe load for the bridge.
We were then marched to another bridge of a different kind and given twenty
minutes to inspect that, also, and so on, until we had inspected five bridges, stopping
thirty minutes at noon to eat lunch. When we arrived back at the barracks, we were
lined up and all our papers, which showed just how each man had arrived at a
solution, were taken from us. Then we were examined by the instructors.
I never heard how good my report was, but a young sergeant, who was
training for a commission, was called before the commanding officer to explain how it
was that his report was exactly like the man’s next to him, who was a very fine
engineer, and used higher mathematics. At first, the sergeant denied that he had
copied from the other, but when they gave him a problem, he could not work it out. So
he was sent back to his former company because he had cheated.
We had some very fine men in our company, but there were a few who were
not gentlemen. For instance, the squad of eight men that I was in had one major, two
captains, three lieutenants, and two sergeants. The sergeants were up from the
ranks training for a commission and helping to train the officers who had
commissions. One of the sergeants was acting squad leader.
In this squad, the major and one captain were selfish, lazy, and shirked all
work possible. When we sat down for meals, as if from a given signal, they would
188 A horizontal bridge timber
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grab a dish of food as they were sitting down, and load their plates so that by the time
the dish reached the last man on the squad, there was practically nothing left, and he
would have to wait for the dish to be refilled, which took some time.
The rest of the squad made remarks about them being such hogs, but it did no
good. And when our squad was ordered out to cut wood or do police work, the major
would go to the latrine and stay a long time, and when he came out, he would stall
around and do very little work. The sergeant who was in charge of the squad would
say nothing, but I told him he was shirking on the job, and he said, “You are not the
boss of this squad,” which I wasn’t. I said, “No, but we have to do your share of the
work.”
At the end of the three-months term, the commanding officer called me in, and
said I had been recommended to go on light railroads. I would be given ten days
leave and receive my orders later. As it was a long ways to my home in Portland,
Oregon, I decided to go to St. Regis Falls, New York, where I once lived, and visit my
cousin Mrs. Jennie Rowell. This was April 15, 1918.
I first went to New York City and went out to see a baseball game and a show.
Then I took a train for St. Regis Falls. My cousin and Mr. Rowell were very good to
me. They took me around in their automobile and to some church entertainment. I
met some of the old timers that I had known when I had lived there.
The hill on the main road through town, where we used to slide downhill, did
not seem as steep as I had remembered it, and I asked my cousin if they had cut it
down. She said, “No, it is just the same as when you were here.” I guess that after
getting used to the mountains on the Pacific Coast, those hills looked pretty flat.

Off to Europe
I had been in St. Regis Falls less than a week when I received orders by wire,
which my wife then forwarded from Portland, Oregon, to report at once to the 20th
Engineers in Washington D. C. So I took the train at once and reported to the 10th
Battalion of the 20th Engineers in Washington D. C., who were just about ready to go
overseas. I found that I was only going attached to the 10th Battalion, for a request
had come from the 20th Engineers in France to send over another sawmill officer and
the chief engineers at Washington D. C. had looked through their files and found that
I filled the qualifications. So here I was, back in the outfit that I was supposed to have
gone into. However, I found out afterwards that what I learned in training camp was a
big help in handling a company.
I was given some small duties to do and got my equipment ready for overseas,
including another steamer trunk, a liberty belt 189 to be worn in France, and a 45caliber automatic pistol. I already had my bed roll, a folding cot, blankets, and two
uniforms.

189 A belt that closes with a clasp, which doesn’t need belt holes.
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In about ten days we went to New York by train and right on to a dock where
we were loaded on a steam boat. Major Hinkley was the commanding officer of the
10th Battalion, which consisted of three companies of 250 men each, a headquarters
company, and 70 replacement men, besides myself, who was only attached to the
10th Battalion. There was also a medical hospital group, consisting of officers,
nurses and men attendants, so in all, we had on board about 1,200. Commanding
the whole passenger list was Colonel Marks, who was on his way to France to
command the 20th and 10th Engineers.
Colonel Marks appointed me assistant adjutant, with very little to do. Every
fourth day, I was officer of the day, with the other three captains each taking turns.
Also, I was in command of two life boats, to see that they were properly manned and
launched in an emergency. The soldiers were each assigned to a certain boat and
knew just where to go when the signal was given. When it sounded, I would go to the
boats which I had charge of and wait for the men who were assigned to it. And
besides the soldiers, there were two sailors assigned to each boat.
We had had several life boat drills. One night, when we were not far from
France, the alarm sounded and I went to my post, waiting for the men to arrive.
Everyone was filing up on deck in orderly fashion, though not very fast, for they all
thought it was just another boat drill, just as I did. Then Col. Marks came rushing up
to me and asked “Are you Officer of the Day?” I said “No, sir, I am just up here on
drill.” “Drill!.... Drill!” he said. “This is the real thing!” and he rushed away to find the
officer of the day.
There were fourteen boats in the convoy with a cruiser ahead as an escort,
followed by two steamers side by side, with the proper spacing, and the rest sailed
four abreast. We were on the outside of the first boats which were four abreast. It
seems that the boat next to ours had seen a submarine come up right close to their
boat. They veered sharply over towards our boat and gave warning signals.
However, if it was a sub, it went down and we did not see it again. Everyone was
wearing their life belts night and day.
The medical men gave us more trouble than all the rest, I suppose because
they were not used to discipline. When we left New York, the orders were: every one
inside, curtains drawn, and no lights shown. A sentinel was placed at each door on
the outside, so no one could come out. I went on as Officer of the Day just as we
were leaving New York. When we relieved the other sentinels, I went along, so I
would know just where they were located, as I had to make the rounds every so
often.
We had relieved three or four sentinels on the upper deck who then
transmitted their orders to the sentinels relieving them. We were standing on one of
the lower decks when Colonel Marks came rushing up to me and said “Did you tell
the sentinels not to let anyone on deck?”
I said, “Yes, Sir, that instruction was relayed from the previous sentinel.”
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“Well,” he said, “Colonel so-and-so, a medical officer, was awful angry and
demanded to be allowed to go out and see the Statue of Liberty.”
He told me to tell the sentinels to allow the medical officers to go outside. I did
as I was ordered, but I did not like the idea of showing favors to some. I believe in
everyone accepting the same conditions.
The boat was pretty crowded, so we had orders that one set of steps, on one
side of the boat, would be used for going up to the upper deck, while steps on the
other side would be used for coming back down. Sentinels were placed to enforce
these orders, but those medical officers would come and insist on going the wrong
way. Then the Officer of the Day would have to come and straighten things out.
When we were within two days of Brest, France, six destroyers with depth
bombs came out and kept circling our convoy looking for submarines. And how they
could go! But no subs were encountered and we arrived okay in Brest, France 190.

Arrival in France
At Brest, we were marched to the military camp191 about five miles from the
dock and quartered there until we received orders to take a train for the interior.
My cousin Mrs. Jennie Rowell had told me that her son Piercy was in the
Transportation Department and was in France, so I phoned to the Department at
Brest and was fortunately able to locate him. He came up to see me and we had a
nice visit.
On the train, Major Hinkley told me to help the company officers see that no
men left the train when it stopped, so every time it stopped I would get off and watch
to see that no men left the train. At one stop, a man took off and ran across the
street. I was just about to tell him to stop when I saw him throw his arms around a girl
in a Red Cross uniform and kiss her, so I turned back and said nothing. He told me
afterwards that she was his sister-in-law.
Just before dark, we finally arrived at a small town in the center of France,
where one of the sawmills was to be located. All the men left the train, went into a
field, lined up and proceeded to pitch tents. We had our kitchen outfit with us, so that
was soon organized. The next day we lined up the tents again so they would look
better. Then we were ready to work.
Only one company was to remain there. The other two would go to other
locations, but the headquarters company, to which I was attached, would stay until
they later moved to Bourges, France192. While the officers were making their plans

190 A port city at the tip of Brittany, the furthest-east part of France.
191Camp Pontanè̀ zen. A couple miles outside of Brest, France. The site was originally
developed for the French Military by Napoleon. Interestingly, Smedley Butler was in
command of the camp at that time.
192 Smack dab in the middle of France, about a hundred miles south of Paris.
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for logging and arranging for machinery for the mill, I would take the company and the
70 other men for marches out into the country to give them exercise.
One first lieutenant, whom I first had met in Washington D. C., was the son of
a large lumber dealer in St. Louis, Missouri. He was a very pleasant young man.
When we arrived at our destination in France, he was given the job of building and
operating the saw mill. He had had no experience with saw mills. He had only had
lumber yard experience. So he came to me and asked me to help him lay out the mill.
In his crew were millwrights, sawyers, engineers, etc., who knew how to run a
saw mill. He wanted to show them where to build it. So I went with him and his
millwrights. We picked out a location for the mill and staked out two places – one
where it would be handy for the logs to come to it, and the other near the railroad,
where the lumber could be loaded on cars.
Then I was given orders to take the 70 attached men to a battalion of the 20th
engineers, who were operating in pine timber south of Bordeaux 193. We had tickets
on the train and were put in a car which took us to a junction where we had to change
cars. We all got off the train and stood around on the station platform. I took one of
our men who could speak a little French and went to see the Chef de Gare (Station
agent), who told us that they could not get a car for us until the next day. I told him I
did not want to wait with my men in a strange city.
We were looking pretty discouraged, I think, when a French sergeant, who had
heard us talking to the agent, came over and told us that a train would arrive in ten
minutes. I should line my men up on the platform and have them get on anywhere
that they could. He would help us find seats. He said that those that did not get a seat
would soon get one as the passengers got off the train.
The train that came had a lot of cars with side doors and that sergeant was a
man of action. He put us in all the empty compartments and the rest of the men went
into the larger cars and soon got seats. The next day we arrived at our destination
and I delivered the men to the commanding officer, who took me around their
operation. I stayed over Sunday and saw a baseball game between some American
and Canadian Forest Service soldiers. The Americans won.
The next day I took the train for Bordeaux alone and stayed overnight there. I
had some trouble in the dining room. They wanted bread ration tickets and I did not
have any and could not understand them anyway. So they gave it up. The next day I
returned by train to our headquarters.
Then I was sent to Orleans194 with a couple of office men to take over some
records from the headquarters of another battalion who were relinquishing part of
their territory to us. My men were put up with their office men, but the officers got
rooms with breakfast, and they ate their other meals at restaurants. So one of the
officers took me to his landlady, who had an extra room, and I arranged to stay there.
193 In South-western France, a bit near the Atlantic, about 130 miles north of Spain.
194 Just north of Bourges.
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I got my breakfast there, which consisted of bread and coffee au lait. When I
went to a restaurant for lunch, I looked over the menu and all I could understand was
“omelette” and “chocolate,” so that is what I ordered. The waitress brought Frenchfried potatoes with it, and that was what I ordered every day for the week that we
were there. Then we went back to our headquarters.

Logging in France
The next thing, a captain from the headquarters of the 20th engineers came
with his automobile and driver to pick me up, with orders to go and look at some
timber that had been offered them to make excelsior 195 for beds.
I did not know how long I would be away so I left my bed roll and trunks in
camp. We went to Besançon196, the headquarters of the 12th battalion, and stopped
overnight. We borrowed a captain, their timber acquisition officer, who could speak
French. He came with us as an interpreter. We then went to a place about 20 miles
south of Pontarlier197 where we stopped at a hotel called “Beauvue” which was a
summer resort on a quite large lake. We were then quite close to the Swiss border.
The French forest service furnished us with a forester to show us the timber.
We spent nearly a month looking at timber in the vicinity, but most of the spruce that
they showed us was too knotty for excelsior. I did find one tract that I thought would
do, but when we asked for it, we were told that it was airplane spruce and we could
not have that! So we did not get any timber and the French army agreed to give us
straw for our mattresses. I returned to my headquarters, which had moved to
Bourges while I was away.
No one at headquarters really knew the lumber business. Major Hinkley had
worked for a pulp and paper company. Since the mills were now getting nearly ready
to operate, he put me in charge of distributing the lumber orders. All kinds of sizes
were ordered, from ½” × 3 to 12 ×12 and a lot of 6×8x8 railroad ties, so in distributing
the orders I gave each distributor some large sizes and some small ones so they
would have orders for every thing that was in the logs.
The mill operators told the major that they liked the way I distributed the
orders, for it enabled them to work up their logs without much surplus. I had two
office men, whom I soon trained how to send out the orders. Then when the adjutant,
a captain who had been in the militia, was sent to training camp to take higher military
training, I was put in as temporary adjutant.
I was only attached to this battalion and not a normal part of it. Major Hinkley
tried to get me assigned with him, but the general headquarters told him that they had
something else in view for me, so I stayed awhile longer.

195 fine curled wood shavings used especially for packing fragile items
196 In eastern France, about forty miles east of Dijon.
197 In the hills just north of Switzerland in Eastern France.
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Next I was ordered to the general headquarters of the 20th engineers and told
that I was to work on timber acquisition under Lt. Col. Greeley. It seems that the
French Forest Service had been telling them that they had timber in the French Alps.
The officers who went down to look at it thought the ground was too rough to operate
on. But then Lt. Colonel Kelly, who was from Oregon, said “Send Captain MacFarlane
down there to look at the timber. He is used to rough ground.”
So they sent for me. Colonel Greeley said that he would send a captain who
was from the Forest Service to act as interpreter and make out the reports. We
would go by train to Grenoble198 where an automobile and driver would be waiting for
us. He gave us a letter to Commandant Maungin, who was in charge of all the timber
in the French Alps district for the French army.
Before leaving, I was taken in to see Colonel Marks, who had come over to
France on the same boat that I had come on, and whom I had worked under. He told
me that they would like me to locate timber for three to five mills. The troops had
been ordered and when they came, I would be District Commander, which meant a
major’s commission.
So we took the train for Grenoble, where we picked up a Dodge touring car
and a driver. We went from there to Annecy199 where we presented our letters to
Commandant Maungin who had charge of the French Army for the allocating of
timber. Commandant Maungin treated us very nicely. He gave us letters to two
conservators who he said would show us the timber which we could have. He also
said to call on him if we had any trouble. When we went back to our automobile we
found a lot of flowers that the French people had given us. They said that we were
the first Americans they had ever seen.
We then went to see one of the conservators. He showed us maps of where
the timber was located and gave us letters to his foresters to have them show us the
timber itself.
The road which we traveled on was in a valley with hills and mountains on
each side, so when we had picked up the forester and were driving along the valley,
he pointed up to the mountain and said, “That is one of the tracts of timber.”
I asked, “How do we go up there?” He said that a wagon road went up the
mountain. “Well, then,” I said,” we will go up and look at the timber.”
He said, “You are different from the other American officers to whom I showed
the timber. They would not go up and look at it — they said the ground was too
rough to log.”
Well, I knew that the ground on a mountain looked steeper when you looked at
it from a distance than when you were on it. Also, when you got near the top, in many
cases the ground leveled off, so that logging it would not be as hard as one might
think. We went as far as we could drive the car and then walked the rest of the way,
198 In southern France, south of Switzerland.
199 Annecy is a resort on a lake, in the south of France, about 70 miles east of Lyon.
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going up through the timber. After we got up there, we found that it actually was
pretty good logging ground.

How the French Log their Forests
In France they do all selective logging. The foresters mark each tree which you
are allowed to cut. And they plan to remove only as much as the annual growth. The
French had been logging timber that way for a good many years.
The way they operated was very efficient, even if it wasn’t spectacular. Where
we would put on a large crew of men to cut and haul in a lot of logs, they would only
use a few men who could work all the time to take off all the timber that they were
allowed each year. The way they worked at this place was as follows:
A couple men would go up and fell the trees and cut the top and limbs off.
Then in the morning, two men would start up the hill with four big horses and four
wagons. When they reached the timber, they would unhitch their horses and go and
pull the trees out to the wagons.
Then they would load the trees onto the four wagons, spreading the back
wheels of their trucks200 far enough back to take the long trees. They would eat their
lunch and feed their horses at noon and then finish loading all the trucks in the
afternoon.
Then they would hitch their horses to the wagons, one horse to each wagon,
and start down the hill. They did not bother driving with reins, but would fasten them
up out of the way and start down the hill.
They had brakes on each pair of wheels, operated from the side with a crank,
so when they came to a sharp pitch, the driver would tighten up the brakes on the
front wheels and when the back wheels reached him, he would tighten up the brakes
on them.
Then when the second horse and wagon reached him, he would tighten up the
brakes on the front and back wheels and then run forward to the front of the first
wagon, ready to release the brakes if the road flattened out. Each driver handled two
horses and two wagons, and the horses seemed to know just what to do, so they did
not need much driving.
The mill was a small one operated by three men. It could cut all the timber that
they were allowed to cut. When they reached it, the drivers unloaded their long logs
and were ready to go up the mountain the next morning for another load. The mill
men would cut the logs to the desired lengths and haul them to the saw mill with a
horse and then saw the logs into lumber. They were putting in and sawing eight to ten
thousand feet per day with just seven men, which is very efficient operating.

200 A “disconnected truck” was a small four-wheeled platform. Logs to be transported
spread out from the wagon to a following truck. The logs’ weight kept it all together.
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Touring the Timber Tracts
We looked at quite a number of timber tracts. We would not take many of them
because the timber was poor and scattering. Also, we could not get markings for
enough timber that it would pay to put in one of our American mills. At one place we
climbed up a steep side hill opposite Mount Blanc where the timber was poor and
scattering, and we were rather out of patience.
We stopped to look at Mount Blanc, of which we had a fine view. I commenced
to laugh and said, “You know, a lot of people are paying good money to do what we
are getting paid to do. We have an automobile and driver, a guide (the forester) to
show us around, and all expenses paid.” But that was one of the tracts of timber that
we did not want. We looked over a few more tracts and then headquarters sent me
another interpreter and called back the captain who had been doing it because he
had some other job.
I called in on Commandant Maungin again as I went through Annecy. He told
me how to save money on hotels by not going to those which catered to the American
and English tourist trade, but only to those patronized by the French people. He gave
me a letter to a hotel keeper in Moutiers where we were going next, and we found it a
very good place. Officers were allowed mileage when traveling but had to pay their
own hotel bills and the traveling allowance because our kind of work did not nearly
pay what it cost.
By this time I had selected three tracts of timber and mill sites. Then we were
shown another tract that looked pretty good, but when we told the conservator, he
told us how much we could cut and I told him that was not enough for us to put in one
of our mills. He did not seem inclined to give us more markings, so we went to see
Commandant Maungin and told him our troubles.
“All right,” he said, “I will go with you and talk to the conservator. They are well
named. All they think about is conserving.” Commandant Maungin was a very
excitable man. On the way to the conservator, we had to pass some teams of oxen
on the road, who were slow getting out of the way, so he took out his officer’s whistle,
blew it, and said “Chameu, Chameu,” which in English is “Camel” and a great insult.
When we went in to see the conservator, the Commandant told him that we
had to have the timber to win the war. If he did not give us more markings and the
Germans won the war, they would cut down all his timber! So finally they
compromised and gave us a five-year marking instead of the one-year that the
conservator was going to give us, which was enough for us to put into a mill to cut.
After that, we went up on a mountain from which we could look down on Lake
Geneva and the city of Geneva and I found a good tract of timber there.
In sending my reports, I had departed somewhat from the usual practice of
sending a map and description of each piece wanted. I took a local map that showed
the towns, roads, railroads, etc. and marked on it the pieces of timber which we
wanted and the locations for the saw mill. So I had every thing for one operation on
one map. Colonel Greeley told me he liked my reports very much.
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Before I left, Colonel Kelly, who was Chief of Operations, picked me up with
his Cadillac automobile and went to see the location of the timber and mill sites which
I had selected, five in all. He brought with him Captain Wilson, who had been working
farther south and had selected one tract of timber. He looked over what I had
selected and said it was O.K.
Soon after that I went back to the headquarters of the 20 th engineers. I had
been away for two months and had not been able to draw any pay so I was nearly
broke. But they paid me up as soon as I arrived there.
At headquarters, they told me that the troops had not yet arrived for what was
to be my district. They also said that Major Kelly at Besançon wanted an acquisition
officer to come and select one hundred thousand cubic meters of timber, which the
French Forest Service had offered him. I told them that Major Kelly ought to have a
man who could speak French. I knew quite a lot of words and could understand
pretty well, but would not undertake to speak it. Col. Greeley said, “That’s all right,
Major Kelly will furnish you with an interpreter.”
So I took the train and went to Besançon and stopped at a hotel there. The
next morning I went to see Major Kelly and showed him my orders.
The first thing he said was “Can you speak French?” I said no and then he
said “I told them to send an officer who could speak French!” I said, “I told them you
needed a man who could speak French and they said you would furnish me with an
interpreter.” “Well,” he said, “all right, but we are rather short of interpreters.” He said
he would have a car and driver and interpreter ready for me to leave Monday
morning. It was then Saturday.
The hotel I went to was very good. The landlady could speak English and was
very good helping me with my French. I told her that I wanted to get a room where I
could leave my things, for I would be away from Monday morning untill Friday night.
So she told me it would be cheaper to stay at their hotel. While I was away they
would take care of my baggage, But I would only pay for the room when I was there.
This I did and it proved a very good arrangement.
On Monday morning Major Kelly gave me a letter to the conservator and
another to a shop at Mulhouse which was right behind the front lines near the Swiss
border, but inactive. The road passed right behind the French artillery, all lined up
ready for action.
After I delivered that letter I went back to where the conservator lived and saw
him. When I entered his office, I stopped, saluted, walked right up to him and shook
hands, which seemed to please him. (I had learned some of the French mannerisms).
After I had given him my letter, he took out a very fine map of the country
which showed all the railroads, roads, rivers and towns. It also showed the different
classes of timber in colors. (State, Municipal, and Private). After he had shown me
about where the timber was located, I said, “That is a fine map you have. I would like
to have one like it.” He said, “You can have this one.” and he gave me the map and
two letters to the foresters who would show me the timber. We went and saw one of
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the foresters that night and arranged to go and look at the timber the next morning.
We stopped at a small hotel nearby and worked there until Friday night when I
returned to Besançon and went to the office to see Major Kelly the next morning.
Major Kelly said, “Well, how did you make out?” I said, “Pretty good so far,”
and I pulled out the map and spread it out on his desk. Major Kelly said, “Where did
you get that map?” and I told him that the conservator had given it to me. “Well,” he
said, “that is pretty good. Our other officers who went to see him did not get along
with him very well. They said he was a grouch.” I said, “He was certainly nice to me.”
Then I showed him on the map where a mill could be situated on a railroad,
close by a slow-running river, where logs could be stored. The roads leading to the
timber were marked on the map, though logs could also be brought to the mill by rail.
Of course the lumber would be shipped out by rail.
I told him that in another week I would have all the timber selected for that mill.
Then I would go to the other location and see what they had. Major Kelly said “I
thought you didn’t know anything about selecting timber,” and I told him I said I could
not speak French, but that I had been doing acquisition work for some time now.
Then he said “You have done more in a week than any man that we have has done in
a month.”
I finished that tract the next week. Then the following week I went with my
letter to see the other forester, who showed me some good timber and one piece of
private oak timber that was the finest I had ever seen.
The owner of this timber was a French army captain and spoke very good
English. He lived in a small but very fine chateau where he took me and told me he
owned 200 hectares (over 400 acres) of oak timber. He had a small mill that cut a
small amount of it each year on about the same basis as the forest service.
He said that he knew that we could requisition and cut all of his timber, but he
hoped that we would only take it on the same basis that we got the state timber. I told
him that all I could do was to report on the timber, but I would put on the report his
request.
But before I had finished looking over the timber in that locality, the war was
over, so we did not take any of the timber which I had selected.

The War Ends
There was a great celebration in Besançon the night of November. 11, 1918.
The streets were crowded and our soldiers were kissing every girl they met. I
wandered around the streets enjoying it all. Since the war was over, Major Kelly said
that no more timber would be required and all the surplus officers would be sent
home. He was sending a request for me to go home, but he said it probably would
take a little while for it to come through. So I said that I would take the ten-day leave
which I was entitled to, but had never taken.
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He made out the orders for my leave and I departed for Annecy, Moutiers and
various waypoints201 where I had made friends while selecting timber in that vicinity. I
stopped at Annecy a couple of days and took a trip on Lake Annecy. Then I went to
Moutiers and stopped there a week. When I left the hotel they would not accept any
pay for my hotel bill. They said I had been their visitor.
Then I went back to Besançon as my time was up. I reported to Major Kelly,
who said that my orders had not yet arrived, but they should any day. I asked if there
was anything I could do. He said no, so the next morning I did not go to the office at
eight o’clock as usual.
I was eating breakfast when an orderly came and told me that the major
wanted to see me. “Well,” I thought, “my orders must have arrived,” and I went right
back with the orderly to the office.

A Command near Pontarlier
Major Kelly said, “Captain, you can run a saw mill, can’t you?” I said, “Yes, but
I am to go home now.” “Well,” he said, “I am going to send you to Maison du Bois 202
to take charge of the operation there and finish up the job. That mill has never done
very well and I am sending the captain home. How soon can you be ready?” I said,
“In one hour.” It was quite a disappointment to me, but orders are orders and it was
up to me to obey.
So they sent a pickup and took me and my baggage to the mill at Maison du
Bois. I found Captain Wilson, who had been on timber acquisition before he had
relieved the officer whom I was to relieve. I showed him my orders and he already
had his. He told me that the mill was no good and that he had been sending about
half of his output of logs to a mill twenty miles away, which had finished cutting their
timber.
I didn’t argue with the captain, but after he left I asked the 1 st Lieutenant, who
was in charge of the mill, what was the matter with it. He said, “It is just not any
good.” I said “I know of a lot of mills just like this one that do good work. It is up to us
to find out what is the matter with this one.” We then went out to look over the mill.
They had trip blocks, used for turning a log on the carriage with a cant hook, but the
man who was using it did not know how, so it took him a long time to turn a log. Of
course, I knew how, but I asked the lieutenant if he did not have a man who knew
how to use a cant hook. He said there was a man working in the woods who could do
it. I told him to get him down as quick as possible.
After that man had come down, our troubles were over, for he was about the
best cant hook man that I had ever seen. With him on the job, the carriage never
stopped to load a log or to have one turned, which doubled the mill’s output. We did
have a little trouble with the boiler not giving enough steam, so I sent to the mill
where we had been shipping logs and got a lieutenant who was a boiler expert to
201 an intermediate point or place on a route or line of travel, a stopping point or point at
which course is changed
202 About five miles northeast of Pontarlier, France, just north of the Swiss border.
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come and look at the boiler. He said that the back wall of the Dutch oven had been
put in wrong, but he could fix it on Sunday, which he did, with our men helping. The
boiler steamed better after that.
I did not like the idea of hauling our logs so far to another mill, so I said we
would start running nights. An extra sawyer was driving one of the log trucks. In
order to run nights it was necessary to take him off the log truck. The lieutenant
asked if it would be all right to put Slack to driving the truck. I said, “Does he know
how?” He said, “Yes,” so I told him to put Slack on. I thought I would watch Slack to
see how good he was and I soon saw that he was an artist with a truck. He could
drive faster up or down hills. He was the first man out and frequently got an extra load
more than the others.
Major Kelly came to our camp after we had been operating for about two
weeks and said to me, “Captain, you are doing fine, and if you can keep this up, you
are a wonder.” I said, “Major, I haven’t started yet.” Then he asked how Slack was
doing. I said, “Slack is about the best man I have.” Major Kelly said he was glad to
hear that, for they had had quite a time with him, even having him court-martialed. I
had been so busy that I had not looked through the men’s records!
After the major left, I got on Slack’s truck and went up to the woods with him
and asked what had happened to get him court-martialed. He said he supposed that
he had been insubordinate. He had gone into the army as a truck driver and thought
he knew more about driving and repairing trucks than any of those who were doing it.
So he thought that he should have been made sergeant in charge of transportation.
When they put him to piling lumber, for which he was not physically fit, he rebelled.
“Well,” I told him, “that was too bad, but now I will try to keep you on the job that you
are fit for.”
The men in the company, taken as a whole, were very good. They only
needed to be placed in positions where they were most efficient. The transportation
sergeant was an extra good man, steady and reliable, and handled his crew well.
The barn sergeant, who was an old-time army man, was an extra good man
who knew that horses had to be fed and well cared for, no matter how he got the
feed. There was a shortage of hay and the horses had been put on half rations.
Other camps that I had visited before I came there had complained about it, and their
horses had showed the effects, but the horses in this camp were in good shape!
Later I found out why, when the barn sergeant came to the office to say that the last
carload of hay had got wet and was spoiled. “Will you please call an officer’s
committee and have it examined and condemned, so we can get some more hay?”
Well, the officers met and looked at the hay and condemned it, and then the
sergeant hauled it to the barn and sorted out the wet part of the hay and fed the rest
to his horses. When the remount division came for the horses after we had finished
the job, the captain said that our horses were in the best condition of any he had
picked up, and wondered where we had got the hay to feed them.
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The crew worked ten hours a day every day but Sunday and Saturday. They
quit work Saturday at three P.M. so on the first Saturday I was there, the first
lieutenant asked me that morning “How about leave for the men over Sunday?” I
asked where could they go and he told me there was a town about ten kilometers
from there called Pontarlier where the men liked to go. So I said, “All right.”
Then he asked, “How many can go?” I said “Have you figured out your details
for over Sunday?” He said “Yes.” Then I said, “We will let the rest go.” Then he
asked, “What time must they be back?” I said “Monday morning before reveille.”
The lieutenant looked as if I had given a little too much, so I told him, “I am going to
give the men everything I can and I expect them to do the same for me on the job.”
If the men did not behave on leave we could easily curtail it. Well, the men
were pretty well behaved. Of course, some got drunk, but the sergeants and
corporals who were in town with them would hustle them out of sight, so there was no
trouble.
I also found that a lot of the men had not been given their ten-day leaves. I
was told that it was because they did not have enough men to spare any from their
jobs. So I ordered 16 men and they were sent to me from camps who had already
finished their jobs. Then we rotated the leave-taking until all had taken their leaves,
including three days in Paris.
One day I went to Pontarlier with the pickup truck that was going after bread.
We stopped at the drug store for some licorice drops for a slight irritation of my throat.
When I came out, a French girl said to me “You are the new captain at Maison du
Bois,” I said yes, and she said “The men all like you because you give them so much
leave.” I asked, “How do you know?” She said, “My fiancé told me.”
We had started the mill to sawing at nights, and every thing went pretty well.
On one of my trips to the woods, I said to the second lieutenant, who had charge of
the logging, “You have been doing good logging. Now that we have the mill working
well; everything is going well.” But the lieutenant said, “Now that the mill is cutting
more lumber, I am afraid that we cannot keep up with the logging. Furthermore, we
are moving one side to a hard show tomorrow.” I said, “I never saw any hard show
up here. Let’s go and look at the place that you are moving to.”
I found that they would have to up-grade the skidding to the truck road and
also that the logs were large. I told the lieutenant that if he would put some men to
barking the “ride203” on the big logs, I thought they would have no trouble. After I got
back to camp that night I began to think that those men did not know the West Coast
way of logging large logs with horses, so I got on one of the log trucks and went up to
see how they were getting along.
When I arrived I found them stuck with six horses hitched to a big butt log.
They had to put a block on to haul it out. They had not barked the “ride” but five men
203 A flat surface hewed on a log so it would ride better, not roll, when being skidded by
bulls,
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with axes were barking logs quite a ways below. They had three teams working on
this side and three working on another side, which had down-hill logging.
The sergeant, who really was a pretty good short-log logger, said that he
needed more horses. I was a little out of patience and told him that he had too many
already. He and the lieutenant should take one of the teams to the other side, while I
would stay on this side and see what I could do. That gave them four teams of
horses on the downhill side skidding smaller logs, while I had two teams of horses
and large logs to be hauled up grade.
However, large logs were an advantage for the way I logged. I called the two
men who were barking logs to come up where I was. I told them just where to cut the
bark from the large log. Then I took off my coat, picked up an ax, put a snipe 204 on the
end of the log, cut some hand skids205 and placed them alongside the log.
When the four-horse team came, I hitched their tongs 206 to the end of the log
and rolled the log on its “ride” onto the hand skids and away they went, right up to the
loading “Horse Jammer207.”
I sent up the small logs without barking. It did not take many large logs to
make a truckload, so I was really having a good time. I overheard one of the truck
drivers say “Well, now we have a captain who knows how to log.” So I made my
reputation with the crew. But the best part was that I loaded out one more truck-load
of logs with just two teams than the other side did with four teams. Knowing how is
what counts.
After we finished taking out the logs that had been cut, and they had been
further cut into lumber, we started to repair the roads. They were full of holes from our
heavy traffic. We got a rock crusher and some dump trucks. Since we had plenty of
men, we worked night and day. The horses and some of the attached men had been
sent away.
One day I was in Pontarlier and met a lieutenant who had been in the training
camp with me. He was assembling portable houses which had been made in
Switzerland, and was having a hard time getting fuel for his outfit. He had put in
orders to the quartermaster, but they had been slow in sending the fuel. I asked him
if he had a truck. He said yes, so I told him we had lots of wood at the saw mill and
said for him to send his truck to get it, which he did.
My company was composed of half of the 26th company commanded by
Captain Smith, along with enough attached men from other services to form a full
company. So when I had finished sawing the timber that had been cut, the attached
men returned to their own divisions and Captain Smith took back his men.

204
205
206
207

A bevel hewed on the ride side of the end of a log, making it easier to pull over the skids
short skids placed under heavy logs as they were being ground-skidded.
Big scissor hooks
A light gin pole guyed back to its runners; used for loading small logs with horses.
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Commanding the 44th Company
I was sent to command the 44th company because their commander had
become ill and had been sent home. The 44 th company was also repairing roads.
After we finished that, we moved from camp to camp getting processed. We were
deloused with all kinds of inspections before we went to Brest to be shipped back to
the USA.
While I was with the company I was told that our funds had to be used up
before we left for the states, or they would be turned back to the army. A committee
from the company came to me to say that they had heard of other companies putting
on banquets with plenty of wine to drink in order to use up their money. They asked
me to authorize a banquet for them.
I do not drink myself and did not like the idea of a whole company going on a
drunk. So I told them that a better plan would be for them to go out and bring in fresh
vegetables, eggs, chickens, etc. In that way, we would live a lot better for the time we
were in France instead of spending it all in one night. The committee came back and
said that the company had agreed to my proposal.
So I told the mess sergeant that he could have a pickup to go out and find
whatever they wanted. And from then on, I would see that pickup out touring the
country with two or three soldiers, looking for supplies. I was lucky to have done this,
because when accounts were audited, the captains who had let their men have a
banquet to buy wine had to pay for the wine from their own pockets, which was quite
a blow for some of them. My accounts were O.K. Finally, we arrived in Brest, where
over fifty thousand troops waited for transportation to the USA.

The French African Company’s Timber
While I had been operating the mill at Maison du Bois, a French engineer had
come to look at our mill. He worked for a company which owned 350 thousand acres
of timber in Africa. He said that his company was thinking of buying two or three
American saw mills, and taking them to Africa to saw lumber for the rebuilding of
France.
I took him out to the saw mill. When he saw the carriage going back and forth
pretty fast, he said he was afraid that the Negroes in Africa could not ride the
carriage. So I told him that in the southern part of the United States they had saw
mills with carriages operated with shotgun steam feeds. They went twice as fast as
what we had here. And the Negroes down there rode the carriages and operated the
mills.
After we had been talking for some time he asked if I thought they could get an
American to go down there and take charge of the operation. I said, “Sure, if you are
willing to pay enough,” and I thought no more about it.
Then some time later I received a letter asking me to go to Paris and see
them. As I had not yet taken my three-day Paris leave, I applied and got it and then
went to see the French company. They had a woman secretary who spoke very
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good English and acted as an interpreter. They wanted a man to take one or two of
the American saw mills, pick out the equipment and tools he needed, go down there,
and get to work.
I began to ask questions. What kind of timber was it? What kind of ground?
Mountainous? Swampy? Level? What size was the timber and how thick was it on
the ground? They told me there were all kinds of ground, the timber was the finest
and tallest of any hardwoods in the world, and in size it was from two to six feet at the
butt.
Well, I told them that the mills we had would not handle that kind of timber
because our head blocks only opened out to 26 inches. And what about their labor
supply? It would only be throwing money away to go down there without knowing all
the conditions which one would encounter. The only way was to go down and look
over the timber and ground conditions, and then make out a plan and come back to
get the necessary machinery and supplies.
They said that that looked to be the best plan. They said they would pay me a
salary, expenses, and 25% of the profits if I would go. This looked good, so I said
that I would take a chance. However, they had not completed their contract with the
government and nothing could be done until they had.
So after I had arrived in Brest with my company, I received a letter asking me
to come to Paris again. I went to the camp adjutant and asked him how soon my
company would be sent home. He said at least three or four weeks, for there were a
lot of troops waiting ahead of mine. So I asked for leave to go to Paris and he gave
me three days. But since I had already been in Paris he made it to a small town just
on the other side of Paris.
The French company wanted me to stay in France. I said I would if they were
ready to sign a contract. But they said they could not do that yet, because their
contract with the French government had not yet been signed. So I told them I could
not afford to stay unless I knew I had work. But if they wanted me later, I would come
back from the states and take the job. So it was left with that under-standing.
Before I had left Brest for Paris I had turned over all the company funds and
records to the company lieutenant, though they could not see any reason for doing
so. I had also left my baggage and belt and six shooter with them. And on the day
after I had left for Paris they had loaded my entire company onto a battleship, to take
them back to the United States! I never did see any of them again. They had tried to
locate me in the place where my orders said I was going, but I had actually never
gone there. So they had not located me. When I returned to Brest, my company was
gone. They had left my baggage, but not my gun and belt.

Returning to America
Then I was assigned to a “casualty company” of officers to be sent back home.
We were shipped on the steamer Leviathan with 3,000 officers on board. The
Leviathan was very large and fast, so it did not take long to reach New York, which
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we did on July 5, 1919. I then went to Washington D. C. and received my discharge
there on July 8, 1919.
After that, I went by train to Oakland, California, where my wife had been
staying with my daughter Marjorie and her husband.
While in the army, I had received no promotion. Major Kelly had recommended
me for one, but there had been no vacancy in the upper brackets. So he wrote the
facts in my record book. On my discharge they offered me a major’s commission in
the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps, which I accepted.
I stayed a few days in Oakland, and then went to Portland, Oregon, leaving my
wife with my daughter, who was very sick. At Portland I met a Mr. Norby. He had
been the logging superintendent for the Anacortes Mining Co.208 when I had gone
there to advise them about putting in aerial logging systems on rough ground.
During the war he had invented a rig to lay railroad tracks and he wanted me
to help him sell it. The rig looked good to me and as I had nothing else in view, I took
the job, working on a 5% commission. Selling track layers took a lot of promotional
work, but I sold five of them, which was as many as Mr. Norby had sold.

Back to France
Then, in the fall of 1919, I received a cablegram from the French African
Company, telling me to come to Paris at their expense. So I got ready to go, getting
passports, etc.. They expected me to set up sawmills in Africa and log 350,000 acres
of the finest and tallest hardwoods in the world. I was to get 25% of the profits, and a
generous salary and expenses, which would make me a millionaire several times
over.
I told Mr. Norby that I was going and advised him to sell his patents, because I
thought the Clyde Iron Works at Duluth, Minnesota, who built other machines along
those lines, would like to buy them.
Mr. Norby put a price on his invention and when I was on my way to Paris, I
stopped at Duluth to see the president of the Clyde Iron Works. They did not want to
buy it, for they had a plan of their own. But they said that, since he had already done
a lot of promotion work, they would take over his patent and give him 5% on all the
track-laying machines that they built. They showed me their design, which was an
improvement over Norby’s. So I wrote Mr. Norby, advising him to accept the offer.
But he did not do it. Then Clyde came out with their track layer and got all the
business.
In the mean time, my wife, for what she considered a very good reason, got a
divorce from me.

208 In Whatcom, Washington.
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Adventures in Africa
The Trip to Africa
I went to New York and took the steamer Mauritania for Cherbourg, France.
The trip was very quick, four and one half days. From there, I went to Paris by train.
The next day, I went to the office of the French African Company and had a long
conference with them, using their secretary as an interpreter. They had arranged for
Lieutenant Blet, who could speak English, to go with me as my secretary and
interpreter.
Then they told me to go to the stores in Paris and select my outfit — clothes,
helmet, cot, cooking outfit, and also iron trunks to put them in, for they said that the
ants would eat up the ordinary trunks. Those iron trunks were about the same size as
my army trunks!
We had everything ready and I was waiting for the start of the trip to Africa. I
finally asked them at the office when I was going to be able to go. They said, “You
are very lucky. We tried to get you a place on the steamer Africa, but they had no
more room, and that steamer went down in a storm off the coast of Spain.” Everyone
but five had been lost, including the manager of their African plantation. There would
not be another boat for three weeks, and they had secured reservations on it for me
and Mr. Blet.
The time finally came to go. Mr. Blet and I took the train for Bordeaux, France,
and arrived there the next day. We had to wait a couple of days for the steamer to
leave, so we went out to the American army supply depot. They were selling off the
supplies, machinery, etc., that had been left there. There were all kinds of machinery
— cranes, boilers, engines, trucks, and road machinery, and kegs of nails piled
outside as high as a house. In one of the warehouses, a room about twenty feet
square was piled high with lace leather. We had had such a hard time getting that
while we had been operating saw mills in France! I found a lot of material which we
probably could use in Africa and save money by buying it there.
We took the steamer for Port-Gentil, Gabon, or French Congo, Africa. We had
a pleasant, though quite a long trip, as it took three weeks to get there. It was a little
stormy off the coast of Spain, but not too bad. I did not notice anyone getting seasick
and, of course, I didn’t, for I never got sea sick.
Our first stop was at Dakar, Africa (in Senegal), which had a fine harbor. We
stayed there a whole day. Blet and I took in the town and talked to some of the
natives (Negroes). We found that it would be possible to get some skilled help from
there. Also, there were a lot of men there who acted as stevedores 209 and then went
south with the ships to handle cargo along the west coast of Africa. They were a
smart, quick-acting set of men, whom I thought would make good rigging men in the
woods.
209 Workers who load and unload ships.
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We also stopped at Monrovia, Liberia, the Negro republic sponsored by the
United States, and met a U.S. army Negro colonel who had been sent there to train
the Liberian army.
The next stop was at Libreville in the Gabon district of the French Congo. Next
we continued to Port-Gentil, Gabon, our destination, where we left the ship and went
to the local banker, to whom we had letters of introduction and credit. The banker
treated us very nicely. He kept us for dinner, and provided us a place to sleep. He
also showed us a lot of samples of African wood. I expressed a wish to get some, so
he had his samples cut in two and he gave me half of what he had.
There was a large English trading post. We went there to see about
transportation and supplies for the trip to the timber which we had come to see. They
told us that a boat which we could hire with ten rowers had just come from Fernan
Vaz (Omboué)210, so we went to look at it.
It was a large “dug-out” with a canopy top in the rear. We rented it from the
owner and hired the crew, who had come with it, at one franc per day, which was the
going wage, and they fed themselves. Then, at two francs per day, we hired a “boy,”
a fine-looking young man who could speak French as well as the native languages
and also knew the country. And for three francs per day, we hired a cook who also
spoke French. Then we bought our supplies and were ready to go.
On the way, we stopped at a timber yard where they prepared logs to be
shipped on the boat to France. Our other overnight stops were at native villages. On
the fourth day we arrived at Fernan Vaz (Omboué), where the boat crew lived. We
stopped overnight at a Catholic mission211, where they were teaching boys a trade.
The missionaries (priests) treated us very nicely. We had supper and breakfast there
and were again on our way.

The French African Company’s Plantation
That same evening, we reached the plantation of the French African Company.
This plantation consisted of about 1,600 acres of lemons and employed over 1,500
employees. They were located so far from France that they could not ship the ripe
lemons, so they put them through a process which saved the juice.
They brought the lemons to an enormous lemon squeezer (as they said, the
largest lemon squeezer in the world). They squeezed the juice out and poured it onto
some kind of a white powder, which was then put on vats over a fire and the water
evaporated out of it. After the powder was dry, they packed it in boxes and shipped it
to France, where, if you wanted a glass of lemonade, all you had to do was put a
teaspoon of the powder in a glass of water, sweeten to taste, and you had lemonade!
The plantation superintendent put us up in one of the numerous houses. While
there, we took our meals with him. He had a very good looking “wife,” who was a
210 Fernan Vaz is a lagoon and general region in the river delta areas. Omboué is a town in
that region.
211 This mission facility was designed by Gustave Eiffel in 1889.
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princess of a nearby “tribe” and a boy of about ten years, who looked like the
superintendent.
We were shown all over the plantation and taken to the nearby timber, where
they had just felled a mahogany tree, which I then measured. It was 100 feet to the
first limb and six feet in diameter at that point. They told me that they were cutting it
up into two-meter lengths to be sawed for veneer and plywood. The blocks were
rolled out by hand to the water and towed to Port-Gentil, where they would be loaded
on boats for France.
The plantation had a launch which we used to go see the timber, as we could
make much better time. I looked at several tracts of timber, all of which were good,
but the one I liked best was a tract of about ten thousand acres which lay between
two rivers about ten miles apart. The ground was fairly level and easy to build a
railroad on. The timber was so thick that there was no underbrush – the tops of the
trees came together, so it was shady underneath. The trees were of a mixed variety,
from two to six feet in diameter on the stump and 100 feet to the first limbs. There
were trails running through the forest and it was elephant country. We did not see
any elephants, but we did see the very large footprint of an elephant where he had
crossed the trail that morning.
Logs over on the Ogawa River212 were floated down for over 100 miles by
natives who lived on the raft and used sweeps to steer them. But the timber from this
vicinity had to be towed by a tow boat.
To get there from Port-Gentil, one first went up the Ogawa River a ways, but
then continued down one of a number of branches which led to the ocean at different
places, then across a large lake and up another river which flowed into it. At the point
where those branches emptied into the ocean, the water was too shallow for boats to
enter or leave.
After we finished looking at the timber, we took our boat with the ten rowers
and started back. I very much liked the young engineer who went with us on the
launch. He had so much energy and was also very pleasant to be with. We went to
the factory where they processed lemons and found a steam pipe leaking badly.
When we attempted to tighten it up, it broke. The steam burned the engineer so badly
that they took the launch and rushed him to the hospital, where he died the next day.

Return Trip to France
On the way back to France, we stopped at several places looking for a site for
a saw mill. Finally, we tentatively decided on one west of Port-Gentil. At Port-Gentil;
we received a telegram asking us to go to Coco Beach 213 and look at some timber
there before we continued to France. This place was up north and not far from
Libreville, but we would have to wait three weeks for a boat to go there. So we
decided to make the trip overland.
212 Ogooué River, also spelled “Ogowe” It flows to the ocean just south of Port-Gentil.
213 Cocobeach, Gabon, is presently on the border with Equatorial Guinea.
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We took along the crew of twelve men who carried our baggage. A Negro
would take a trunk and put it on his head and walk along as if he didn’t have anything
to carry, while I actually did not carry anything. We walked for five days along the
beach of the ocean, crossing several small rivers, some of which we waded and
others we borrowed canoes from the natives. Each night, we camped out on the
beach until we arrived at Libreville.
It was a pretty good-sized town with some large stores and banks and a good
restaurant. We stayed there a couple of days and then found out that some Catholic
missionaries were going to Coco Beach on a launch. We arranged to go with them. It
was not a long trip. We arrived at Coco Beach in the afternoon of the same day we
had started.
Coco Beach had a very good harbor with deep water where the river emptied
into the ocean. The governor of that district lived there, but he was not home.
However, we were shown some buildings that we could use. We got acquainted with
a Negro who knew the timber around there. He had been a buyer for an English
company, and could speak English as well as French and the native languages. We
secured two canoes because we could not find a large one like the one we had had
before. We put four men in each canoe to paddle, instead of rowing as before.
We started up the river and camped for the night where a Frenchman had
been building camps from which he would start to log the hardwood timber nearby.
The next day we went farther up the river and stopped at a native village
where they cleared out a house for our use. That evening, the governor and some
Negro soldiers came down the river with some prisoners chained together and also
their families. The prisoners had murdered some travelers and were to be tried at
Coco Beach.
The next day we went farther up the river and then up several tributaries
looking at the timber, but we did not find any place as good for a large operation as
we had found back at Port-Gentil. We returned to Coco Beach and met the governor
again. He invited us to dinner and was very anxious to do anything he could do for
us. He said there was a fine grove of palm oil trees along the coast. I could have the
concession for them if I wanted it. There was good money to be made in palm oil, but
my business was to locate the best tract of timber for a large operation, so I was not
interested.
There is a large island214 just across from Coco Beach that was part of a
Spanish colony215. It was where the Spanish governor lived. It also had a large
trading post where many natives went to sell hardwood, palm oil, and various other
things, and to buy supplies. We heard that there would not be a French steam boat
going to France for over two weeks, so we went across to the Spanish island and
saw the governor to find out if there was any boat going from there to Spain.
214 Probably Corisco.
215 Spanish Guinea was a set of territories across the river Muni from Cocobeach. It existed
from 1778 to 1968, when it became an independent Equatorial Guinea.
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We were told that a small steamboat would go to Fernando Póo 216 in a couple
of days, which connected with a larger steamer for Spain. So we arranged to go on
that boat. The governor made out the necessary papers. Then we returned to Coco
Beach, packed our baggage and paid off our crew. We went over again and sailed on
the Spanish boat.
When we arrived in Fernando Póo, we went to an English bank and
exchanged our francs for Spanish money. Then we took the steamboat going to
Spain.
In Fernando Póo, the boat picked up a lot of plantation workmen from Liberia,
who had been working down there on a two-year contract. I got acquainted with some
of the officials from Liberia who had been sent to bring them back. They spoke
English. One woman told me that she had been born in the United States. When she
had been very young, she had gone to Liberia with her father and mother, who had
gone there to help civilize the natives.
They were acting like a lot of politicians do. They would go back into the brush
and bring out a lot of natives, whom they would hire out to work on the plantations in
Fernando Póo. The natives received half of their wages while on the job, while the
other half was sent to Liberia to be paid them on their return. But when they did
return, the custom officials would charge them duty on everything that they had
brought back with them, which was then deducted from the amount held to their
credit in Liberia. By the time all this was paid, they would be sent back again on
another two-year contract. I was interested in Liberia, for I thought I might need to get
some workers from there.
Continuing the trip to Spain, we stopped for one day and went ashore at Santa
Cruz de Tenerife in the Canary Islands, which is very beautiful, with tropical
vegetation and flowers and a high snow-capped mountain in the background.
We also stopped at Casablanca, Morocco. Some of the Moroccans came
aboard with things to sell. They were a wild lot of very good-looking men.
Our next stop was Cádiz, Spain, which had a very good port, a fort, a fair-sized
town with some nice parks. I left the boat there and went by train the rest of the way
to France, while Lieutenant Blet, my secretary, went on into the Mediterranean by
boat to Boullansa217, Spain, where he took a train for Paris.
I had a daylight trip through Spain and stopped overnight at Madrid. I looked
around the city a little and then took the train for France. I crossed the border and
stayed overnight at Biarritz218, France. The next morning, I took a train for Bordeaux
and stayed overnight. The following day I took the train to Paris.

216 Presently named Malabo and the capital of Equatorial Guinea, on the north side of
Bioko island, about 200 miles north by northwest of Cocobeach.
217 Have not found out where this is.
218 Near Bayonne on the Atlantic Coast in the French Basque Country.
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The Outcome of the African Trip
The next day I went to the office of the French African Company with my 52page report, which I had written in a blank book on the boat coming back. Lieutenant
Blet had translated it.
As soon as I arrived, they began to ask questions. Then I gave them my report
and asked them to read it and I would return in a couple of days. Then, if they
wanted to ask any questions, I would be glad to answer them. When I returned to
their office a couple of days later, I asked them if there was anything that they wanted
to know. They said no, everything was in the report and they liked it very much.
They had five million francs set aside for the work, but, since the time we had
started looking over the timber, the franc had decreased in value, so now it would
require twelve million francs instead of the five million that they had thought to be
necessary. However, they said that they could get the money, for they had plenty of
assets in Africa. They told me to come back again in a few days, which I did every
few days after that.
I met several men, all of whom complimented me on my report. One day I was
invited to dinner and met a rich lady who could speak English. Well, this went on for
three months and then I was told that no one would invest money in Africa when
there were so many good investments in France. Also, they had five million francs
worth of rubber from their plantation sitting on the docks in France and the price was
lower than it had cost them, so they were holding it for a higher price. They paid me
off and soon after that I returned to America.
During the three months I had been in France, I had gone to see Georgette
Olivier, whom I had known in Pontarlier, France. She was a single parent who had
come to Pontarlier to earn money as a seamstress, which she sent to her parents in
Pont d’Pany, a small village just west of Dijon, so that they could raise her daughter.
We got married in Montmartre in Paris, and she came back to America with
me. I was sorry that the African deal had not gone through, for it was a wonderful
show, and I could see where my share would have amounted to over a million dollars.
Georgette was not happy to go to America instead of Africa, it being so much
farther from France. She was seasick all the way to New York, and it was a long trip,
for we bucked a storm all the way. She was then car sick on the way from New York
to Seattle. But we finally arrived and went to stay at my brother Fred’s home until I
could find something to do. Georgette could not speak any English, but she learned
fast from Fred’s wife Angeline and two daughters Zora and Jean.
Soon after arriving in Seattle, on July 8, 1921, our son, Frederick Olivier MacFarlane,
was born in Seattle General Hospital. At the time, I was out with my brother Fred
cruising some timber that we were interested in.
My son was named Frederick Olivier MacFarlane. The French middle name Olivier
was my wife’s maiden name. The Germanic surname came about because we
wanted to name him after my uncle Fred, but wanted to make it a little different to
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distinguish the two, since my brother’s name was just the simple “Fred”. Whatever
the reasons, my son only used the name Fred during his lifetime because, as he said,
his name was long enough without making it longer.

Back in the Pacific Northwest
Charles and brother Fred Each Run Camps
This was in 1920 and times were still not very good. But Fred had made some
money in a logging camp, and then he was doing timber business. After about a year,
he made a deal to buy a tract of timber on a stumpage basis. It contained a lot of fine
cedar and yellow fir as well as a lot of hemlock. The ground was very rough, but
cedar was then selling for $28.00 per thousand feet, so we figured that we could log
the rough ground with a railroad and slackline yarding system.
Fred arranged for A. F. Anderson to go in with us and furnish the money.
Anderson had other logging and timber interests and was a rich man. I moved into
the old Rucker camps, put them in good repair, and began building a railroad into the
timber. Fred looked into selling the logs and buying supplies in Seattle. I ran the camp
as superintendent.
By the time we had our railroad built into the timber, cedar had dropped to
$18.00 per thousand feet, which meant that we would have a hard time making any
money on that job.
A. F. Anderson also owned some timber in Darrington, Washington, which he
had Fred look over. Then he bought a railroad and equipment from a company which
had gone broke. He gave Fred the job with a 20% interest to manage the company.
This company was named the Anderson Logging Company, the name of the station
from which the logs were shipped.
The company which I ran was named the Cavanaugh Logging Company, and
Cavanough was also the name of the station from which the logs were shipped. I
gathered together a pretty good crew, and finally was operating two sides – a
slackline and a small skidder219. I had a fine station crew (six men) doing the grading
and a twelve-man section crew who laid the railroad track on Rucker’s old grade as
well as the new one which we were grading. We had to build a lot of high bridges and
were fortunate in getting a fine crew who had worked for Fred before.
It took some eliminations to get a first-class crew, but we finally did get one
that I was satisfied with. I took care to get a loader who could load seven thousand
feet or more on every car, because we had to pay a flat rate for the first seven
thousand feet and then pay for all over that amount. I found that we had so many
cars with less than seven thousand feet that we were losing from ten to fifteen dollars
per day.
219 A big donkey engine that powers a skidder system, which is a skyline method of logging
especially useful in rough country. It depends upon lots of engine power, the most
complicated cable system to rig, and using the most men.
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I changed loaders every week, trying to find one who could do it. The logs
were rather hard to load, because we had so many cedar slabs quarters, etc, mixed
with the small hemlock and big yellow fir.
The word got around that I was looking for a loader and finally a man came
whom I knew by reputation to be a good loader. He said he had heard that I was
looking for a loader. I said, “Yes, I am.” Then he asked, “How much do you pay?” I
said, “Seven dollars per day.” Then he replied that he would not work for less than
eight dollars per day. Well, I said, “Can you load seven thousand feet or more on
every car?” He said he could, so I told him, “You are hired.” I have had lots of loaders
work for me, but this one was the best. He not only put seven thousand feet or more
on every car, but he performed his work very easily.

Charles’s Wife and Son in Camp
My wife Georgette and I moved into the Cavanaugh camp with our son. My
wife liked camp life very much, and always looked back to the good times that she’d
had there. My son also enjoyed camp life.
Georgette had a rooster and several hens running loose around the camp and
little Freddy’s favorite thing to do was follow the rooster around. I guess the rooster
got tired of this and one day he flew at Fred and scared him so he ran to his mother
and she was not sympathetic, so that was the end of the rooster chasing!
Our railroad train ran through the camp once a day with the logs that were cut
that day, which were loaded on rail cars. There was a barrel of oil right by the tracks
with a spigot on the side to dispense the oil when needed. For some reason or other,
Fred thought it would be a good idea to take a rag and “paint” the tracks with oil. This
was not a problem until the train came through in the afternoon and the drive wheels
on the locomotive started spinning and the train came to a sudden halt. Needless to
say Fred was in real trouble, even though he denied ever touching the oil, all the
while wiping his oily hands on his blouse. He was in for a stern lecture and a couple
of swats on his behind. It took a lot of wiping by the train crew to clean up the tracks
so they could proceed. They weren’t very happy about that, either!

Salesman for the Zimmerman Company
I worked pretty hard at Cavanaugh, and while we did not show much profit, we
were not losing any money. And then a logger came along who wanted to buy us out.
He could not finance the deal, but could buy me out, so I sold out and moved to
Seattle, where I bought a 1925 Chrysler Phaeton Touring Car and also a small
apartment house on Queen Anne Avenue and Republican Street, which my wife ran. I
tried doing some timber business.
But after two years, business was not good, neither in the timber business nor
the apartment house business. And in fact we lost the investment in the apartment
house.
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Then one day, while visiting Jerald M. Frink, president of the Washington Iron
Works, he told me that they had sold a lot of their double-engine slackline engines in
Washington, but had not been able to sell any in Oregon. He would like me to go
down to Portland, Oregon, and work for Zimmerman, Wells, Brown & Company,
who was their Oregon agent, to try and sell slackline engines there.
The patent that I had on the slack line system had expired by then, and the
Willamette Iron and Steel Works was not trying to push the sale of that kind of
equipment. So I went to Portland and Zimmerman hired me as a salesman. In
Portland, we lived on the third floor of the Laurel Ash Apartment, 2920 SE Ash Street.
The apartment managers had a son named Nathan Plummer, whom Fred palled
around with. Georgette became good friends with his mother.
I would work for Zimmerman for five years, until Mr. Zimmerman died and the
company was liquidated.
When Fred was six years old, he started school in first grade at Kerns grade
school on SE 28th and Couch Street, a walk of about six blocks from home.
Most of the neighborhood boys were a little older than Fred and Nathan, and
they led them into some mischief like smoking cigarettes. Fred tried to hide his
experimenting from his mother, but she finally caught him because she smelled
smoke on his breath. She washed his mouth out with a bar of soap, and he never
tried another cigarette his whole life.
I had been traveling a lot, but when I came home and heard about the
smoking, I declared “We’re moving, because I don’t like the kind of boys that Freddy
is playing with.” So we moved to 2237 E. Burnside Street, into a house that had been
converted to an upstairs-downstairs apartment duplex, owned by a lady named Mrs.
Dick, whose son was an executive at the U. S. National Bank.
We lived in the upstairs apartment, and Fred soon became acquainted with a
girl of his age who lived next door and also went to Kerns grade school. Her name
was Margaret Lucille Adams but she was called “Margie Lou” by her parents, and her
birthday was July 31, 1921, just 23 days after Fred’s birthday. Her father was the City
Treasurer of Portland so Mr. and Mrs. Adams had a very active social life. Georgette
and Mrs. Adams became good friends, which was good for her as I was still traveling
a lot in my work.
Margie introduced Fred to the neighborhood “gang” which consisted of four
boys (including Fred) and four girls. They had a lot of fun together playing “kick the
can”, “run sheep run ” and “hide-‘n-seek” outside; and inside they played “Monopoly”
and a number of card games.
Margie’s parents owned property on Lake Oswego where they used to go on
weekends to get away, and they started to invite Fred to come along to keep Margie
company. It was fun for him, especially because he got to learn how to swim and
how to handle a rowboat and canoe. Margie became the sister he had never had.
They got along very well while exploring the lake and its many arms.
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The Zimmerman company, besides being agents for the Washington Iron
Works’ flogging donkeys and blocks, also served as agents for the American
Locomotive, Northwest Shovel, Leschen Wire Rope and other companies who
made shop equipment. They also carried supplies for logging camps, mills, and
railroads. So they had, or were agents for, anything that a logger might want. I was
instructed to take orders for anything the customer wanted and if we did not have it,
the buyers would get it for them.
Of course, I had been sent down there to push the sale of the Washington
Iron Works slackline equipment, but I also sold other items that a logger would want.
To sell slackline equipment took a lot of promotion work. I went into the timber
to see their situations and then explain just how the system worked. Often the
manager of a logging company would say, “I can see how it would work, but it must
be a big job changing the skyline from one tail tree 220 to another.” I would tell him that
we could do it in twenty minutes, and would go on to tell him every move that we
made in doing it. Being loggers and used to rigging, they understood very quickly.
The Washington Iron Works made slackline engines in several sizes, the
largest having four 13" by 14" cylinders, and an 80 inch boiler. It handled a two inch
sky line. Without the sled, it weighed about one hundred thousand pounds. It took
heavy railroad equipment to carry one of those rigs, which cost over 35 thousand
dollars.
We also sold Washington Iron Works skidders which cost seventy-five
thousand dollars with equipment. Then Washington Iron Works came out with a
diesel yarding donkey engine221. I got a superintendent interested in it, so when I
returned to Portland, I told Walter Zimmerman. He said no one would buy any more
logging donkeys, as they had the woods full, now.
But I kept on and took the superintendent up onto Puget Sound where he
could see those donkeys working and the results. After he had recommended them
to the president of his company, we were given an order for five of them at twenty-two
thousand dollars each. After that I sold the same company three American
Locomotives at thirty five thousand dollars each. Mr. Zimmerman always liked to be
in on the closing of these large sales — he said they might want some special terms.
However, I did not mind. I was paid a good salary with all expenses paid, so I would
go to work with the superintendent and when they were ready to order, I would take
Walter with me to close the sale.
Walter used to say, “Mac, we make a great team. You work up the deal and I
close it.” Walter was very congenial on the road and he often made trips with me to
call on the customers. He liked to tell Scotch stories with me as the subject.
His favorite story went something like this: “Mac and I were sitting in the lobby
of the Portland Hotel talking to a customer, and I noticed Mac looking at his watch
220 A spar tree at the outer end of the logging operation, away from the landing. It supports
the far end of the skyline in overhead cable systems of logging.
221 Notice – at this time steam engines were being replaced by diesel engines.
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quite often. Then he got up and went to the telephone, put his nickel in, waited a few
minutes, got his nickel back, and came back and sat down. I said, ‘What was the
matter? You did not get your party?’ Mac said, ‘Oh, yes I did, but it was like this: I
told my wife that if I would not be home for lunch, I would call her at exactly eleven
thirty, but not to answer the phone and I would get my nickel back.’” I told my wife
that story and she thought it was a good plan. I think the French are “closer” than the
Scotch.
When I first started, I had the Columbia River district, going as far north as
Chehalis, Washington, and as far south as Corvallis, Oregon. But after I’d worked
little more than a year, Walter had to let his other salesman go. The man had been
working south from Corvallis, but he had got into playing on the job.
So then Walter had me work all of Oregon, a little of Northern California, and
half of Washington. It took me six weeks to make the rounds, so during the time I
worked there, I averaged three thousand miles a month with the company
automobile.
For Fred, It was a good time with lots of fun and very little responsibility. This
was soon to change, however, due to two major developments in our lives. The first
was the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 and how it affected my employment.

The Great Depression begins
Just about the time that real hard times were coming on, Walter Zimmerman
took sick and died. Since William Zimmerman had already died some time before, the
two widows decided to liquidate the company, which meant that I was out of a job,
except that I could sell anything they had on hand at a 5% commission. This kept my
family going for a while.
The second development that mainly affected Fred’s life was a fire that burned
Kerns Elementary School to the ground. No one knows what started the fire, but for
many years, the school’s halls had been cleaned by laying down oil-soaked sawdust
and then sweeping it up. The oil would bring up any dirt from the wooden floors, but it
also built up an oily and quite inflammable layer over time. It burst into flame that
morning from whatever spark had gotten it going.
Fred seemed to feel that the burned down building should mean that he would
no longer have to attend school. However it didn’t work that way. He and Margie were
transferred to Buckman Elementary School. So instead of walking three blocks to the
northeast to school, they had to go six blocks to the southwest. But since Buckman
didn’t have room for them at their proper grade level, they were advanced to the next
higher grade. They quickly adapted to the new level.
Soon after Fred’s transfer to Buckman School, the family decided that my
mother would come to live with us, so we moved to a bigger house at 1909 E.
Burnside Street. It was a two story house, with three bedrooms and bath upstairs,
and a large living room, dining room, kitchen and half bath downstairs. The house,
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which was across the 19th Avenue alley from Keller’s Bakery, is no longer there,
having been razed for a parking lot years ago.
Georgette was an excellent seamstress and tailor, as well as a milliner. She
had apprenticed in France, which in those days was a very difficult life because the
craftsmen paid very little to an apprentice and were hard and demanding of them.
She learned her craft well, though, and made all of Fred’s clothes as well as her own
and mine. After our move to the “big” house, she began taking in alterations from
neighbors and friends, and her work was so perfect, even on very difficult alterations,
that she soon built a pretty good business. She didn’t charge much because she
knew that most people were in dire straits at that time, but as her reputation grew and
she attracted business from the well-to-do ladies in the West Side hills, the income
improved.

Son Fred earns money
Meanwhile, my son Fred had started selling magazines – Liberty, and
Saturday Evening Post, which were weeklies, and Ladies Home Journal, which was
monthly. Each day after school he would take an area around our house and call door
to door trying to sell magazines. It was hard work with a lot of rejection involved, but
gradually he began to develop a list of regular customers that he could count on.
He then spent less time on door-to-door and began to stand on the corner of
20th Avenue and Sandy Blvd. each evening to catch the going home traffic, not only
at 20th and Sandy, but also on Flanders Street, which split off from Sandy at that
point. Whenever the traffic stopped for a traffic light in any direction he would run out
and try to sell a magazine to the stopped cars. It really worked pretty well and he
began to build the sales volume substantially. He also began getting noticed by other
boys that were also out selling magazines and a couple of the boys began trying to
sell from his corner. Through confrontation and persuasion he convinced them to
move to other corners farther up Sandy Blvd. So Fred kept the “ownership” of his
corner.
The money that Fred made from the magazine sales, and all the other jobs
that he took on as time went on, went into the family coffers controlled by Georgette.
My income gradually began to dry up, so it was up to Fred and his mother to keep the
household going. The rent we were paying was $20 per month and through frugal
purchasing Georgette was able to feed us for $20 per month, so the minimum that
she and Fred needed to earn was $40 per month. They were usually able to earn
more than that, so the extra was banked and used to purchase clothes, shoes,
utilities, fuel for the furnace and other expenses as they arose. The car had been put
up on blocks in the garage, so we had no expenses for that. If I needed to go
downtown to work on an occasional logging equipment sale, I walked.
The magazine publishers had a program for magazine sellers that gave
“brownies” and “greenies” for sales in addition to the money commissions. It took five
greenies to equal a brownie and Fred soon began to build up quite a few brownies,
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which could be used to trade in for merchandise that they listed in a little catalog. It
was the way he got extras such as caps, jackets, skates, hockey sticks, etc.
Fred also found other ways to either make money or trade for merchandise.
He delivered monthly programs door to door for the local theater and got four tokens
which allowed him to go to four shows for free. He washed the four bakery trucks
across the alley almost every weekend which kept the family in day-old bread,
cookies and pastry. He filled in occasionally at the gas station across the street on the
corner of 20th and Burnside when they needed an extra hand.
And every Christmas he contacted the Christmas tree lot on the corner on the
other side of the bakery and bargained with them for trees. He had his list of regular
magazine customers and before Christmas he would talk to them and get orders for
trees. He would guarantee that they would like the price and he would include
delivery to their door. Then he would get a good bulk discount from the tree lot, and
sell the trees to his customers at the regular tree lot price. As his customer list grew
so did the money that he made each Christmas.
As Fred reached the age of 13 on July 8, 1934, he started to look forward to
entering high school in January of 1935. He decided that he needed to close out his
magazine business and think about some more “mature” way to make money for the
family. So he gave his magazine customer list to one of the younger boys in the
neighborhood who was interested, and took on an afternoon paper route that covered
our home neighborhood and south to Belmont Street. Soon after getting used to that
route he had the opportunity to take on the route just next to it, so he added to his
territory that way. When school let out each day he went directly from school to where
he picked up the papers, rolled them all and put them on his bike, then made the
deliveries, throwing the papers onto porches from the bike. It worked very well, and
took a minimum of time to make the deliveries.
He also heard that there was a job for a delivery boy at Solomon’s Grocery on
28th Avenue between Burnside and Ankeny Streets, so he went up and applied. He
convinced Mr. Solomon that he could make the deliveries for each day before
6:00PM if he could have them ready when he got there after his paper route. There
would usually be between four to eight deliveries, mostly small orders, but in order to
handle them he had to buy a basket to attach to the bike’s front handlebars. I don’t
know how much he got for each delivery, which was added to the grocery bill, but it
seemed like good money to Fred. As time went on, Mr. Solomon had him come in on
Saturdays and help with the stock and also help with the customers. He paid Fred for
that by the hour.
Fred had one other job that he was only able to take because it took just about
two hours one day a week starting at 5:00 in the morning. One of his friends at school
had the job, but was not able to continue it for some reason, so he offered to try to
get it for Fred. The job was to empty the garbage cans for the apartments of a large
apartment house in our neighborhood. The two boys went to the manager of the
apartment house to introduce Fred and he got the job. So every Saturday morning he
collected the cans from each apartment, emptied them into a large container in the
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basement, and then relined the apartment cans with newspaper and returned them to
the apartments.

Charles Sells Pacific Wire Rope
Times were getting pretty tough then, and no one was buying anything new. I
was forced to operate as an independent broker on very occasional sales of used
logging equipment. But I had had no regular income for seven years. Potential
customers were shopping around for stuff, trying to just get by until times picked up
again. I had sold used equipment while I was with Zimmerman, so I had a wide
acquaintance among the loggers. I kept in touch with those around Portland, so when
one would say, “Mac, where can I get a so-and-so, cheap?” I would tell him that I
thought I knew just where one was for sale cheap. If he would give me two or three
days, I would get it for him. Then I would contact its owner, get his lowest price less
5% commission to me, and take the buyer to see it. I sold quite a lot of things, like
rails, donkey engines, lowering engines, etc., but I was hardly making a living at it.
Then William Vaughn, a logger from Coos Bay, told me that the Pacific Wire
Rope Company made an extra-good wire rope. He thought I could get it to sell, so
he gave me the name of the agent in Portland, Mr. Walter Coleman. I went to see Mr.
Coleman and he gave me the job of selling Pacific rope in the Columbia River
territory at 10% commission alongside the second-hand machinery which I already
sold.
I was still using the car which I had bought in Seattle and had sold to
Zimmerman, Wells, Brown & Company. I then bought it back. It had been driven
135,000 miles. I found that the Pacific Wire Rope Company was a very good
company to work for. They made a very good rope and they furnished me with a new
1936 Ford Coupe and paid for its operation so I could do promotion work in new
territory. Finally I was doing quite well, and bringing a regular income to the family.
With the pressure off to contribute to family coffers, my son Fred was able to
quit his paper routes and all his side jobs, except for the job at the gas station across
Burnside Street. He filled in there quite regularly, working in the evening hours from
6:00 to 9:00 PM when the station closed. In fact, he was working at the station on the
evening of October 30, 1938 when “The War of the Worlds” was broadcast by CBS.
The program was on in the station office and since it was a slow night he was able to
hear most of it. It was about a mock invasion of the earth by Martians and it sounded
so real it caused a near panic in some of the east coast cities.

Brother Fred Continues Logging
My brother Fred obtained an option on a tract of timber on the Skagit River on
a stumpage basis, with a guarantee of $10,000 to be paid down. It had some very
fine fir and cedar, as well as hemlock. So he was trying to interest some one in
furnishing the money to operate it. I also tried, and finally got O. F. Byerly of Portland,
Oregon to go in with us. He owned a large camp in Oregon and had other timber
interests.
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My brother Fred had also been the manager of the Andron Logging
Company, but it had closed down for lack of timber. So he was put in as manager of
the new company, which was called the B-M (Byerly - MacFarlane) Logging
Company. This was a truck show. Fred bought a tractor, a bulldozer, and an arch 222.
He hired a foreman and proceeded to build the truck road into the timber. When he
reached it, he commenced to log, and did well, but he had some controversy with
Byerly, who did not want to buy the equipment that Fred thought to be necessary.

Son Fred in High School
In January, 1935, my son Fred began attending Washington High School on
14th Avenue and Stark Street. He started there when he was 13½ years old because
of his skipped grade in elementary school, and he would graduate when he was 17½
in January, 1939. He was an average student, mostly B’s and C’s, and pretty active in
school activities including the Fire Squad , Washingtonian Staff, Class Pin Committee
Chairman, Civics Club , Book Exchange and Domino Club Treasurer. In athletics he
earned his letter as a half-miler on the track team, the second fastest half-miler on the
team.
During his sophomore year, his best friend, Ralph Schaffarzick, introduced him
to rink roller skating and that became his complete social life from then on until he
graduated. Because of his experience at street roller hockey in the neighborhood, he
made the transition to rink skating pretty readily. Ralph was already an accomplished
skater, so he taught Fred the dance steps; the waltz, the collegiate, the fox trot, the
tango and the cake walk. Ralph’s home rink where he taught him, was the Imperial
near Grand Avenue and Hawthorne, but Fred preferred the Rollerdrome at 52nd and
Sandy. Occasionally, though, Ralph and he would go out together to the rink at The
Oaks for a change of venue.
Practice helped Fred become a more accomplished skater, and the girls who
were good skaters began to accept his invitations to dance, and skating became
more of a social time. The skate program worked with “dance cards”, where each
dance for the evening was listed on the card with a line for a name to be filled in. Fred
would get to the rink about a half hour before the program started and ask his favorite
girls for dances and would get his card filled out for the evening. It was a nice way to
do it because you could be sure you skated every dance.
During Fred’s last two years of high school he was skating two weeknights,
plus Saturday night and Sunday afternoon each week. It was a great time, a lot of fun
after all the years of hard work on the streets. And it was through skating that he met
his future first wife, Virginia Westlund, who lived on NE 79th and Beech and went to
Grant High School. Of course, at that time he had no idea that they would end up
being married just seven years later!

222 A trailer to be pulled behind a tractor. The arch itself may be mounted on tracks similar
to the tractor, or on very stout rubber-tired wheels. Logs are snubbed up under the arch,
front ends free of the ground to make skidding easier.
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Son Fred learns to Drive
Cars were always a big part of Fred’s life, starting when we lived on 23rd and
Burnside. He would watch the cars go by from our upstairs living room. He got very
proficient in recognizing all the brands and models of automobiles, even to the point
of recognizing the brand with his eyes closed, just by hearing it go through its gears
in the transmission.
He was twelve years old the first time he drove a car. It happened when his
half-brother Ned came down from his home in Beaver, Washington to visit me. Ned
asked Fred if he had ever driven and he said, “No, but I think I can.” So they went out
to Ned’s car and Fred got in the driver’s seat and proceeded to go through the
motions of driving just as he had memorized them by watching me drive. The only
thing he didn’t realize was that the clutch was not just let out, but eased out gradually,
so the car jumped a foot and he killed the engine. Ned was very patient, though, and
the second time was much better. Fred only drove around the block, but he was
thrilled. He lived on that memory for the next three years until he was 15 years old
and it was time to get his learner’s license.
I taught Fred to drive with the ’25 Chrysler for the six months he had his
learner’s license, then he took the driving test and got his driver’s license when he
was 15½ years old.
Unfortunately, when he was sixteen he was driving a little too fast (actually
about twice the speed limit) on Sandy Blvd. coming home from Virginia’s house at 10
PM in my ’37 Ford. He was stopped by the local police. They were very unhappy with
him since he had tried to lose them in the back streets instead of stopping for them,
and they gave him a court date rather than just a ticket. I went to court with him, and
the judge, after giving him a stern lecture, suspended his driver’s license for six
months. That was a lot worse than the lecture. For Fred, it was the longest six
months of his life. He expected a lecture from me, too, but I never said a word about
it to him, either before the court date or after. I realized that I didn’t have to, as I knew
that the court punishment was enough and how it affected him.
Fred says: I’ve had many cars through the years and most of them were very
good cars. The first car I had was a 1937 Ford that I had bought at a used car lot in
Oakland, California. I was in the army stationed at Camp Stoneman in Pittsburg,
CA, and Virginia and I were living in an apartment near the Camp. It was a nice
looking car, but as I was driving home from Oakland I noticed a lot of white smoke
trailing out behind the car. It turned out that they had sold me a car with a cracked
block and it was water in the cooling system being turned to steam that was trailing
out behind. The car had been sold “as is,” so there was no going back to the car lot.
I had the engine fixed and counted the experience as a lesson learned.
Very soon after that we traded the Ford in on a 1937 Pontiac sedan, very
much like the car my father-in-law had in Portland. It served us well, until just after I
returned from my army tour overseas, when we bought a 1941 Pontiac two-door
sedan. It was a good car, sporty yellow and black, and we kept it until I was well out
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of the army and working at the Johns-Manville roofing materials plant at East Third
and Harbor Streets in Pittsburg, California.

Charles Returns to Logging
Then the Andron Logging Company obtained some timber east of Chehalis,
Washington, and made a contract with the Long Bell Timber Company to sell the
logs. My brother Fred had to be the manager of that operation. Byerly told me that I
had got him into this deal, so I should go up there and run the outfit. He promised that
if I did, I could run it my own way. So, as I thought there was good money to be made
up there, I quit my job with the Pacific Wire Rope Company and went up there to take
charge. Georgette and I moved up to the camp and lived in a small house at the
point where the logging road left the South Skagit Highway and started up into the
timber.
This was in 1938, my son Fred’s last year in high school. He told us that he
didn’t want to leave his high school in his last year, so we arranged to have him stay
with Mrs. Hassenmeyer, who lived two houses east of us on Burnside Street. She
was a German lady, a widow, and she put him up in her extra bedroom. He became
just like a son to her. It was a perfect place for him because he could still work in the
gas station, just across the street from her house. He did have to get used to her
German cooking, though, but soon learned to love it.
The Andron Logging Company had been logging on the east side of Gillian
Creek with tractors. They had two Caterpillar RD8’s, one with a bulldozer with double
drums, and the other RD8 with an arch and a gas-loading donkey. But they had just
moved to the west side of the creek, where the ground was very rough, so they had
bought a 200-horsepower Skagit gas donkey to set up a high lead with a boom
loader.
I let the foreman go, and did that work myself, for it was a small one-side
operation. I finished rigging up the high lead and hired a good high lead hooktender
and started yarding in logs. I put the RD8 with a bulldozer and double drums to colddecking223 the corners224 that we could not reach with the yarder225. Though the
ground was rough, we were putting in from 16 to 20 truckloads per day.
The road only went in as far as to where the high lead was set up. Since it was
winter and the road had only been freshly graveled, the gravel was giving way all the
223 a cold deck is big pile of logs yarded up to a swing tree in the woods; or stacked up any
place away from the immediate logging; or stored at a mill or other location, b. To stack up
logs in a pile.
224 A long corner is an odd piece of timber, often costly to reach from a donkey setting.
Usually it is a somewhat pie-shaped chunk of timber left at the back end where the
yarding of two neighboring settings does not fully overlap. Also left because of rock bluff
or other hindrance to logging. Such timber is often left to satisfy seed source
requirements of state forest conservation laws.
225 A donkey engine used to haul logs from stump to landing, or to a yarder tree; also used
occasionally to mean a tractor doing the same thing, b. A yarding block, c. A logging arch.
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time. So I had a fight to keep the road, so we could haul over it. But we kept going.
We never lost a day on account of the road. There was some timber near the road
where it could not be reached by the yarder 226 on account of a bend in the road, so I
had three men use the RD8 tractor with the arch to haul them in and load the log
trucks, getting four or five extra truckloads that way.
We graveled and finished the road to the next setting, where we topped a tree
225 feet off the ground to be the next high lead tree.
When we had finished the first setting, we moved to that second setting. We
had only one set of rigging, so we could not rig the tree ahead of time, so I had to
plan carefully to make the move as quickly as possible.
So after we had brought in the last log at the first setting, the yarding donkey
pulled out into the road under its own power. Then I fastened one tractor in front, to
pull the donkey, and the other, with the bulldozer, in back to push it. The donkey was
quickly moved to the next setting.
While one set of men was doing that, others knocked the guy lines loose and
still others took the blocks and rigging down from the tree, using the loading donkey
to do it. As soon as the yarding donkey arrived at the new setting, the tractors came
back and pulled the guy lines, blocks and loading boom to the new setting and the
yarding crew commenced to rig up the new high lead tree, using the yarding donkey
to do it.
Then the tractors hauled the loading donkey to the new setting where the
loading crew set it up and put up the loading boom. The rigging was all placed and
the guy lines tightened with the yarding donkey and in one day and half we were
hauling logs from the new setting.
Our hauling to the Skagit River was all done by contract, which was held by
Paul Barnum. He owned quite a number of trucks, so we had no trouble getting our
logs hauled.
In 1938, the Indians on the reservation at La Conner, Washington 227, wanted a
totem pole, so they came to our camp. The head totem maker picked out a cedar tree
that had not yet been bucked228. We yarded it out with the double drum tractor, loaded
it on one of Paul Barnum’s trucks and he hauled it to La Conner. The totem pole was
130 feet long and 30 inches at the small end. The Indians finished carving the pole
and set it up and they did a good job of it.

Son Fred comes to the camp
Georgette and I came down from the logging camp for Fred’s graduation in
January, 1939, and took him back up with us. Fred lived in a small cabin without
226 The yarding donkey
227 The Swinomish reservation is mostly located across the Swinomish Channel from La
Conner.
228 Cut into logs
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running water right next to the house where Georgette and I were living. It was a oneroom cabin with just enough space for a double bed, a heating stove and a couple of
chairs, and was adequate for him, except that when he needed a bathroom he had to
come next door to the house. Georgette cooked all the meals for Fred, and she was
getting milk from the neighbor next door who had a milk cow. It was Fred’s first
experience with raw milk and it took a little getting used to, but he soon learned to like
it.
There was a feral cat that came around the cabin, but he was very afraid of
Fred, who was not able to get anywhere near it. Since Fred had never had a pet, he
decided to try to tame it. He left some of the raw milk in a saucer by the entry door
during the day and it was gone by evening. So he started to put food in a dish and it
disappeared also. Then gradually he moved the dish indoors and finally the cat was
eating while Fred was in the cabin watching him.
From there it was just a matter of time until Fred could touch him and pet him,
and then he made space on the foot of his bed and the cat would sleep with him. At
first, Fred would wake up and the cat would be on his chest looking into his face, but
he would push him down to his part of the bed and he stopped. He woke Fred several
times wanting to go out, so Fred fixed up a wooden ladder on the outside of the
window near his bed with a cedar shingle from the ladder rung to the window sill and
then the cat could go out and come in whenever he wanted to. This turned out to be a
very nice arrangement and they became great pals.
But one night Fred was awakened by a loud noise of something hitting the
wooden ladder outside the window. He looked up and could see the cat coming in
and onto the bed, so he just went back to sleep. Sadly, in the morning when he woke
up, the cat was in his place, covered with blood and not breathing. Fred was able to
reconstruct what he believed happened to him; he must have gotten into a fight with a
wild cat, was chased home and hit the ladder running full tilt and had just enough
strength left to come through the window and get on the bed before dying. Fred was
quite sad to lose him and missed him for some time, but that was the end of pets for
him for some time.

Son Fred becomes a logger
Since Fred had nothing to do, having graduated in January, I asked him if he
would like to help me in the woods. Naturally he said yes, both to help me, and to
become the third generation of MacFarlane loggers. I took him to Sedro-Woolley and
fitted him out with “tin pants,” “cork boots,” a light rain jacket and a rain-proof hat. The
“tin” pants were made of thick canvas with a special treatment to make them
rainproof, and the cork boots were 8 inch black leather with metal calks (pronounced
“corks”), which are short and heavy spikes on the soles. So then he was dressed as a
“logger”.
Since the stumpage that we were cutting belonged to two different owners, it
was necessary to identify the logs that belonged to owner “A” whenever his property
line abutted on the property line of owner “B”. For Fred’s first job he was given a
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gallon can of white paint and a paintbrush and told to put a white mark on both ends
of the felled logs that came from stumps on owner A’s property. In this way, both
owners were credited with the stumpage that came from their property when the truck
loads of logs were measured, or “scaled”, by the scaler before being dumped into the
river and put into rafts. The job was a short job and ended as soon as the logging
moved away from the dividing line between the owners.
His next job was as a helper to the man who maintained the company logging
road that ran up into the timber, which was used by the logging trucks to haul logs to
the river. We had a gravel pit, a power shovel and a dump truck to keep the ruts in
the road filled and compacted, and we also had the use of a caterpillar tractor with a
blade on the front to use in grading, when necessary.
First he learned how to drive the dump truck, fill the ruts with gravel and
compact the fill with the back wheels of the truck. Then he learned how to run the
power shovel and fill the truck bed with gravel. And lastly, he was in the process of
learning how to run the tractor to do the necessary grading when I found another job
for him that was more pressing.
The man that unloaded the logs off the trucks at the river had had an accident
and was not able to come to work, so I took Fred down there and proceeded to teach
him how to do the job. The trucks stopped at a landing next to the river under a 40
foot gin pole229 with a wire rope pulley on the top of the pole and wire rope running
through it to a power drum on a small “donkey” engine. The truck driver removed the
chocks holding the load on the river side of the truck and connected the line from the
engine drum under the load to the brow log 230 on the log slide into the river. Then the
donkey engine was started and the drum pulled the wire rope up toward the block,
thereby tipping the logs over the brow log, down the slide and into the holding pond
below.
The second part of the job was to move the logs in the water from the bottom
of the slide out into the center of the pond into a little of the river current and start
them toward the three rafts being made up by the rafters just downstream from the
unloading pond – one raft for douglas fir, one for hemlock and one for cedar. A twelve
foot pike pole231 was used to get the logs away from the slide and started toward the
rafts. The rafters would come up to the back end of the first raft and get the logs, and
using their pike poles, push them with the current toward the proper raft depending
on the species of the log. The unloader would ride the last log in the load down to the
back end of the first raft and hop off onto the logs in the raft and walk over to the
shore and back to the unloading landing for the next truckload.
The rafters were all good guys, and knowing that Fred was the boss’s son and
a novice, they taught him how to ride a log without getting it spinning and the proper
way to use the pike pole to move logs while standing on another floating log. Of
course, there were some mishaps where he ended up in the water, but he learned
229 A rig-up for loading logs
230 A big log parallel to a road or track that catches unloaded logs if they get out of control.
231 A long pole with a spike and a hook on one end.
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how to just pull himself up onto the log that he had fallen off of, but then he had to
work the rest of the day in wet clothes.
The only really dangerous part of the job was when the logs piled up in the
water instead of independently rolling out when they were dumped into the holding
pond. In that case it was necessary to find the “key” log holding the pile together and
use a peavey232 to pull up on it to get it spinning so the logs in the pile would all roll
out independently. The rafters helped Fred learn the trick of spotting the key log and
then standing on the proper log which would spin the least so he wouldn’t get thrown
in the water or get pinched between logs as they all started to roll. Thank goodness a
pile-up didn’t happen very often, but Fred did end up in the water a couple of times.
One day I came down to the landing to tell Fred that I had hired a man to do
the unloading, starting the next day. Unfortunately he was in the midst of trying to
untangle a pile up in the pond, heaving on what he thought was the key log with the
peavey. I started to yell at him to move the peavey up the log a little and pull harder
on the peavey. He was a little peeved that I would yell at him, so he yelled back,
“What do you think I am, a donkey engine?” So I yelled right back, “You’re fired”.
The rafters heard me say that, and they got a big kick out of the boss firing his
own son. It meant that one of them had to fill in on his job for the rest of the day, but
they didn’t mind. Fred came back up to the office and we made up. I said I would
have something for him later.
He spent a few days working around the office and looking for something else
to do. He told the truck drivers that if they would leave their keys in the truck at the
end of the day, he would gas up the trucks so they wouldn’t have to do it in the
morning before starting work. They thought that was a good idea, and so did I, so that
became Fred’s little extra job. He liked it because he got to learn how to drive the
trucks, how the shifting pattern of the transmissions worked, and how to back them
up to park them in a row.
As Fred spent time around the office, I was teaching him how to keep
production records and was breaking him in on bookkeeping using the double entry
system. He caught on fast, so pretty soon he was doing most of the office work. It
allowed me to get out into the woods more and check on logging operations, which
was my specialty. I considered that whenever a man was missing from the crew
because of injury or sickness, production suffered. So one day I asked Fred if he
would be interested in becoming a “handy man” to fill in for an absent crew member
as best he could. Working on a logging rigging crew is not easy as there is a lot of
special technique to learn, but I offered to help him as best I could, and the crew
would also be good teachers. So he decided to give it a try.
I instructed the “hook tender,” (a title given to the foreman on the job) to work
him in gradually and give him the easier jobs first. Georgette was not so sure that
this was a good idea for Fred, but I convinced her that he would not be in real danger,
so she finally agreed to it.
232 A heavy-handled tool with a spike point and a free-swinging hook
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While Fred was in the office waiting for his first assignment as a fill-in crew
member, I began instructing him on how a logging operation works. First there were
the fallers and the buckers. The fallers fall the tree and the buckers cut the tree into
36 and/or 40 foot lengths to get the most board feet out of the tree. He was not going
to fill in for fallers or buckers, because that work is too specialized and requires too
much time to become proficient. After the tree is cut into logs, the rigging crew takes
over to move the logs to the landing where they are loaded onto trucks and taken to
the river. The rigging crew consisted of the Whistle Punk 233, Choker Setters234, the
Chaser235, one or two Loaders236, and two Donkey Engine Operators, one for the
yarding237 of the logs and one for loading the logs on the trucks. Again, the overall
boss of the rigging operation was called the Hooktender.
Since high-lead logging with a spar tree meant bringing in logs from a large
circular area of land, some logs always ended up out in the corners that the yarding
engine couldn’t get to. So we used a D-8 Caterpillar tractor to get those logs. The
tractor pulled a piece of equipment called an “Arch.” Equipped with tracks like the
tractor, and it was a trailer with a high arch of steel with a roller at the top through
which the wire rope from the tractor power drum was threaded. The tractor driver got
close to a log with the tractor, the wire rope with a choker at the end was pulled out
and placed around the butt of the log by the choker setter. Then the log was pulled up
to the arch thereby lifting the butt end of the log off the ground and making it an easy
pull for the tractor to take the log to the truck landing for loading.
It was in this operation that Fred got his first and only experience as a choker
setter. The tractor yarding operation consisted of two men, the tractor operator and
the choker setter. Fred was asked to fill in for a few days setting chokers and he got a
lot of direction from the tractor operator on how to do the job. It was a few minutes of
very high activity pulling the choker out of the power drum and pulling the wire rope
choker around the log and motioning to the tractor driver to take it away. Then while
the driver took the log to the landing, Fred could sit down and wait, after he had
spotted the next log to be picked up. It is hard work, mainly because you have to pull
the line over pretty rough ground to reach the log and then when you get there it is
hard to pull the heavy choker around the log, especially under the log.
Before being sent up to work with the tractor and arch I sat Fred down and
explained that he had to be very careful to never step into the “bight” of the line,
which is a section of line that bends into a U-shape as it is being pulled out of the
power drum. If the choker setter is standing in the bight of the line when the line is
being tightened to pull the log to the arch he will be hit by the line, sometimes pretty
233 Usually the first job given to “green” crew members. He passes signals from the rigging
slinger (also called choker setter) to the donkey engineer.
234 The next job above whistle punk He places the choker wire around logs to be yarded.
235 He chases along with the logs as they make their way from the woods to the landing, to
see that they don’t hang up on the way. He may replace chokers that come loose and
open and close yarding blocks so the log can pass by.
236 He loads the logs
237 transporting
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hard, resulting in injury and even death. Because of the rough ground with many tree
limbs on the ground, it is many times impossible to take the line in a straight line to
the log, so a bight is formed without the choker setter realizing it. So it is necessary to
pause before giving the signal to pull the log in and tracing the line with your eye to
make sure you are not in the bight.
Well, Fred got in a hurry one time and gave the signal before he had checked
the path of the line, and sure enough he was in the bight. Thank goodness the line
was pretty close to him so it didn’t have far to go before it hit him in the stomach and
threw him about ten feet over and down a small bank. He was able to stand up, but
the tractor operator insisted that he ride up to the landing on the tractor and go down
with the truck to the office. So he went and he hated to have me see him, especially
when I had warned him about the danger. But I was not angry or preachy. There were
no broken bones but some abrasions from the line and the slash 238 that he had
landed on, so I sent him to bed to rest, which he did. He was ready for work the next
day.
Fred’s last fill-in job came about because of a bad injury to the second
loader . He was between jobs and working in the office when we heard a long, loud
whistle from the donkey engine on the landing in the woods. This was the universal
signal in logging operations for a serious injury or death in the woods. Fred and I
immediately got into the ’25 Chrysler and took the logging road to the landing. When
we got there we found the second loader (the man who tended the second tong that
lifted logs onto the truck on the landing) on the ground in considerable pain. He had
been knocked off the log pile by the swinging tongs and had fallen backward and had
broken his neck.
239

I decided to stop operations for the day. Rather than go back to the office and
phone for an ambulance, I asked Fred to drive the man directly to the hospital in
Sedro-Woolley. The injured man was placed in the back seat with his head on the
back of the seat, and volunteers from the crew were placed one on each side of him
to hold his head as steady as they could, and off they went. It was a tense job trying
to drive so as minimize the bumps and jostling in the back seat and still make good
time to the hospital. It was a 25 mile drive with not a word spoken but everyone
concentrating on his job. The injured man lived, but it was a long time before he was
fit to work again.
Fred filled in for that second loader for about a week until I was able to hire a
replacement. But before I sent Fred onto the job, I gave him a stern lecture on the
hazards of the job and the proper way to handle the second set of tongs. Since the
loaders were constantly climbing on and off the log pile that built up at the base of the
spar tree, my main warning to him was, “Never step over the yarding mainline, but
hop over it with both feet at a time.” This was so that if the main line was suddenly
pulled and taken up into the air with a big load of logs on the other end, the line would
not hit him between the legs, but hit him on one side or the other and maybe injure
238 Tops, broken branches, and pulled-down trees left after an area is logged.
239 Assistant to the head loader.
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you but not kill you. Needless to say, Fred was very careful to follow my directions.
And he did enjoy the job because the Head Loader was a good teacher and Fred
could observe how he selected logs off the pile to make up a truckload that was not
too light and not too heavy, settled well, and did not tend to roll as the truck started to
move.
So that was how Fred passed the Spring and Summer of 1939, filling in
wherever he was needed and able, mostly on the more unskilled jobs in the woods.
But it was fun for him because now he could understand the logging language that I
and my brother Fred used whenever we got together.
However, I counseled my son Fred to not make logging his life work like every
other male member of our family had, but that he should look to educating himself in
business and accounting because the day of the independent logger was over. The
large companies like Weyerhaeuser and Simpson Timber were taking over the
logging business. They were growing timber like a farm operation with new crops of
trees planted after each area was logged. But a business and accounting education
is needed in all areas of the economy.
So that is what he decided to do, just what I had said that he should do, like a
good son.

Son Fred Goes to College
Fred made application to the University of Washington for the Fall, 1939. He
was accepted as an in-state student, since Georgette and I were now residents of
Washington State. I had a friend in the logging business whose son was already at
the University and he mentioned that his son was in a fraternity, and it was a pretty
good way to go and the living arrangements were quite economical. So I mentioned it
to Fred. He thought it would be good, too.
Georgette and I drove him down to Seattle a couple of days before fraternity
Rush Week and got him a room at the YMCA in the university district just a block from
the campus. We also opened a bank account and deposited $1000 for him to start
out on. It was understood that this was a loan, however, until he could get some
income and start to pay us back. When we left to go back home, Fred felt pretty
lonely in his austere room in an unfamiliar town, but he was determined to go to Rush
Week, get registered for classes, and buy the books he needed, as soon as possible.
Several fraternities contacted Fred with invitations to attend rush functions at
their houses. I can’t remember how they knew about him, but I guess he must have
filled out something when he checked in with the university upon his arrival in Seattle.
He attended all the functions that he was invited to, and when he went to the Delta
Tau Delta house, Jim Deirline told Fred that his dad had told him to look out for him
because he had talked to me about fraternity life. Jim was very gracious and
introduced him to all the members, and Fred found that he liked them and liked the
living arrangements, and he also liked the fact that there was a House Mother living
in the house to keep proceedings as decorous as possible. Besides that, the house
was only a half-block from the campus! So he accepted a pledge pin from the upper
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classman who was the pledge director and made arrangements to move his things
from the YMCA to the Delt House, the Gamma Mu Chapter of the national fraternity
Delta Tau Delta. And so began four years of fraternity life that had a lot to do with his
growing as a student, a brother, and a man.
The Delta Tau Delta house in 1939 was a red brick colonial style rectangular
shaped structure located at 4524 19th Avenue NE. It had four white columns in front,
two on each side of the front door supporting a roof for the front porch. It had a full
size basement, and three stories. In the basement were the kitchen, dining room and
chapter meeting room. On the first floor was the main living room, a music and sitting
room, a pool table room, and an apartment for the House Mother. The second floor
had study rooms for two students each, a large bathroom for residents on that floor
and a large sleeping porch open to the outside air and screened. The third floor was
a duplicate of the second floor, with its own bathroom and sleeping porch. New
pledges were paired in a study room with a junior preferably, or a sophomore if a
junior was not available. Assignment to a study room was based on seniority; seniors
first, then juniors and finally sophomores. Fred was paired with a junior who had
selected a room on the second floor so he moved his gear into the empty closet and
bureau and settled into the empty desk. Then he went to the sleeping porch and
selected an empty bunk, an upper one since he was a pledge and a freshman.
The University of Washington was on the “quarter” system, with three quarters
making up the school year, Fall Quarter, Winter Quarter, and Spring Quarter. The
fraternity devoted fall quarter to what was called “Pledge Training”, with initiation into
active member status at the end of the quarter. However, while Fred was an active
member during the final two quarters of the year, he was still a freshman, so he was
expected to fulfill the pledge-assigned housekeeping duties along with the other
freshmen. The work assignments were specified and rotated by an upper classman
with the title of House Manager, one of the elected officers of the Chapter.
Fall quarter started out a little ominously with the pledge director calling all the
pledges together and telling them to go down to the “Avenue” and buy a paddle, put
their name on it, and carry it with them whenever they were in the Shelter (House).
They were told to buy an unfinished paddle 22” long, 4” wide, made of solid wood ¾”
thick with a shaped handle at one end. The paddle was to be used to administer
punishment if they didn’t complete assigned housekeeping duties in a proper and
timely manner, failed to memorize the story of the fraternity’s founding, failed to
memorize the Greek alphabet, failed to complete other assigned duties or projects or
acted disrespectfully toward an upperclassman. The punishment consisted of from
one to five “hacks” preceded by the command to “assume the position”, meaning to
bend over and grab your ankles. I don’t believe any pledge completely avoided being
paddled, but as Fred had very few hacks because he was careful to do all that was
expected of him. It is worth mentioning here that when their pledge class became
upperclassmen, they agitated and forced a vote to discontinue the practice of
paddling, as they found it to be unproductive and demeaning.
The initiation process leading up to qualifying as an active member in the
Chapter included a week of intense hazing called “Hell Week”. It was at the very end
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of fall quarter, leaving just enough days for studying for and taking the final exams in
academic courses and the fraternity initiation ceremonies. Hell week started early
Monday morning with a line-up of all pledges in the reception area just inside the front
door. They were then given the rules. They were to attend all their classes, attend
study hours in their rooms and attend all house meals, but the rest of the time they
were to work at their assigned projects in the House. These projects included the
painting of designated rooms and areas, cleaning of all carpeted floors, stripping and
re-waxing of all linoleum, vinyl, tile and wood floors, and other smaller projects as
assigned. And, this was the most unexpected rule, they were not to sleep until they
were told that they could.
They didn’t sleep Monday night, Tuesday night, or Wednesday night, but
instead worked all night on their projects, supervised by upperclassmen, who worked
in shifts so they were able to get some sleep but keep the pledges from falling
asleep. On Thursday morning at line up before going to class Fred did catch a little
cat nap while standing up! Some of the pledges said they were able to cat nap while
attending lecture classes and the professors were pretty tolerant of it because they
knew it was Hell Week season, so Fred tried it and it helped a lot to keep his mind
straight for the last day.
On Thursday morning at line up they told the pledges that they would be able
to sleep that night and after classes on Friday, but be prepared for the informal
initiation ceremonies on Friday night before the formal initiation on Saturday
afternoon. So that was three nights and four days without sleep, and Fred had never
realized how hard it became to concentrate on even the simplest tasks and how hard
one’s body cried out for rest.
Friday night after dinner was the “informal” initiation but Fred was still so tired
from lack of sleep that he really didn’t care what they did with them. They sat them in
the music room and then took them one at a time into the living room, where they had
turned down the lights so it was almost dark. Then they asked questions about how
committed they were to becoming a Delt, and whether they were willing to go through
some tests to show their commitment. Of course, Fred said yes, after which they told
him to “assume the position”. He did, but then instead of hitting him in the butt, they
hit the leather couch next to him about ten times. He finally realized that the slapping
noise that the paddle made was not for his benefit, but for those in the music room
whose turns had not come yet.
There were other “tests”, but he could only remember one of them, because
that one was so traumatic. They made him stand barefooted on a chair, and in front
of the chair was a big plank with nails coming through from the back side. Then he
was told he had to jump down on the nails. It was scary, and he thought to himself,
“This is going too far,” but he was so tired and almost numb, so he thought, “What the
hell,” and he jumped. Well, the nails turned out to be rubber nails and they bent over
when he jumped on them and it didn’t hurt at all. There was a lot of laughing and
yelling at him, but the initiation was over and he was sent to his room.
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The formal initiation which took place the next afternoon, Saturday, was an
entirely different experience. Everybody dressed up in suits and ties. They were
greeted by local alumni who were there to supervise and participate in the ceremony,
and for the first time they were allowed to enter the inner sanctum of the Chapter
Room. They were sworn to secrecy about the ceremony itself, but suffice it to say that
it was very solemn as well as inspiring. After the ceremony there was cake and ice
cream and much good brotherhood from the members and the alumni. They felt that
they had been accepted into the greatest organization in the world! It was a wonderful
feeling of accomplishment.
Fred’s academic record at the University of Washington was better than
average, though subject to ups and downs, depending on the environment of the
particular academic year. The first year was filled with distractions, starting with the
pledging to the fraternity and his responsibilities there as a freshman. Also there was
just the newness of going to college and coping with the many educational
differences from his high school experience. The second and third years were his
best, which he ascribed to the fact that he had a part time job which took up a good
part of every weekday and made him more serious and efficient with his study time.
The fourth and last year was more like the first year with no outside job to keep him
focused, the normal distractions of senior activities, and the progress of the war and
the preparation for his part in it. He did manage to graduate with a 3.47 grade point
average, which as I said before was better than the average, but not quite good
enough to make Phi Beta Kappa.

Son Fred’s Job at the Bank
Fred’s experiences with outside jobs during his college years deserve some
explanation, because they reveal how he was able to finance his attendance at
school as well as pay back the money he had borrowed from me at the beginning of
the first year. At the beginning of the second year, he came back to the fraternity
House two weeks early because he wanted some time to get settled in his new room
with his new roommate and to find out what was happening on campus before
classes started.
He happened to see a flyer announcing a program offered by the Seattle First
National Bank in which they wanted to hire five business students to enter a bank
management program and work part time during the week in various departments of
the main branch in downtown Seattle. It sounded like a good deal, so he filled out an
application and sent it in to the main branch Personnel Department. About a week
later he was called to the bank for an interview. Two Vice-Presidents of the bank
interviewed him and since he had no formal job positions to report, they were
interested in how he had spent his time during his elementary school and high school
years. It was a good interview, and Fred felt good about it when he left, hoping that
he would hear further from them.
A few days later he received a letter from the bank informing him that he had
been selected to fill one of the training jobs and he was to report the next Monday
afternoon at 2:00PM. When he got there the personnel manager took him down to
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the Clearings Department and introduced him to the department manager, and also
introduced him to the other four students who had been selected. They were Dick
Schutt, Bob Schnoor, Elgin Spreen, and Dick (I can’t remember the last name). Elgin
was a fraternity brother so Fred already knew him, but the others he met for the first
time. The manager explained that the function of the clearings department was to
receive all the checks from other local banks that had been presented to the bank
that day, sort them out by bank, total the amounts by bank, then balance to the total
of all the checks received. There were thousands of checks to process and it paid to
be accurate, since they could leave for home as soon as they were balanced. The
checks were then taken to the Bank Clearing House the next morning and balanced
out between the banks so that each bank received a debit or a credit dollar amount
with every other bank present. In this way all participating banks received the funds
due to them from other banks or paid the funds they owed to the other banks.
The bank job turned out to be a good job and supported Fred for his
sophomore and junior academic years. The five of them were very good at listing and
totaling the checks without making mistakes, which meant that they spent the
minimum amount of time there and usually were back in the University district in time
for dinner. But in the last half of Fred’s junior year (1942), three of the guys were
called into the armed services, one at a time, since they were seniors and were in
one of the training programs available at the University. As each one left, the bank
replaced him with two young girls who worked from 2PM to 5PM without regard as to
whether they were in balance or not. Consequently they were out of balance quite a
bit and Fred had to continue working after the girls had gone home, while going home
later and later himself.
Finally the fourth guy decided he couldn’t stand it anymore and he quit and left
Fred alone with eight young ladies to do the job. He decided that he would last it out
until the end of the academic year and then he would look for a better paying job for
the summer. He talked to the Personnel Department and asked them why he had
never been moved out of the clearings department, but they blamed it on the war and
the uncertainties involved. So he informed them that he would be leaving at the end
of the school year, and that ended his training for a banking career.

Son Fred at the Vancouver shipyards
Fred had heard that the shipyards in Portland and Vancouver were hiring students
for the summer, so he decided to try to get on there. He contacted Mrs. Hassenmeyer
with whom he’d lived during his last year of high school, and asked if it would be
possible for him to live with her again if he was able to get a shipyard job. She
informed him that she had recently married a man by the name of Kuenzlen and she
would need to talk it over with him before she could give an answer. He waited a few
days and called her and she said Mr. Kuenzlen had agreed to let him stay there for
the summer. He then applied to both shipyards and was accepted by the Vancouver
shipyards to work as an Expediter240. He had to join the Boilermakers Union, although
240 An Expediter is responsible for expediting assigned purchase orders to ensure all
requirements specified in the purchase order are accomplished, including document
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his job had nothing to do with making boilers. The job was on the lower rungs of
management and paid very well. Perhaps the job in the bank and the fact that he was
a University senior in Business Management had something to do with that
appointment.
The Vancouver shipyards were running three
shifts per day, starting at 7:00AM, each shift being
eight hours long, including a 30 minute lunch break.
Fred was assigned to the swing shift, starting at
3:00PM and ending at 11:00PM.
Shipyards are organized into Bays and Ways,
with the Bay being where the steel parts are received
and organized into proper order to forward on to the
Way, where the ship was actually assembled and
launched when completed. A good deal of welding
occurred on the Bay, taking sub-assembly pieces
and making one complete assembly which fitted in a
specific place in the ship assembly. There were five or six Ways working
simultaneously, building five or six ships at the same time. The ships they were
building were LST’s (Landing Ship Tank) to be used in invasion landings to carry
tanks and other heavy equipment to shore.
On his first day of work the shift supervisor took Fred down to the Bay where
he was assigned and filled him in on the job as it was supposed to be done. He
showed him the blueprints and how they were read and pointed out that each piece
of steel had a number and how the sub-assembly parts were numbered to indicate
which assembly number they became a part of. There was also a list of the part
numbers in the order that they would be needed on the Way as the ship was being
built.
Fred was to keep track of the parts as received, assembled and sent to the
Way so the expediter that relieved him on the next shift knew exactly where they
were in the process and no part was missed. The shift supervisor also gave him a
phone list including the number of the yard where the parts were stored after being
received from the vendors, the number of the expediter on the Way where the parts
were going, and the shift supervisor’s own number to get help or other information.
And the last thing he said was to make sure that the next part or assembly was ready
when the crane came from the Way to pick it up, or the whole process would come to
a halt and Fred would be in deep trouble.
That last instruction encouraged him to keep his mind on the job, plan in
advance, and work cooperatively with the storage yard, the crane operator in the Bay,
the welders and assemblers in the Bay, and the expediter on the Way. It was a big
responsibility and he suddenly realized that that’s why he was getting the big bucks
and that he had better perform flawlessly. He really enjoyed the job and never caused
the production line to stop, and was sorry to see it come to an end after three and a
delivery, efficient coordination, inspections and on-time delivery.
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half months. And the best part of the job was that he made as much money as he
would have made in eight and a half months working at the bank.
On his first day on the job at the shipyard Fred met an old high school friend,
Harry Gannon, who was also working there on the swing shift. He offered him a ride
and Fred agreed to pay him gas money. It was a perfect deal for him because he was
without a car and completely dependent on public transportation. Harry had a ’36
Ford Phaeton with a convertible top and he rode around most of the time with the top
down, especially in hot weather. Many times when they got off at 11:00PM they would
go out to Blue Lake Park and swim before they went home. The park was actually
closed, but they would sneak in and swim for a half hour or so to get refreshed before
they went to the Tic-Toc Restaurant or the drive-in at 12th and Burnside for a
hamburger and a milk shake and then home to bed about 1:00AM.
Next day, Fred would be up by 9:00 or 10:00AM, have a late breakfast and
then relax until it was time for Harry to pick him up at 2:00PM for the trip back to
Vancouver and the shipyards, carrying his sack lunch for the lunch break. It was a
pretty rigid routine, but OK by Fred because he was just interested in working for the
money and building up his funds for the coming school year.

Charles’s Logging Business Continues
Meanwhile, I continued working with logs and loggers and my partner, O. F.
Byerly, in Washington State.
There was a lot of timber located too far in back of the second high lead tree to
be reached by the yarder. When Byerly came up on one of his trips, I took him over
the ground and told him that I proposed building the truck road back to where it could
be yarded to another tree, and it would be a good show for the yarder.
And there was where we had our first difference. He vetoed the plan, even
though he had promised to let me log my own way and had said that we would colddeck241 the logs with our two drum tractors and swing them in on a skyline with the
yarder.
I pointed out that the tractor did not have the capacity of the yarder and that
some of the logs were located so far back that they would have to be cold-decked
twice to get them within reach of the skyline. He said no matter, go ahead and do it.
Since he held a controlling interest and I did not then want to quit, I went ahead and
did it his way, which was very expensive. Still, I managed to get the logs cold-decked
by working two crews eight hours each, as it was summer and we had long daylight.
In that way, we would not hold up the yarder, which was then hauling logs with a
skyline from the cold-deck.
We had been hauling the logs from the west side to Mount Vernon 242,
Washington, on the county road instead of to the Skagit River at Gillighan Creek, but
241 Big pile of logs yarded up to a swing tree in the woods; or stacked up any place away
from the immediate logging; or stored at a mill or other place b. To stack up logs in a pile.
242 About sixty miles north of Seattle.
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before we had finished logging the west side, a bridge on the county road went out.
The county decided to make a fill there instead of putting the bridge back.
The bridge over Gillighan Creek, which we would have to cross in hauling to
our Gillighan Creek boom, was too weak to haul logs over. It had to be reinforced.
Another trestle over Gillighan Creek was also not strong enough to haul logs over. In
addition, the boom on that side of the creek was pretty well filled in with sand. So we
decided to build a new boom down the river, so we would not have to cross Gillighan
Creek.
So while we were waiting for the bridge to be repaired, I moved the rafting
works down the river to a new location and built a road to reach it. Then when we
started logging again, we hauled the logs to the new boom.
We finished taking the timber off from the west side and moved all our
equipment back down to the camp. I had built a bridge at a narrow point below the
county bridge over Gillighan Creek, so we moved our heavy equipment over that.
Hemlock logs were so low in price that we closed down, waiting for the price to
advance again. During that time, I worked a small crew and the bulldozer to extend
the east side road into the timber.
There were 120 acres, mostly cedar, on very rough ground. They would have
to be yarded uphill, part of it cold-decked and then hauled out with skyline. There was
some nice cedar on good ground father on, which could be logged with tractors, so
when the price of cedar advanced and we had finished the truck road that far, we put
in a small crew and logged that cedar out with a tractor and did very well with it.
Then we came to the difficult part – taking out the 120 acres of cedar and
hemlock on the rough ground. The timber all had to be hauled to one point, for there
was no way to build any roads into the timber. I had just about made a deal to buy
another Skagit gasoline donkey like the one we had, and trade in one of our tractors
and arch, for we would have no further use for it. The other one could do all the road
building that was necessary.
But when Byerly came to camp again he vetoed that plan. He said he had a 12
by 14 Willamette steam donkey which he was through with. It had all the wire rope
and blocks on it. He would send it up as a swing donkey to haul logs from the colddeck that our gasoline donkey would yard out.
He had his way again, and when the donkey came, they had already sent for
another boiler, because the one on it had been no good. But the new one did not fit.
So we had to put on new steam pipes, get a new oil burner, brick up the boiler and
overhaul the engine. By the time it was ready to work, it had cost us $5000.00 to put
it in shape, which was much more than I would have had to pay for a new gas donkey
over the tractor that I would be trading in. Furthermore, the gas donkey would have
had a good resale value. When we finished with the steam donkey, it had no resale
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value at all because no one wanted steam donkeys any more. We finished logging
the 120 acres but the cedar broke up so badly that the cruize 243 did not hold out.
I had surveyed out a continuance of the road from where we had yarded cedar
with the tractor to the top of the hill. That way, we could yard part of the steep side
hill uphill. I put in a road below to yard the rest downhill. But Byerly would not let me
build the upper road and said to cold-deck and skyline all the timber downhill. We did
this, but we could not get as much output by yarding it all downhill, so the cost was
high.
The Patton tract of timber was divided into two parts. We were obliged to log
all of the first part, but if we did not want to log the second part, we were not required
to do so. The second part was all hemlock and cedar and Byerly did not want to log it
and advised the Atlas Timber Company, who owned it, that we would not take it out.
To finish logging part one, Byerly wanted me to get someone who had logging
trucks to go in with me on the contract. I finally got A. B. Haulderman to go in. He
had trucks and some logging equipment. We took the contract. Haulderman was to
supervise the logging and I was to keep the books.
Haulderman started out all right, but he wanted to build too many roads. Not
only that, he put in his own tractor and charged the company for its use even though
the two tractors that the B-M Logging Company owned were enough. I saw the way
he was going, charging the company for the hauling and also for the rent and upkeep
of his own tractor, so I would get nothing out of it.
When Byerly came up, I told him that I was going to dissolve the partnership.
So Byerly took over my share of the contract and I moved to Seattle and started
selling wire rope for Broderick and Bascom, even though I did not like their rope as
well as Pacific’s. I still had an interest in the B-M Logging Company. When
Haulderman finished part one of the Atlas Timber, Byerly drew down the $10,000.00
deposit money and notified them that we had finished.
The roads, boom and camp had cost us $120,000 and he proposed to
abandon them. Then we had the equipment appraised. By that time, his share
included a big salary which he had charged. My brother Fred and I would get
practically nothing.
I figured that if we could get the remaining timber on the Atlas tract and owned
the roads, boom and camp, we could get contract loggers to go in and log the timber.
Then we could get 50¢ or more per thousand feet for the use of the roads. We made
a new deal with Mrs. Patton for the timber, but we would have to put up a $5,000
deposit.
I found out afterwards that they had left some timber on the Atlas tract
because it was hard to get. Byerly was so anxious to get a clearance from the Atlas
Timber Company that he gave us the $10,000 that had been on deposit as well as
all the roads, boom, camp buildings, the steam donkey and a gas gravel pit shovel of
243 The estimated value of the timber
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no value for our share. He took the gas yarder and loader and the two RD8 tractors
for his share. So we signed the contract with the Atlas Timber Company to take out
the remaining timber.
Besides the Atlas Timber, there was quite a lot of other timber which was
tributary to the road, including a lot owned by the Puget Sound Pulp Company, on
which we had a contract.
We had quite a lot of trouble with contractors, for the price of hemlock was so
low that it was hard for them to break even, and we were not getting the output we
wanted.
When the war started244 in 1941, the government started paying $1.00 per
hour for common labor and higher for skilled labor, which made the loggers raise their
wages, too. But the O.P.A.245 would not let the loggers raise the price of hemlock,
though the pulp mills were anxious to buy hemlock and willing to pay more for it. So
when the Puget Sound Pulp Company offered to take over the Atlas timber and pay
us 50¢ per thousand feet for the use of our roads, we accepted their offer.
They put a crew to logging the timber. It cost them a lot more than the O.P.A.
price of hemlock logs, but they could make money because the O.P.A. allowed a big
price for pulp. Then when the costs of their pulp went up, mostly on account of higher
logging costs, the pulp companies went to the O.P.A. and showed them the costs and
were allowed to raise the price of pulp further. But still, the O.P.A. would not allow the
loggers to raise the price of hemlock logs. So the O.P.A. played into the hands of the
big pulp companies and the small independent loggers had to sell out or go broke.
The Puget Sound Pulp Company found that they were paying us quite a lot
of money for the use of our roads, so they proposed to buy us out. We finally did sell
to them for $20,000.00.

Son Fred finishes his college education
In early October, 1941, my son Fred turned in his resignation at the shipyards,
bade farewell to the Kuenzlens and took the bus back to Seattle and the university.
He checked in at the Delt House and got settled in his room on the 3 rd floor in one of
the largest rooms, with Ben Lindsay, also a senior, as his roommate. The two of them
got along very well and they were taking the same courses. Ben happened to be a
straight A student with a photographic memory, so Fred felt that he was a little out of
his class. But sometimes that memory came in handy when he was doing homework
and needed to be reminded of something that they had learned in their freshman or
sophomore year.

244 World War II
245 The Office of Price Administration (OPA) was established within the Office for
Emergency Management of the US government in August, 1941. Its original function was
to control money (price controls) and rents after the outbreak of World War II.
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One of Fred’s senior brothers was looking for someone to work with him on a
job that he had picked up over the summer. The job was to drive rotogravure plates
from the Seattle Times newspaper office to the Portland Oregonian office once a
week on Saturdays so the Oregonian would have the plates in time to print the
Sunday magazine section. Rotogravure color printing was brand new then and all the
main newspapers were competing to include color pictures in their Sunday magazine
sections.
Since Fred loved to drive, that sounded like a good job, and he agreed to do it.
They used a car from the Seattle Times and they drove down on Saturdays, leaving
just after noon and arriving in Portland around 4:00PM. Then they would grab a
hamburger at a drive-in, gas up, and start back for Seattle, arriving sometime
between 8:00PM and 9:00PM. It was a good job, it paid them well, and they kept it
for about six months, but they were missing out on Saturday night social events, so
when Spring quarter came they resigned the job and concentrated on being social for
the last quarter of their university careers.
During the Christmas vacation
between Fall and Winter quarters Fred
worked in the shipyards in Portland on
Swan Island making Liberty Ships. He
stayed in Virginia’s parents’ house on NE
79th & Beech streets and rode back and
forth to work with George Loven, who was married to Virginia’s friend Bernice
Johnson. George was waiting to be called by the Navy at that time, so they were both
short-timers at the shipyard. They worked on the graveyard shift, and Fred’s job was
as a Welders’ Helper, making sure that the welders on the Way were well-supplied
with welding rod. It was an easy job and the only problem was trying to keep warm as
the temperature dipped and the wind on the river added to the discomfort. He made
good money for the four weeks that he worked, though.
During the winter quarter of Fred’s senior year he was asked by his Economics
professor if he would be interested in being his TA (teacher’s assistant). He thought it
would be a good experience so he agreed. The course was Economics 101
(beginners course) and Fred’s job was to be present at the economics lab classes to
answer questions and give guidance in helping the students to complete their lab
projects. The professor, of course, handled the main lecture classes, wrote the
examination questions and supervised the monitors giving the examinations. All the
exams were “bluebook” exams, which meant the questions were written, and the
answers were also written in a blue standard-sized booklet, hence the name. It was
then his job to grade the answers to the questions and produce an average grade for
the entire bluebook examination. The booklets were then returned to the professor’s
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office to be referred to in case of a student’s objection to my grading. Thank
goodness there weren’t many objections, and the professor was happy enough with
Fred’s work to hold him over for the spring quarter. The pay was minimal, but the
experience was very valuable.
During the spring quarter of 1943 Fred pretty much had the whole time to
himself with no responsibilities except for his duties as a TA in economics. His school
work suffered a little as he was not required to be as disciplined with his time as he
had been during his sophomore and junior years. Social activities took up quite a bit
of his time. There were many fraternity and sorority dances, formal and informal, and
his date was a girl whom he had met in one of his classes, Grace Johnson, who
came from Vancouver, Washington. Their relationship was platonic – They just
enjoyed each other’s company and liked to have fun together.
Fred’s fraternity also entered the Annual Songfest with a choir of about twelve
voices, directed by their music major, Bob Vinson. The theme was, “Something old,
something new, something borrowed and something blue”. The songs were, “Daisy”,
“Princess Poopooly Has Plenty Papayas”, “Sweetheart of Sigma Chi” and “Mood
Indigo”. They thought they were good and clever, but the judges didn’t see it that way
and they didn’t even place in the competition.
Toward the end of spring quarter those in the 1943 graduating class of ROTC
(Reserve Officer’s Training Corps) were informed that they would not be getting a
promised 2nd Lieutenant’s commission upon graduation, but instead be required to
go to OCS (Officer Candidate School). They were to be the first graduating class that
did not get a commission at the time of graduation, and they were not given any
reason, but just told that was the way it was going to be.
It wasn’t until later when they were actually in OCS that they learned the real
reason for changing how commissions were awarded to college graduates. This was
wartime and new 2nd Lieutenants were being commissioned and sent directly to
replacement pools and from there to units in the field, many times to combat units.
They proved to be woefully inadequate in most cases, and ineffective as leaders of
troops. The morale among troops under their command suffered, and the casualty
rate among these new officers was also quite high. All in all the four years of training
in ROTC was considered a poor investment, and the solution was to provide five
months of additional intensive training to teach how to be a proper officer and an
effective leader of troops in the field. The training proved to be very rigorous, and
sometimes it seemed the whole purpose was to wash them out of the program and
relegate them to enlisted status, but there were many times after Fred received his
field assignments that he was grateful for the training that he had received in that
OCS program.
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Fred’s graduation day from the University of Washington was June 12, 1943.

The House in Clear Lake246
My wife Georgette and I moved back to Clear Lake, Washington, from Seattle.
We bought a house there which had a very pretty setting. The property was 100 feet
by 200 feet with a five room house and a double garage, but it was very badly run
down. We repaired the house, painted it and put on a new roof. We also built a
chicken house and fences, and did a lot of other work, and in two years time we had
a very fine place with a fine view of Clear Lake and the mountains. After I sold the BM Logging Company, I went to work selling Pacific Wire Rope in the district north of
Everett, Washington on a commission basis and was doing very well at it.

Health Concerns
One day, I was at the Sound View Pulp Company camp. I went into the cook
house with the logging superintendent for a cup of coffee. The waitress there made
us some kind of a sausage sandwich.
And at home the next day, I took sick with indigestion and fainted. But before I
fell, my wife grabbed me and supported me to my bed, although one of her arms was
broken and in a sling. I did not come to for hours. My wife was frantic and called in a
couple of the neighbors. They sent for Doctor Simpson in Sedro Woolley, but he did
not arrive until I had already come out of my faint. He gave me a prescription, which
Mr. McGuire went to the drug store to have filled.
I felt somewhat better but then I got worse again, so Doctor Simpson came out
to see me in the evening and took me to the hospital at Sedro Woolley. They dosed
me with medicine for a few days and I felt so well that they let me go home.
But after a few days I got worse again. My wife did not know what to do, so
she telephoned my sister, Doctor Clara M. Miller in Alameda, California. My sister
came right up to Clear Lake and gave me some shots and put me on a diet with lots
of fruit juice. When I felt a little better, she called an ambulance and took me to a
hospital in Bellingham, Washington, where I was X-rayed and had all kinds of blood
tests. In a week I felt better and went home. But the doctor who took the X-ray said
that I had a gallstone and should have an operation. Then I would be as good as
ever.
My sister had gone back to Alameda the day after I had been taken to the
hospital, so I had the reports sent to her there. She said she would come up if I had
the operation, but I thought that that was asking too much, for her to leave her
practice for so long. So I told her that I would go to Alameda to have the operation.

The Move to Alameda, California
She agreed to that, so after I had gained a little more weight I went down there
to the Alameda Hospital. Doctor O’Hannes performed the operation. I was in the
246 Just East of Burlington, near the Skagit River
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hospital for about three weeks and part of the time had three nurses working in shifts
day and night.
My wife had followed me down to Alameda and stayed at my sister’s house
and as soon as I got out of the hospital, I went there, too.
After I had been there about a week, I asked Harvey Miller, my brother-in-law,
to find out when I could get a compartment on the train going to Seattle, for it
generally took some time to get one. He found that we could get one on the train
leaving the next day.
I had not planned on leaving so soon, but I decided to take it, for there was no
telling when there would be another vacancy. It was a rather hard trip for me, for we
had to wait in line a long time to eat in the diner, and when we arrived in Seattle, we
were too late to take the train for Mr. Vernon so we had to go by bus, which was a
terrible ride.
We had phoned the McGuires and he met the bus at Mt. Vernon and took us
to our home in Clear Lake, where Mr. Twist, who looked after our place, had a fire
going. Then I went right to bed and stayed there a couple of days.
I had not been home long when jaundice developed. I went to Bellingham and
had an X-ray taken, and then to the Bellingham Clinic, where they thought that the
trip back from California had swollen the duct and stopped the flow of bile.
There was probably some gravel, also, so they gave me medicine to help pass
the gravel. After about a month’s treatment, the jaundice was better, but I was having
liver trouble and went to the clinic once every week.
I tried to keep in contact with my wire rope customers, but found that I was too
weak to stand much traveling. Finally, when I found that I would not be able to work
any more, I made application for a World War I pension, as I was over the age of 65
and entitled to it. After about six months I was given a pension of $72.00 a month.
I decided to go to California in order to have my sister give me treatments, but
I could find no place to live in Alameda. But my daughter-in-law worked for a man in
Pittsburg, California, who owned and rented lots of houses. We found an apartment
there. We shipped a few things down there and loaded a lot more onto our
automobile. My son Fred, came up and drove it down, while my wife and I went on
the train from Portland, after having gone that far in the car with Fred.
After we arrived in Pittsburg, we stayed a few days with my son Fred and his
wife until the things we had shipped arrived. Then we moved into a very nice threeroom apartment on the ground floor with a place to park our automobile.
I started driving to Alameda twice each week, an hour drive, to take treatments
from my sister. As I began to feel better, I took only one trip each week. My sister
said I should move permanently to California to be where she could watch over me
and the climate was better for my health than in Washington.
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There were no apartments to rent in Alameda, so the only way for us to get a
place to live was to buy a house. After looking around, we finally found one that
suited us, only a short distance from where my sister lived, and close to stores and
transportation to Oakland and San Francisco. So we bought the place for $11,000 –
a six room house at 1316 Wayne Court.
We made a down payment and then drove back to Clear Lake, Washington
with the help of a friend of ours from Sedro-Woolley, Mrs. Bertha Stevens, who came
down from Seattle by plane and helped to drive the car back.
As soon as we got back to Clear Lake we put our house there up for sale and
within 60 days had sold it for $7,500, which was cheap for such a nice property. We
then shipped our furniture by moving truck to our house on Wayne Court in Alameda
and we moved in.
We had a lot to do to make the house suit us, putting in built-ins, cupboards,
etc., and cleaning up the yard, planting flowers. More than a year after moving into
the house, we finally had the place looking very nice.
My eyes had been troubling me for some time. I found that cataracts were
developing, first in my left eye, and then in my right eye. So I went to the Veterans
Hospital in Oakland where they told me that, when the eyes were right for it, they
would operate on them. Then I was put through a lot of X-ray and blood tests to see
if I was in condition to have an operation. I was a little anemic, but not too much.
They found that I was slightly diabetic, so they put me on a no-sugar special diabetic
diet, and told me that the eye specialist would call me for another examination and so
now I am waiting for the call, July 24, 1948.

Attached Note
The following letter was appended to the copy of Charles’s autobiography which was
typed into the computer:
Alameda, March 10, 1972
Dear Virginia,
Would like to have back that writing of Charles, the last thing I have of him, long
enough to read it over once more. So please bring it back as soon as possible. Will
take care of it I promise so nothing happen to it. Did not know I could miss it as
much, but it is, so I am pleading with you to do that for me. Am sending for your
transportation and hope to see you as soon as possible Virginia, did not asked when
you would be home, but I hope it is soon, and hope you had a nice trip.
As ever,
Georgette
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Afterward, by Charles MacFarlane
Remarkable Men
We have had a lot of good men working for the companies, that I have been
connected with, so I would like to tell about a few of these outstanding men.

Johnson and Watkins
There was Charles Johnson, a Swede who worked for the Michigan Lumber
Co. His job, along with three other men, was to take the lumber that came down the
lumber chutes247 from the saw mill, about 75 thousand feet per day, and sort it all onto
trucks.
To begin the operation, I would hand him a copy of the same orders that went
to the head sawyer248, the edger-man and the trimmer men. He would read the order,
and if it was a small special order, ask where to put it. Then he would put the order
away under the rollcase249 and never look at it again. But the lumber would be sorted
just right. This was a rather hard job and commanded higher pay, but Charley did it
so easily that he never got tired. At quarter time, while the saws were being changed,
he would turn cartwheels on the dock.
Another outstanding man worked for the Michigan Lumber Co. He was a
great big Negro, Bill Watkins. He usually worked at Albina 250, loading lumber on cars
from barges that had been sent from the mill in Vancouver. Bill was really strong.
One time, a piece of timber 12 inches by 12 inches by 24 feet long had to be lifted
from the skids which lay alongside the car and placed onto the car. Bill took one end
and two other men took the other end. But the two could not handle their end, so Bill
said, “Get out of the way!” He grabbed the timber in the middle, lifted it up, and
placed it on the car. The Albina bunch was always bragging on Bill Watkins while the
Mill bunch would brag on Charles Johnson. There was no doubt that Bill was bigger
and stronger, though Charley was quick and wiry.
Well, it so happened that the company had sold a lot of yard stock and were
shipping it by steam schooner to California. So we brought Bill Watkins over from
Albina to help get the lumber to the schooner. Men loaded trucks in the yard. Then
they used horses to haul them to the ship side. We put Charles Johnson and Bill

247 A chute, or flume, is a wooden water trough built on trestles or cribwork to carry logs or
lumber to milling or loading points.
248 A faller (lumberjack) in the pine country. To make it more confusing a bucker is also
called a sawyer in some places. Bucker = A man who cuts felled trees into log lengths.
249 A Rollcase is a group of rollers, lined up like rolling pins and attached to a stand, so that
heavy logs can be moved along them like a conveyor.
250 A neighborhood of Portland, which was eventually buried under Interstate 5. It was a
generally-African-American neighborhood where the MacFarlanes ran a lumber yard.
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Watkins in place to unload the trucks and send the load down the chute to the
stevedores251.
These two men handled three hundred thousand feet of lumber in three days. I
tallied the lumber. Charles Johnson, being the quicker, would get his end up first,
which meant that Bill had the heavier lift. But he could do it, so the contest was a tie.

Marsh Underwood
We had a tie mill on the Lewis River. My brother Fred took charge of driving
the ties from our mill (and five other mills) down the river, to where they would be
towed to the cars or ships and loaded on. Marsh Underwood, a tall, raw, and bony
man, was hired as a driver, and soon proved to be the best man of the lot.
One time, they had to carry a lot of ties that lay high and dry on a sand bar.
Marsh put a tie on his shoulder and carried it out, while the others carried ties two
men apiece. So Marsh hoisted two trees on his shoulder and carried them both in.
After that, the others each took a tie.
Later, Fred went in as the Logging Superintendent for one of the tie mills. He
took Marsh Underwood along with him as a hooktender 252. And Marsh proved himself
to be one of the great hooktenders. He had the knack of laying his lines out (They
were logging with donkeys253) so that the logs rarely hung up on stumps. He worked
for years with either Fred or myself in larger camps and he was always tops.

Martin Enstrum
Another standout man was Martin Enstrum, a big, tall, good-natured and
talkative Swede. He had first worked in the woods building skid roads for my father.
Later, he had been working around Hood River in the logging camps doing all kinds
of jobs. He could do most anything. When he came to us, we had been logging on
Coal Creek. We hired him as an engineer. We were only running a small one-donkey
camp and whenever anything happened I would run the donkey while Martin would
go to the shop and fix whatever it was.
One day, our female cook quit at 3 P.M. I went to Enstrum and asked, “Can you
cook? Our cook just quit!” He said, ”I can try.” He went in and put up a wonderful
meal for supper.
251 Persons employed, or contractors engaged, at a dock to load and unload cargo from
ship
252 A foreman in charge of the crew on a logging side. In early days he was the man in
charge of skidding, and either hooked on the logs or told the teamsters what logs to hook
on. Because he tended hook sometimes, the name has stuck. Known as head hooker or
hooker in some camps.
253 An endless variety of steam, gas, diesel, or electric power plants, plus drums to hold
wire rope; all used to haul logs from the woods, to load at landings, move equipment, rig
up trees, and in the old days, to lower cars down inclines. There is almost nothing which a
top logger cannot do with a donkey
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Logging on the Kalama River, we had some very steep rough ground going
down to the river, so we put in a gravity slackline 254 to lift the logs on the mainline and
lower them down to the river. Martin handled the job perfectly, although it was
entirely new to him and all of us.
Martin was the happiest fellow when he had had a few drinks. One day, I had
some business to do at Stella, which was on the Columbia River, seven miles from
where we were logging. Martin walked down there with me. Before we went back to
camp, he got an extra bottle of whiskey for himself, and another bottle of an extragood brand for Bill, a logger friend of his.
Well, every once in a while, he would stop to take a drink. When his bottle was
about half gone, he said, “I guess I will try Bill’s whiskey.” So he finally drank about
half of that. Then he filled the bottle back up with his own cheaper brand. After a
while, he took some more drinks out of Bill’s bottle. This time, he filled it up with water
and said, “Bill won’t know the difference.” I did not hear any more about it, so I guess
Bill really hadn’t known the difference.
Another time, we closed the camp on July 1 for the Fourth of July. We all
walked down to Stella to take the boat for Portland. There were two saloons in Stella.
Bill Gorman’s was the favorite. After a few drinks, Enstrum was feeling pretty happy.
He decided to cross the Columbia River in a small boat and take the train from
Astoria to Portland. So a few of us went with him. When we got on the train in Astoria,
Martin bought all the peanuts from the butcher boy and walked up and down the aisle
giving them to every one.
Later, my brother and I went to Vancouver, Washington, where we lived. And
on July 3rd who should show up but Martin Enstrum. He was not too happy. He said,
“Charley, have you got a dollar?” I said, “Yes, but why?” He said, “I am broke and
want to go back to camp.” I gave him the dollar and he went back to camp.
He worked for us a lot after that, part of the time running a donkey engine for
the slackline system. He was good at his job, but could never save any money.

Watt McIrvin
We were logging at Sara, Washington255. After finishing the big California
contract, a well-built young man named Watt McIrvin came over, asking for a job.
According to him, he was the best ball player, the best hooktender, the best barker,
and the best of most everything. He bragged so much that we did not hire him, but
finally we had a contract of standard piling and needed some extra barkers to strip
the bark off with axes. So we sent for McIrvin and put him to barking with three of our
best men, who would each bark about 400 linear feet per day (We also had four other
ordinary barkers who could only do about 300 feet per day).
254 A method of overhead cable logging in which the main line and skyline are lowered to
the ground for taking on the turn. Only the tail end is anchored, b. A special donkey used
with a slackline system.
255 About eight miles north of Vancouver, Washington, a couple miles east of the Columbia
River.
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Well, this Watt McIrvin, with no effort at all, would take off a two-foot- long strip
of bark without cutting into the wood. He just slipped his ax between the wood and
the bark with every stroke of the ax. Meanwhile, he never stopped talking, telling how
good he was as a hooktender and various other jobs. By all odds, he was the best
barker on the job.
When we finished this piling order, we went back to putting in logs and gave
McIrvine the job of hooktender on one of the sides where the logs were rather large.
Well, he was just as good there as he was at barking. He would snipe 256 the log, cut
some hand skids and when the team came back, would drive the dog 257 into the log.
Then the team would roll the log onto its ride on the hand skids 258 and away they
would go out onto the skid road. If the log needed a block to haul it out, he would
have it all set and ready when the team came.
That was one man who bragged a lot and could do all he said he could do.

Bill Gavin
While my father was operating the Blue Mill, two miles out of Rossland, British
Columbia, a tall, raw-boned man with a stiff leg walked into the office. When my
father saw him he said, “Why, Bill Gavin259! I haven’t seen you in a long while. What is
the matter with your leg? “Bill had been a top loader for my father back in Michigan.
Bill said, “After you left Michigan, I drifted south, loading logs and doing other
kinds of cant hook260 and peavey261 work. One day, while I was in town, I got drunk,
as usual, and got into a fight with a man who shot me in the knee. The doctor said
the bullet was in a ticklish place. If he tried to take it out, I might lose my leg. So I left
it in. However, there are still some jobs that I can do. I heard in Rossland that you
were running a logging camp and mill up here so I thought I would come up and see
if you had anything that I could do.”

256 A bevel hewed on the ride side of the end of a log, making it easier to pull over the skids,
b. An angle chopped or sawed on the undercut side of a stump to help the tree slide off
and clear some obstacle,
257 A short metal stake sharp on one end, with an eye on the other. Driven into a log it gave
a hold to tie to another log. Used frequently in tying logs together for hauling down a foreand-aft road.
258 Man who ran along throwing short skids under heavy logs as they were being ground
skidded; he was the direct ancestor of the skid road.
259 In places in this section, Bill Gavin is called Jim Gavin.” No explanation!
260 A stout pole with a swinging hook on the side and two teeth on the end. Used mostly on
landings for turning and rolling logs.
261 The famous woods tool, heavy handled, with a spike point and free-swinging hook, used
in rolling logs all over North America. Said to have been invented by J. H. Peavey of
Bangor, Maine. Spelled both peavey and peavy.
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My father said, “I can give you a job at the mill, unloading logs from the sleighs
onto skids and tailing262 them down so the skids are full for the night shift. We run the
mill night and day, but we only log in the day time.
Bill took the job and did the work so easily that it did not look like work at all.
He would unload the load of logs. Then, when he tailed down the logs, he would walk
behind the log he was rolling. If it did not roll straight, he would flip his hook into its
end, and while it was still rolling, he would “cut” it just right and down it would go
against the logs at the front. After all of the logs had been tailed down, he would sit
down and wait for the next load.
Well, after a time Louis Blue, who had another tract of timber at Ymir, British
Columbia, induced my father to build a mill up there and cut that timber. He bought
our interest in the Rossland milling operation. Our mill foreman, Gates Howe, who
had worked for us at Vancouver, Washington, stayed on with Blue for awhile.
One day, soon after Blue had taken over the operation, he went up to the mill
and saw Bill Gavin sitting down, waiting for another load of logs to come in. So he
said to Gates Howe, “That man on the rollway does not seem to have enough to do.
He is just sitting around doing nothing.” Gates said, “But he is doing his job okay.”
Blue said, “I think you should give him something to do to keep him busy. The
blacksmith shop is right close. Have him go and help the blacksmith when he is
waiting for a load to come in.”
So Gates told Bill, “Mr. Blue says for you to help the blacksmith when you are
not busy here.” “Okay,” said Bill, and he walked right by the shop to the office and
asked for his time. As a result, they had to put on two men (who were not good canthook men) and they worked hard doing the work that Bill had done easily.
Well, sometime later, one day we were sitting in the hotel at Rossland, British
Columbia, when in walked Bill Gavin, just as nice as could be, his stiff leg now
bending. My father said, “Well, Bill, what happened? Did you have an operation on
the leg?” Bill said, “Not exactly, but I got drunk again, as usual, and decided to take
the bullet out, so I took out my knife and cut it out, and here I am as good as ever.”
What the doctor had been afraid to do, he successfully did himself. Was it
luck?

Joe La Belle
The first time I ever saw Joe La Belle was after P.C. MacFarlane & Sons had
taken a large order for California Piling. Such piles are twelve to eighteen inches at
the butt, not less than eight inches at the top, and thirty to 125 feet long. That’s quite
a bit smaller than the standard Columbia River piling.
We were using horses to haul the piling out on skid roads, loading it onto cars
which took it to the Lake River, on which it was rafted.

262 To follow logs into the landing down a fore-and-aft road
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The head rafter, Will Gray, said he that needed another man, so I inquired
around with the crew, searching for a man who could work with Will. They told me
that Joe La Belle could do it. He was then working for us building skid roads, so I
went up to find him.
The builders pointed out a rather short, heavy man, part Indian, who weighed
about two hundred pounds. I had my doubts that he could ride the small piling which
we were putting in, but I went up and asked him if he could raft piling. With a grin, he
said he thought so, and would be willing to try it.
Well, he turned out to be so good that he could walk on those small pilings as
if he were walking down a sidewalk. The piles that he stepped on would not roll, but
only sink down, sometimes so far that his feet went under water. He certainly knew
his job.
Later we needed a good cant-hook man to to load the piling onto cars. We
used four men to roll the logs down the skidways 263, sort them for lengths, and then
roll them to disconnected trucks.
So they sent Joe to do the job. He soon proved to be as good as the best of
them. He got the knack of flipping his hooks into the next piling just as he stepped
over it, so that he was ready to roll that piling as quickly as the rest, though he
appeared to be going slower.
After we finished the contract, we went back over the same ground, cutting
standard-sized piling which we had on order, and cutting logs from timber which was
too large to serve as piling. By that time, Joe was our right hand man, dependably
performing various jobs – barking piling, tending hook, or serving as the head loader.
Later, when we got our first donkey engine, he was the hook tender on that.
Sometime later I was the logging Superintendent for the I R& N Railroad,
taking logs from the boom at Nahcotta, hauling them on cars to Ilwaco 264. where they
were rafted by my brother Fred and his crew. I had a donkey engine, which hauled
the logs out of the water and rolled them onto cars, so I took Joe down there to work
on the boom265, picking out loads and sending the logs up just right to be rolled onto
cars, as he was a good boom man as well as a loader.
The weather down there on the boom was pretty tough at times, especially
during the winter, so the next spring, Joe suggested that we hire this other man, who
already lived down there, to be a boom man. He himself would take the chasing
263 A loading dock built of logs. Here, it’s a skidroad., a road where logs are skidded or
dragged or rolled.
264 The distance from Nahcotta to Ilwaco is about a dozen miles as the crow flies. The route
goes south along the Pacific Coast from Nahcotta. Ilwaco is located at the mouth of the
Columbia River, on the north shore.
265 A raft of logs or a loose bag of logs in the water, b. A string of boom sticks used to guide
logs into a pocket, c. A pole or timber or metal arm sticking out from a machine, for
example, the boom on a loading machine.
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job266, which was easier. I told Joe that the job did not pay as much but he said that
the pay did not matter. He would spend whatever he got anyway. So he took the
chasing job.
When fall came and the weather began to get rough, the local boom man quit,
saying that he had a lot of work to do at home.
So I said to Joe, “Well, I guess you will have to go on the boom again.” Joe
laughed and said, “That was just what I was trying to get out of. Here, I worked all
summer in nice weather at lower wages. Now I have to go back on the boom during
the rough weather.” Joe laughed and thought it was quite a joke. He went back and
did the job, though, for he was dependable – a great guy.

Horses can also be outstanding
Back in 1895, P. C. MacFarlane & Son were operating a logging camp on the
V. K. & Y. Railroad267 back of Vancouver, Washington, and had several logging
contractors working for them.
Black & Thornton, one of the contractors, who owned a six-horse team, took a
contract to put in a lot of ship spars, pilings and logs. These men were an idea pair of
loggers. Black was a first-class hooktender and Thornton was an expert teamster.
The team they owned was composed of a pair of Bay leaders Duke and
Prince, tall and rangy like a carriage team, always ready and anxious to go and
weighing 1400 pounds each. The swing team, Frank & Henry were dapple grey,
steady and true, weighing almost five hundred pounds each.
The wheel team, tall boys, Jim and John, weighed about seven hundred
pounds each. All the horses were true and good pullers, except John, who, while he
was probably the strongest in the lot, wanted to know who was boss before he put
out his strength. So when they were ready to take a hard pull on a turn of logs, it
went something like this:
Thornton, who only held the reins on the lead team, would tighten the reins a
little and say, “Step up, Duke, Prince, Henry, Frank, Jim,” and then he would raise his
goad stick and say, “John.” John would give a heave and the load was on its way.
After P.C. MacFarlane & Son had finished logging at Vancouver, Washington,
they took a mill to run on shares from Louis Blue at Rossland, British Columbia, and
they moved their horses and equipment up there. Thornton did not want to go up
there, so P. C. MacFarlane & Son bought his interest in the team and when they
arrived there, the six-horse team was split into two-horse teams and put to hauling
logs on sleighs.

266 Chase —To hook or unhook logs at the landing.
267 Vancouver, Klickitat and Yakima Railroad, begun in 1888. The original goal was to
connect Vancouver to the transcontinental railroad in Yakima by way of the Klickitat Pass.
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Blue owned some horses and equipment, all of which he furnished as part of
his share of equipment. Among the horses he owned was a blue roan, name of Blue,
about the size of Black’s John, and Louis Blue’s teamsters al wanted to bet that Blue
was stronger than John, and offered to bet $100.00. Black said he believed John was
the stronger and I asked him why he did not bet, then, and he said John might decide
not to pull at that particular time, when the contest took place, so there was no
contest.
However, Jim calked his foot. Blue’s mate was also on the hospital list, so they
hitched Blue and John together.
Well, there was one hard pull coming into the landing at the mill, where the
horses had to get right down and pull. They had a good teamster, who knew how to
handle John, so when they came to the hard pull, he said, “John, you blankety-blank
son of a gun, get in there and pull,” and John did and put Blue back to the safety
chain, but blue never stopped pulling. He was true.

My narrow escapes
Sara, Washington
My father, brothers, and I had leased the McCreedie Railroad at Sara,
Washington. We were laying track to extend it to our first rollway 268. The crew had
picked up some rails on a push car269. The locomotive and one car had been coupled
onto the push car with a “rooster270” They started to push it to the end of the track.
I was standing on the left-hand corner of the car, hanging onto a stake 271, and
giving signals to the engineer. One of the rails on the car was crooked. One end of it
hit a tie on the ground, so the other end hit the post next to my head. That post, in
turn, hit me behind the ear and off the car I went. When I came to, the men had
surrounded me to help me up. But I said I was all right and got back on the car. We
turned the rail over and finished pushing the car to the end of the track.

The New Specifications
We had just got started putting in the order for California piling 272 when a
change in the specifications was made. So I took copies of them out to the fallers 273
268 A landing where logs are piled up waiting either loading or river driving. In some places
a log dump is called a rollway.
269 A push car is a platform on wheels. In later times, hand cars or pump cars often
replaced them.
270 An iron rail holding disconnected trucks together, serving as a dummy coupler.
271 A wooden post, one of many which are attached around the periphery of the car to
contain the cargo.
272 A pile is a long, straight pole. California-style piles have a smaller diameter than those
from the Northwest.
273 Otherwise known as lumberjacks, they were the ones who actually cut down the trees.
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to tell them about the change. We had two hooktenders 274 working, each with and two
sets of fallers. I went out to where one of the hooktenders was taking out piling. I
waited for the next tree to fall. Then I would go right in before they could fell another.
As soon as a tree fell, I went in. But the other set of fallers had been working
right alongside the first set. They had already hollered “timber” for the first time. As
their tree commenced to fall, they hollered “timber” again. I looked up and the tree
was coming right at me. I was young and quick at that time, so I made a jump
sideways. Although some of the limbs hit my hand, I was not hurt. The fallers said
that they had seen me just as the tree tipped over. They had been sure that it had hit
me.

Waterford Work
After my father had got killed by a piling near Sara, Washington, my brother
Fred and I finished the contract and logged a couple of years after that, when we
gave up our lease on the railroad and went down the Columbia River to Waterford,
Washington, where we bought a steam donkey engine and built a chute to some
yellow fir timber.
We had a steep rock bluff to build the chute over and we had stretched out this
donkey lines up over the cliff where the chute was to be built and I was standing with
my back to the cliff, giving signals to the donkey below, when a rock came loose from
the cliff above and hit me on the back of the neck, which paralyzed me for a few
minutes and the men helped me over to the side out of danger. The rock had hit just
to one side of the spine. If it had hit there I might not be here now, but it soon passed
and we went back to work.

Coal Creek Haulback Line
After we finished logging the timber at Waterford, we took a contract to log
forty million feet of logs on Coal Creek, Washington. One day I was “chasing 275.” The
chaser follows the bull hook276 back to where the hooktender hooks on the logs. He

274 A foreman in charge of the crew on a logging side. In early days he was the man in
charge of skidding, and either hooked on the logs or told the teamsters what logs to hook
on. Because he tended hook sometimes, the name has stuck. Known as head hooker or
hooker in some camps.
275 To chase is to hook or unhook logs at the landing. In the early days of ground lead
yarding the “chaser” followed, or chased, the logs from the woods to the landing to (1)see
that they did not hang up en route, (2) replace chokers which were always falling out of
the open choker hooks used in those days, and (3) open and close yarding blocks,
allowing the butt rigging and log to pass by. Nowadays the chaser mostly unhooks the
chokers from logs at the landing. Sometimes the name “chaser” is given to a loader.
276 An old time heavy, open choker hook. Used as a butt hook,. It was not satisfactory, as
chokers were always falling out.
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then goes in with the logs to the landing to change the choker 277 in case of a
“hangup278.” While I was chasing, my brother Fred was tending hook (when I later told
my wife what I had been doing, she said, “Yes, I know, but what work were you
doing?”)
The donkey had a main line to haul the logs in from a yard, and a haulback 279
line to pull the main line back to the remaining logs in the yard to bring them in. In
this case, a block (pulley) had been hung on a stump as a lead for the haul back line,
which went around to a side block and tail block 280 and into the main line, where a
“butt rigging” held the main line and haulback lines together. This particular lead block
had been hung with a strap on that stump at about the height of my neck. So as I
came in or out, I had to duck under the line.
Sometimes the engineer would put rosin on the main-drum friction 281, and the
drum, after it had stopped, would stick when it tried to pull the haulback line in order
to haul out the main line back to the yard. I had noticed that, several times, when
starting that haulback line, it would tighten up and “sing” until the main line finally
came loose and started moving.
Once, I had brought a log in, had taken the choker off, and had started hauling
the line back. Just as I got in front of the lead block, the lines commenced to sing. I
thought I might be in a bad place if the strap holding the block should break. So I
ducked low. As I did, the strap did, in fact, break. The block flew over my head.
I went and got the block and hung it up again before the engine crew, who
were badly scared, came to their senses. I motioned them to start the butt hook 282
back to the woods and they told me that I must not get in the bight 283 of the line. So I
climbed around behind the stump for a few trips. But that was too much trouble, so I
went back in front again. Of course, I watched out for that singing noise.
Several times I had the haulback line catch on a snag and then let go, but I
was so close to the line it just threw me sideways eight or ten feet.
277 A short steel cable with a ferrule on each end. One end sockets into the butt hook; the
other end is circled around a log and then sockets into the choker hook which runs on the
choker cable. When the choker is pulled the loose circle quickly cinches up tight like a
necktie, "choking" the log as it is pulled toward the landing.
278 Logs stuck behind a stump or other obstacle in yarding.
279 The line which takes the butt rigging (in this case, the main line) back to the woods in
yarding.
280 A block used to angle the haulback line around a back corner of the yarding area.
281 A friction is a clutch on a donkey engine operated by hand, by steam, or air, and so
named. It holds the drum against a turning wheel driven by gears connected by
crankshaft to the engine.
282 The heavy hook on the butt rigging(which joins the main and haulback lines) to which
the chokers are attached.
283 As used in logging, an angle or bay, or sag in a wire rope. When stretched tight, the
bight flattens out, with disastrous results for anything in the way.
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I R & N Railroad284.
About 1900 I was employed as the logging superintendent of the I R & N
Railroad. I had been put in charge of hauling logs from Nahcotta to Ilwaco,
Washington. We were hauling a lot of very large spruce and fir logs. We used logging
jacks285 to unload the cars at Ilwaco on the main railroad line because there was no
room to put in a power-unloading rig.
One day, while the crew used logging jacks to roll some big spruce logs off the
car. I was blocking the front log as they rolled it forward, so that it would not roll back
when they changed their holds. I was under the load, leaning over the truck timbers,
when the back log rolled forward and a big knot came down and scraped right by me.
If I had been a few inches over, it would have smashed me. However, they say a
miss is as good as a mile.

Port Angeles286
When I was Logging Superintendent for the Puget Sound Mill Lumber Co. of
Port Angeles, Washington, the main line railroad had just been finished from Port
Angeles to where our first logging camp was located, and we had moved in the bunk
houses, office and superintendent shack. The cook house was still in a tent. We
cleaned up the camp site, but there were still some old snags 287 standing back a
ways from the buildings.
My bed was against the wall. One night, after I had gone to bed, one of the
snags fell. Its top end scraped down on the side of the building right next to my bed.
284 Ilwaco, Railway and Navigation Company. A tide table, not a time table, governed the
early railroad schedule allowing coordination with the steamers that met the train at either
end of its daily journeys. Old-timers of the area still speak affectionately of the train’s
unorthodox schedule and its informal accommodating service. They remember with
fondness that the IR&N was widely known as the “Irregular, Ramblin’ and Never-get-there
Railroad”.
285 The jack screw, usually about two and a half feet high, was a piece of heavy pipe with a
base like an inverted saucer. A bar with cogs in it, ran through the pipe. At the upper end
of the bar was a "dog" on a swivel. This "dog" at the outer end of the bar was elevated
slightly and very sharp, so as pressure was put on it, it would sink into the log. At right
angles to the bar, were the gears, which fit into the cogs of the bar. The first gear was four
to one plus the length of the handle; this went into a second gear that was about six to
one plus the handle. With a man turning the jack screw, this ratio would be equal to the
lifting power of forty men. Just above the handle was an important safety device. This was
a pin with notches. In case the logger slipped or accidentally let go of the handle, the pin
fell into the notch and prevented the handle from flying around uncontrolled. A flying
handle could cut a man in two, or severely injure him, to say the least.
286 Located south of Victoria, B.C. across the Strait of Juan de Fuca, on the northern shore
of Washington state.
287 A dead standing tree; dangerous to cut down because of loose bark, limbs, or tops, and
dangerous to leave because it acts like a torch in forest fires. B) A partly sunken tree or
log in a river.
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If the snag had been a few inches longer, it would have broken down the flimsy side
wall and struck me in my sleep.
Logging is a dangerous business, even when operating as carefully as
possible. While I was superintendent of the Kerry Timber Co. at Kerry, Oregon, we
had four men killed. On the B-M Logging Co. operation at Clear Lake, Washington,
five men were killed before the job was finished. It is very sad to have this happen in
a camp that you are operating, and it’s something that you will always remember.

Africa
I was in France during the First World War. After it was over, I was employed
by a French company to go to Africa and look over some timber which they owned, in
order to make plans for its exploitation. The company had planned to send me down
on the steamer “Africa” with their plantation manager. They summoned me to Paris,
but such a rush of people was going to Africa that the steamer did not have room for
me and the secretary-interpreter who was to go with me. So we had to wait three
weeks for the next boat.
I was getting rather anxious to get on with my trip, but when I talked to the
company manager, he said, “You were lucky not to have gone on that boat. It was
wrecked. All but five were lost, including that plantation manager.”
Why was I permitted to escape while so many others were taken? I hope it’s
so I can yet do some good in this world.
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Charles MacFarlane with his son, Fred – August 23, 1944

